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Abstract

A remarkable characteristic of our motor system is its enormous capacity for change, 
manifest in our ability to acquire new skills (motor learning) and to adapt existing 
behaviours to better suit the environment (motor adaptation). Common to both is the 
need to store information about the environment and the body, which can be thought 
of as building or updating internal models.

Two learning rules used in the literature to learn internal models for control (Feed
back Error Learning and Distal Supervised Learning) are analysed, examining possible 
experimental predictions.

Adaptation to changing environments is studied using paradigms based on reaching 
movements under switching sequences of two conflicting force-flelds. There is good 
evidence that the motor system adapts to an external force-fleld by acquiring an internal 
model that predicts future corrections from past errors. However, the switching force- 
fleld paradigm reveals that in a situation where the environment is non-stationary, 
i.e. changing over time, such predictive control can breah down and efficient feedback 
control becomes more important. This paradigm is used to study the role of online 
feedback, dual adaptation, modularity of internal models and the effect of gradually 
increasing task difficulty. The role of feedback versus feedforward control is qualitatively 
explained by a simple probabilistic model of adaptation. The model makes predictions 
about behaviour in environments of varying degrees of uncertainty, which are tested 
experimentally using a grip-force paradigm.

Many studies of motor learning have focused on simple tasks. The final chap
ter examines motor learning of a complex skill: playing Kendama or “cup and ball” . 
Kendama is simulated using virtual haptic and visual feedback, allowing all aspects 
of the task to be experimentally controlled. The role of visual and haptic feedback, 
eye-hand coordination and error propagation during learning are studied using this 
set-up.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of motor control is essential for the understanding of any animal, including 
humans, since any form of interaction or communication with our environment involves 
the motor system [223]. The study of motor control can make use of a large number of 
experimental techniques ranging from behavioural psychophysics studies to electromyo
graphic (EMG) measurements of muscle activities and single-cell electrophysiology in 
non-human primates, as well as such interventions as selective and possibly transient 
lesions, for example using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in humans. Com
bining the findings of such a large and varied collection of experimental evidence is 
difficult, if not impossible, without a model of what the motor system is trying to 
achieve, i.e. its goal. Defining such a model on a phenomenological level is trivial, 
since the goal can always be taken to be successful interaction with the environment 
as defined by the experimental task.

In order to understand motor function on a more fundamental level, addressing 
how the motor system achieves its goals, interpreting experimental results requires 
some notion of how the brain processes information and implements control. In other 
words, experimental observations are ultimately the result of computations performed 
by the brain, although probably not in the sense of a programmable digital computer. 
Nevertheless, understanding the computational problems the brain solves will help to 
connect separate pieces of experimental evidence. Ultimatively, the goal of the study of 
motor control is to understand how the brain controls the rest of the body to give rise 
to a huge repertoire of skilled movements. While this thesis focuses on modelling some 
aspects of the computational problems the brain solves, using behavioural experiments 
to inform the modelling, the results will be related to Neurophysiology in the final 
chapter.

Computationally, motor control is a difficult problem. This renders computational 
modelling both interesting and challenging. At this point these problems shall only
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Chapter 1 Introduction

be briefly mentioned, as they will be discussed in more detail in the context of the 
remainder of the introduction. Although there is a large number of factors contributing 
to this difficulty, the problems most considered in the literature are the non-linearity 
of the controlled system (e.g. the interaction torques at the shoulder and elbow joints), 
a limited force-production capacity of muscles and significant sensorimotor feedback 
delays (the latter two requiring some form of predictive control using internal models). 
However, these problems are in fact quite well understood and, for example, robotics 
engineers know how to deal with them efficiently.

On the other hand, more difficult problems include questions such as how the motor 
system is able to coordinate large numbers of degrees of freedom (consider the number 
of joints in the hand) for skilled action, or how we are able to consistently achieve 
our motor goals in spite of a large amount of variability from one movement to the 
next. Computationally, these questions are far from understood and such simple tasks 
as shufiling a deck of cards is a seemingly insurmountable nightmare for robot design, 
where the state of the art even lacks an idea of how to start to deal with the problem 
[156]. To date, a majority of experimental studies have concentrated on the problems 
of the previous paragraph, such as large feedback delays, which although representing 
difficult design problems in the context of the human motor system, are computationally 
well understood. The problems of movement variability and degrees of freedom are 
excluded from most studies by using tasks that strongly constrain movements and by 
analysing only average behaviour. While the studies in this thesis are to a large extent 
in this tradition, a new type of experimental paradigm that might serve to address 
some of these advanced questions is introduced towards the end of this thesis.

In addition to these computational problems, possibly the most intriguing char
acteristics of the human (or primate) motor system is the capacity for change. This 
capacity allows both adaptation of existing behaviours to changes in the environment, 
as well as the capability to learn new skills to aehieve high-level goals, such as learning 
to use a stick to extract tasty ants from their mound. The aim of this thesis is to study 
adaptation and learning from a computational perspective, using psychophysical exper
iments to abstract well-defined aspects of motor learning and adaptation. In particular 
this thesis will address learning rules for non-linear dynamical systems, adaptation to 
non-stationary environments and the role of statistical uncertainty in the context of 
motor adaptation, as well as learning of a novel and complex skill.

1.1 C om putational m otor control

Unlike in the physical sciences, rigidly controlled experiments of human behaviour in 
adapting to novel environments are not possible as each subject represents a random

13



Chapter 1 Introduction

sample and individual differences are usually an important factor. Given the incred
ible complexity of the central nervous system (CNS) and the motor apparatus itself, 
studying behaviour from a computational perspective will always require making sim
plifications and to some extent ad hoc assumptions about the nature of the system 
under study. Together with the stochastic nature of psychophysical adaptation experi
ments, this means that finding the right level of description is often crucial in building a 
computational model that goes beyond simple data fitting and is capable of generating 
a further insight.

In computational modelling of comphcated systems like the human motor system, 
there is a continuous tension between building a realistic model of the physical system 
under study, capturing the minute details of its inner workings, and abstracting the 
observations to gain a conceptual understanding of underlying computational principles. 
Both approaches have inherent risks associated with them to either miss a unifying 
general principal due to minute attention to computational complexity and detail or 
to abstract so far that the insights gained cannot apply to the system originally under 
study. An example of the importance of choosing the right level of description for a given 
question is the study of reaching movements. Explaining the details of arm trajectories 
in different arm configurations requires taking account of the complex dynamics of a 
two-link arm [186] while treating the arm as a Cartesian point-mass could clearly not 
explain such differences. On the other hand even the simplest two-fink arm model is 
non-linear by definition and could not be used in conjunction with, for example, the 
techniques of optimal control (discussed in more detail below) that assume the system 
under study to be linear [237]. However, these techniques are extremely powerful and 
hence can justify the use of a highly simplified model of the arm as a point mass.

On a most abstract level, the interaction of the CNS with the environment can be 
modelled as shown in Fig. 1.1. In this view, the CNS interacts with the environment by 
issuing control commands (the motor command) and receiving sensory feedback and 
reward in return. In this view “environment” refers to both the motor apparatus, that 
is the muscular-skeletal system or body, the objects it interacts with and the outcomes 
which define the task. While this grouping of both the body and external objects may 
seem artificial at first sight, it makes sense from the point of view of the CNS: the 
motor commands control the actuators of the body (e.g. the arm and hand) which in 
turn control external objects — from a control point of view both the actuator and the 
controlled object have to be taken account of to an equal extent. For the purpose of 
this thesis, I will therefore consistently use the term environment to mean everything 
which is subject to the control by the CNS, so that changes in the dynamics of the axm 
or of a manipulated object can be treated on the same level of analysis without the 
need of introducing an arbitrary conceptual split.

14
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Central Nervous System Environment

control

planning

inference

reward

feedback

control

outcome

object

body

Figure 1.1: Concepts in computational motor control.

Computational analysis of motor control tends to break down the function of the 

motor system  as implemented by the CNS into a number of conceptually separate 

functions or blocks as illustrated by the red boxes in Fig. 1.1. The separation of the  

operation of the motor system into these concepts is based on an approach to analysis 

based on the engineering sciences where a number of interconnected components are 

combined to solve a complex task. However, this does not necessarily reflect the organ

isation of the motor system  in the brain — evolutionary pressure only forces organisms 

to interact successfully with their environment and there is no driving force favouring 

a clear and logical organisation (in an engineering sense) for how a successful motor 

system  should be implemented in the neural hardware. Nevertheless, such “boxes” or 

concepts can be useful tools in the understanding of the function of a complex system  

and the following section will discuss each of them in turn and in some detail.

1.2 Concepts in com putational motor control

1.2.1 P la n n in g

Even a simple motor task, such as pushing a light switch, can be achieved in a large 

number of ways, some of which would be more suited than others. A natural way 

to define “more suited” would be, for example, “more likely to succeed” (see below). 

The number of possible movements is already infinite considering only the different 

trajectories along which the tip of the finger can move, increases even further if all 

possible combinations of joint angles are accounted for and also includes all possible 

patterns of muscle activation that can be used to achieve the task. This observation has 

been termed the “degree of freedom problem” (e.g. [268]), which needs to be resolved 

by selecting one movement out of the infinite number of possible movements.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The task of selecting one of the infinitely many movements that achieve a desired 
goal can be solved by specifying a cost for each of the possible movements and picking 
the one which has the lowest cost associated with it, in the same way that a trip to the 
cinema would get ranked above a visit at the dentist’s (at least in the short term). This 
approach is known as optimal control (e.g. [194]) in the engineering literature. Such 
costs have been defined in terms of the smoothness of the trajectory [57] or joint torques 
[244]. Although it is not immediately obvious why the motor system should minimise 
these quantities, these models were quite successful in explaining some stereotypical 
characteristics of planar reaching movements. A more recent study suggested that the 
motor system is really concerned with achieving a task as accurately as possible and 
using the much more intuitive cost function of the end point error (minimum variance) 
this approach can explain many aspects of eye and hand movements simultaneously [83].

The minimum-variance approach that minimises end-point error as a criterion for 
selecting a movement provides a unifying organising principle for both eye and reaching 
movements that can explain a wealth of experimental data. However, it suffers, just 
as the other approaches based on movement selection, from the fact that movement 
planning is divorced from movement control. Given the large variability of biological 
movements, such a separation would in fact be surprising. While execution of a fixed 
motor plan can lead to variable trajectories due to internal noise in the execution of the 
movement, this would suggest that the variability should be randomly distributed along 
the movement. Contrary to this prediction, the range of movements for a given task is 
usually given by those that achieve the task — movements to a target generally acquire 
the target successfully, although the trajectories can be highly variable as observed 
by Bernstein when recording the movements of miners repeatedly hitting a piece of 
rock with an axe [13]. Moreover, reaching movements can be updated online if the 
target changes [198] and if reaching [205] or grasping [27] movements are perturbed, 
the correction tends to be directed towards achieving the task rather than restoring a 
stereotypical trajectory.

A more integrated approach that takes account of the fact that both motor exe
cution and sensory feedback are noisy was recently proposed by [236,239] combining 
planning, sensory processing and execution (that is, the red constructs in Fig. 1.1) into 
one integrated framework. In this framework, the motor system implements a feed
back controller that is programmed to achieve a set of goals (as opposed to stabilising 
the movement around a desired trajectory) and estimation, control and planning are 
therefore intimately linked. Because the feedback controller only cares about achieving 
the goal, for example pressing a button, it will allow any amount of variability in the 
reaching movement itself, as long as it does not interfere with pressing the button. 
Thus such a framework elegantly explains why movements are highly variable in terms
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Chapter 1 Introduction

of the details of the trajectory and at the same time highly consistent in successfully 
achieving the task, an apparent contradiction first emphasised by Bernstein [13].

A common problem of all of the above approaches to explain motor planning, is 
the relative simphcity of the movements that can be tractably analysed in this frame 
work. Far from being a criticism of the above models, this emphasises the vast extent of 
unexplored territory in the study of human movement control. Robotics engineers are 
painfully aware of the limitations of the current understanding of movement planning, 
which is one of the most difiicult problems in robotics. Successful planning algorithms 
are limited to restricted transport tasks [149], while for manipulation task trivially 
solved by humans, such as shuffling and dealing a deck of cards, it is not even clear 
how to approach the problem of motion planning [156].

In this thesis, the problem of movement planning was left aside by mostly studying 
simple tasks for which a desired trajectory is at least in part specified (e.g. move on a 
straight line to the target) and the emphasis is on how the motor system deals with 
time varying environments, as discussed below. However, chapter 8 studies a complex 
manipulation task, the game of Kendama or cup and ball, addressing questions such 
as the structure of movement vaxiabifity.

1.2.2 Inference

One of the fundamental problem the CNS faces in controlling the body interacting 
with the external world is that it has to rely on noisy sensory feedback from different 
sensory organs. Extracting as much relevant information as possible from these noisy 
signals is critical for the survival of the individual, as can be seen by considering the 
value that detecting the presence of a predator a split-second earlier must have had 
to our ancestors. Given the importance of extracting as much information from our 
environment as possible, it might be expected that human performance should be close 
to optimal when it comes to combining the different sources of information represented 
by our sensory organs. Since the signals originating from sensory organs are inherently 
noisy, one needs to turn to probability theory to define what optimal means in this 
context.

M ulti-modal feedback integration

The statement that sensors are noisy is equivalent to saying that the sensor signals 
define a broad probability distribution over the possible causes of the observed sensory 
feedback. The optimal way to combine such independent sources of information is 
to multiply the individual probability distributions, which in the case of Gaussian 
distributions correspond to averaging the individual means weighted by the inverse of
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their variance. Since the variance is a measure of uncertainty, this abstract rule has 
the very intuitive interpretation that sensory signals that are more certain are given 
higher weight in determining the final estimate.

Recent experimental work has shown that optimal inference is in fact a good model 
of how visual and auditory [63,65], proprioceptive [245-247] and haptic modalities [45] 
are combined to estimate a target location, the position of the arm and the size of an 
object, respectively. A striking demonstration of the power of inter-modal integration 
are other recent experiments showing that postural sway induced by standing on a 
rocking platform [200] or vibrating the calf-muscle [138] is suppressed if subjects are 
allowed to lightly touch a stationary object, providing a haptic reference signal that 
can apparently be used to stabilise posture. Moreover, a number of recent studies have 
modelled experimental findings on the control of posture using emergent properties of 
statistically optimal estimation models [37,248,272].

In general, the CNS does not have to rely solely on sensory feedback to estimate the 
state of the environment, but can also use implicit knowledge about the environment 
to help the process of inference. Such knowledge, which can be based on previous 
experience of the species or the individual, is termed a prior as it comes prior to the 
receipt of sensory feedback. Bayes rule governs how the prior should be combined with 
sensory feedback (the likelihood) and can be seen as treating the prior knowledge as 
an independent source of information, which is combined optimally with the sensory 
feedback. An example where the prior can be seen at work is a range of visual illusions 
in motion perception that can be explained by assuming that the brain believes that 
small velocities are more likely to occur than high velocities [258].

Temporal Feedback Integration

If the environment of the CNS was static and never changed, then the optimal way to 
combine instances of feedback that arrive at different times would simply be to average 
these different observations weighted by their reliability, as in the multi-modal case 
above. However, the environment is continually changing, partly as a result of the 
control signals sent by the CNS that lead to changes in the state of the body, partly 
due to changing external circumstances. For example in drinking a glass of wine, the 
state of our body changes over time (picking up the glass, bringing it to the lips, etc.), 
as well as the state of the glass itself, getting lighter as one drinks the wine. Clearly in 
this situation it would be wrong to use a strategy which did not take into account the 
changes in the state of the wine glass.

A better estimate of the current state of the system can be obtained by using 
knowledge about how the system is likely to develop. This is another example of 
Bayesian inference, where an estimate of the state of the environment and a causal
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model of how this state develops are used to form a prior or prediction. This prior 
estimate is subsequently combined with the new feedback to form a new estimate. In 
the above example, the CNS can know that the glass of wine is Hkely to get lighter after 
each sip and can combine this information with sensory feedback to estimate the new 
weight of the glass. This example also illustrates that the motor commands sent by 
the CNS should be taken into account in predicting the new state of the environment. 
By convention, a causal model that predicts the new state of the environment based 
on the previous state and motor commands is called a forward model.

This section describes a general recipe for optimal inference in time-changing en
vironments in very qualitative and intuitive terms; chapter 6 will discuss this issue in 
much greater detail. In engineering the inference process that combines feedback about 
the state of the environment with a prediction derived from a forward model is referred 
to as state estimation and the state estimator is often referred to aa an observer. The 
principle of Bayesian inference underlying the idea of an observer holds irrespective of 
the specifics of the model of the dynamics of the environment (i.e. the model of how 
the environment changes over time). Finding such a model is referred to as system 
identification.

In the case where the environment is characterised by only a few discrete states, a 
suitable model is a Hidden Markov Model [201,202], describing the environment by a 
fixed number of discrete states and the probability of moving between these states. If 
the forward model is to capture continuous variables of the environment (e.g. position, 
mass, muscle activation) a linear dynamical system can be a more compact description 
and assuming Gaussian noise processes, such a model gives rise to the Kalman filter 
[115,116]. The model of adaptation proposed in chapter 6 is based on the Kalman 
filter and discusses this observer framework in some detail. Experimental evidence 
that humans do in fact combine a predictive model of hand position with proprioceptive 
feedback in a way that is consistent with the observer framework was provided by an 
experiment where subjects had to estimate the position of their hand after moving in 
different dynamic environments [269], by asking subjects to track their hand in the 
dark while being subjected to random force-perturbations [5] and pole-balancing [162].

1.2 .3  C ontrol 

M odel-free control

In robotics it is relatively easy to implement a controller that executes a desired move
ment using simple feedback control, since the hardware is generally able to produce 
large forces rapidly and does not suffer from significant signal conduction delays. Thus 
a simple controller that produces control signals proportional to the position and ve
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locity errors with respect to a reference trajectory (PD control, see for example [183]) 
is capable of producing the correct movements with small errors. Such an approach to 
control is called model-free, since it does not require any knowledge or model of the 
controlled system.

In biological motor control such an approach is not feasible, because the force- 
producing hardware (i.e. the muscles) are relatively sluggish with a drawn out time 
course of activation, and conduction delays are long, in the range of 70 ms for long- 
latency responses to wrist displacement and on the order of 100 ms for visual signals. 
These long delays would only allow a feedback controller to act at very low feedback 
gains, making such an approach functionally useless. However, due to the spring
like properties of muscles, a given set of activations of agonist and antagonist muscles, 
defines an equilibrium point at which the concerned joint will come to rest in the absence 
of external forces. This suggests a control strategy where a movement is specified by 
specifying a sequence of such equilibrium points and this approach is often referred 
to as the equilibrium point hypothesis [17,47,56,86]. This effectively defines a virtual 
trajectory that is followed by the joints as a result of the spring-like properties of 
muscles. Such a control mechanism is seductive in its simphcity, since the motor system 
needs no knowledge of the dynamical properties of the controlled system.

In order to be able to produce rapid reaching movements, the spring-like properties 
of muscles need to have a high level of stiffness if the hand is to follow closely the 
equilibrium-point trajectory. Contrary to this requirement of the equifibrium point 
hypothesis, the stiffness of the hand was found to be relatively low [68, 71]. As a 
result the virtual equifibrium point trajectory would actually need to be quite compli
cated, both for single-joint [148] and multi-joint [71] movements, implicitly requiring a 
model of the controlled system in order to calculate the appropriate equifibrium point 
trajectory. While other studies have provided evidence that if a realistic model of the 
force-production by muscles is used, simple constant rate shifts of the equifibrium point 
can reproduce observed movement patterns for fast reaching movement [82], several ex
perimental findings strongly suggest that equifibrium point control cannot be the sole 
control mechanism underlying control of skilled movement.

In addition to the observation that the human arm seems to be not stiff enough to 
be compatible with the equifibrium point hypothesis as a simple control mechanism, 
reaching movements made in a rotating room have provided further arguments against 
a control mechanism based solely on neuro-muscular spring-like properties. In these 
experiments, movements are perturbed by the velocity dependent Coriofis force due to 
the rotation of the room and show significant endpoint errors both on initial exposure 
and after exposure (after-effects, see below) [136], which also transferred to the non
exposed arm [44]. These observations are incompatible with the control of only the
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neuromuscular equilibrium position, since the velocity dependent perturbation force 
vanishes as the hand stops at the endpoint of the movement. Finally the finding that 
most neurons in motor cortex seem to code for force [46], velocity [62] or a combination 
of these [113] would seem surprising if control was based solely on position.

M odel-based control

If the elastic properties of neuromuscular control are indeed not sufiicient to allow for 
simple model-free control schemes as described in the previous section, the CNS can 
use feedforward control to achieve accurate movements. Feedforward control implies 
that the CNS specifies the neural commands required for a desired movement before 
the movement is executed and “plays back” these commands in a feedforward manner. 
Since feedback is not used in producing the movement, such an approach does not suffer 
from the stability problem associated with the long loop delays in the motor system. 
However, this approach requires that the CNS has knowledge of the dynamics of the 
controlled system in order to be able to specify the correct control signals that will 
achieve the desired trajectory [110]. In section 1.2.2 I will show how a forward model 
that predicts future states based on the current state and motor commands can be 
used for statistically optimal inference. The operation required for feedforward control 
is the inverse of prediction as it works in the opposite direction, returning the motor 
command that causes a desired change in state; the corresponding internal model is 
therefore referred to as an inverse model.

The approach of using an internal inverse model for feedforward control as a model 
of human movement control was first suggested by Kawato and colleagues [120,122] 
and has since stimulated a large body of research on how such internal models can 
be learnt, represented and stored; this will be discussed in more detail below. While 
feedforward control avoids the pitfalls of the instability arising from using a high-gain 
feedback controller in the face of long conduction delays, a control system relying 
solely on feedforward control is nearly certainly not functional. This is because such a 
control strategy would result in large endpoint errors as even small errors due to small 
inaccuracies of the forward model would add up to result in large errors at the end of 
the movement; even in the case of a perfect inverse model such a controller would be 
unable to respond to unexpected perturbations.

From this discussion it is clear that a controller relying solely on a feedforward 
pathway could not be functional. A possible remedy could be the fact that the neuro
muscular system acts like a low level feedback controller (see above) that does not suflfer 
from long conduction delays. The merit of the inverse model in such a configuration 
is that it compensates for the modelled dynamics of the controlled system, so that the 
feedback controller has to correct only for unmodelled dynamics and disturbances. An
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alternative to using an inverse model is to use a forward model in an internal nega
tive, high-gain feedback loop, which is equivalent to the use of an inverse model in the 
limit of infinite loop gain (see for example [15]). In addition to the internal feedback 
loop, sensory feedback from the periphery is used as it becomes available to correct for 
modelling errors and unexpected disturbances. Such a control strategy in essence uses 
an observer (see section 1.2.2) that combines an internal forward model and sensory 
feedback to get an (undelayed) estimate of the state of the controlled system and uses 
this estimate in a high gain negative feedback loop. For linear systems this approach 
results in the Smith predictor [228], which was previously proposed as a model for the 
role of the cerebellum in human motor control [167,168] and extensions to non-linear 
control have also been proposed as a model of cerebellar function [157].

While most of the discussion about model-free and model-based control has gener
ally concentrated on movements of the upper extremities, clear evidence for the need of 
model-based control to explain human motor performance also comes from the study of 
free standing. On first sight, stationary standing might seem an easier control problem 
than, for example, the control of reaching movements. On closer examination, how
ever, standing in fact requires continuous stabilisation of an inherently unstable system 
resembling an inverted pendulum. As a simple calculation can show (see e.g. [174]) 
the ankle stiffness that would be required to passively stabilise such system (model-free 
control) is orders of magnitudes larger than measured ankle stiffness [175]. Thus free 
standing has to be subserved by an active, centrally controlled mechanism, which could 
not be functional without using a predictive forward model to overcome the significant 
feedback delays.

I have discussed how the current state of knowledge argues that human motor 
control must involve a component of feedforward control in order to allow for rapid 
and skilled movements before feedback becomes available, as well a feedback control to 
correct for ineiccuracies in the feedforward component of control and allow the motor 
system to respond to unexpected perturbations of the movement. As I discussed above, 
all these control processes rely on internal models of the environment controlled by the 
CNS. Although as succinctly discussed by Bhushan and colleagues [15] the CNS could 
rely either on an inverse model, a forward model or a combination of both, simulation 
studies in the same paper convincingly argue that only a controller using a combination 
of inverse and forward models can explain human reaching behaviour when exposed to 
a novel dynamic load.

Coordination

In the previous sections I argued that in the presence of sensor noise and feedback 
delays, efficient control of the motor system requires internal models of the environment,
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by which I mean both the body itself and the object it interacts with (see Fig. 1.1). 
Nevertheless, the most convincing argument for the use of internal models by the CNS 
is the coordination both within modalities (e.g. coordination of upper limb joint torques 
to achieve skilled control in the presence of interaction torques [81,210] or coordination 
of grip and load force in object manipulation [55,100-102]) and across modalities (e.g. 
eye-hand coordination in tracking of self-generated movements [61,214,215,249]). What 
all these varied experimental observations have in common is the fact that coordination 
shows negligible temporal delay between the coordinated components (i.e shoulder and 
elbow joint torques, grip and load force and hand and gaze position), an observation 
which is clearly incompatible with the notion that these coordinative processes rely 
solely on sensory feedback to couple the different actuators involved.

In principle, the cited examples of predictive control could arise from a central in
put to an inverse model that controls each coordinated component, taking account of 
the different dynamical properties of the components. Alternatively, predictive control 
could be based on a more distributed architecture, where each component has access to 
the motor command of all other components and uses a forward model to synchronise 
its output. Supporting the second point of view, a recent study of simultaneous track
ing of separate targets with the eye and hand [166] surprisingly showed that tracking 
performance of the hand was best not when the targets for the eye and hand were 
synchronised, but rather when the eye-target led the hand-target by approximately 
100 ms. This shows that information contained in the movement of the eyes could be 
used to help in the control of the hand at a latency of 100 ms, indicating that predictive 
control might be more flexible than previously thought.

1.3 Learning and A daptation

The motor system constantly has to deal with an environment that is changing on a 
number of time-scales. During development the dynamical properties of our own body 
change continuously as we grow. On a shorter time-scale, the properties of our muscles 
might be changing when strenuous activity leads to fatigue and we are evidently able 
to learn to interact with new objects in novel ways. Above I argued that both skillful 
manipulation, as well as seemingly simple tasks like reaching or, remarkably, standing 
upright require the motor system to maintain internal representations of the dynamical 
properties of the environment — that is of both the body and the external objects 
one interacts with. Since these are continuously changing the motor system has to 
adapt these internal representations to track these changes and also be able to learn 
novel skills in order to be able to deal with novel situations, which were not previously 
encountered.
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The study of human adaptive behaviour when exposed to novel sensory-motor envi
ronments was pioneered by Helmholtz [256] by the study of adaptation to a rearrange
ment of visual feedback by wearing goggles equipped with a set of prisms. Adaptation 
to prismatic rearrangement has since been studied intensely, but since the focus of this 
thesis is directed towards adaptation to dynamic loads, it shall suffice to refer to a 
general review of the field [260]. Given the focus of this thesis, the following discussion 
will be centred on adaption to novel dynamics environments, that is environments that 
are characterised by novel types of forces acting on the controlled system. The study of 
adaptation to such novel environments has focused mainly on reaching movements, us
ing either contact forces delivered at the hand by a robotic manipulandum [222] or the 
distributed Coriolis forces associated with a rotating room [136] to set up a dynamically 
novel environment for reaching movements.

1.3.1 Learning paradigm s

Computational theories of learning can be classified with respect to the way that the 
goal of the learner (i.e. “good performance”) is defined. This distinction gives rise to 
three classes of learning algorithms, reinforcement learning, unsupervised learning and 
supervised learning, which are closely linked to the three subtasks of the motor system 
of planning, inference and control, discussed in the previous section.

Reinforcement learning

In reinforcement learning, the goal of learning is defined as maximising the reward 
(or minimising punishment) the learner receives from the environment. Reinforcement 
learning uses a model of how the environment changes in response to actions taken 
by the learner and a model of the reward received for talcing a given action at a given 
state. Thus reinforcement learning can be seen as solving the general problem of how to 
act optimally (in the sense of maximising a performance measure or reward) in a given 
environment, combining planning and control in one step. While naive reinforcement 
learning is appealing in its generality, the fact that it rehes on a discrete representation 
of state-space and actions (i.e. look-up tables) makes this approach prone to the “curse 
of dimensionality” [11], meaning that the required memory and processing resources 
grow exponentially with the dimension of the state and action spaces (see below for an 
example). This does not pose a problem for high-level decision making processes with 
a small number of discrete states and actions, such as finding the optimal sequence of 
scientific posters to visit at a large scientific meeting, which involves on the order of a 
few hundred states and actions. However, the “curse of dimensionality” poses a serious 
problem when attempting to apply reinforcement learning to motor control.
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For the kind of tasks addressed in motor control, e.g. coordination in a multi-joint 
system like the hand, reinforcement learning algorithms are generally intractable as a 
high-dimensional continuous state and action space is represented in terms of a look-up 
table. As pointed out in [236], controlling skilled manipulation of the hand requires 
around 15 degrees of freedom and even a coarse representation of 10 discrete values per 
degree of freedom would require a look-up table with 10̂  ̂ entries — about the number 
of neurons in the entire cortex. This exponential explosion of the number of states seems 
to exclude reinforcement learning as a realistic model of motor learning unless efficient 
approximate methods that can deal efficiently with continuous and high-dimensional 
state-spaces are discovered, and this is an ongoing topic of research [14,232]. The same 
argument holds true for the related technique of dynamic programming, where models 
of the dynamics and reward generation of the environment are assumed to be known, 
as it still involves an exhaustive search over an exponentially large space.

The engineering disciphne of optimal control (see e.g. [22,135,194]) is related to 
reinforcement learning but differs in its emphasis on a continuous state space more 
relevant to engineering application. Although optimal control is in general intractable 
(as it is based on dynamic programming), the problem becomes tractable for linear 
systems using quadratic cost-functions and having an axiditive Gaussian noise model 
[161], often referred to as the LQG regulator. However, this approach is also limited 
in its applicability to biological control, since the controlled systems are often non
linear, have multiplicative (i.e. signal-dependent) noise and for many tasks it is not 
clear how a quadratic cost-function could be used to encode the goals of such everyday 
tasks as turning the pages of a book. However advances in applying optimal control 
to the study of biological motor control have been made and these were discussed 
briefly in section 1.2.1. In particular, a recent paper by Todorov suggests a tractable 
extension of the LQG framework to the biologically relevant case of signal-dependent 
(multiplicative) noise as a general framework for the analysis of coordinated movements 
[237].

Unsupervised learning

Unlike reinforcement learning and supervised learning (discussed below), the goal of 
the unsupervised learner is not to interact with the world, but rather to form a sta
tistically efficient representation of the world that efficiently extracts the information 
available in sensory signals. This learning paradigm is therefore clearly related to the 
task of inference (see section 1.2.2); each individual sensor (e.g. a single retinal gan
glion cell, a single hair cell, a single mechanoceptor in the skin of the fingertips, etc) 
contains very little information about the surrounding environment and making sense 
of the information contained in a large number of noisy sensors is just what unsuper
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vised learning is good at. However, while unsupervised learning can extract the most 
informative representation of the environment, it does not come with a warranty that 
this representation would actually be useful for control.

Another attractive feature of unsupervised learning as a model of how the brain 
makes sense of the extremely high-dimensional and noisy data is that it does not nec
essarily suffer from the “curse of dimensionality” : if the sensors are redundant in the 
sense that they contain independent information about the same underlying cause, 
learning performance can even improve [64]. Although this result was obtained from a 
simulation study on toy data, it is very promising as the sensory data the brain receives 
is both high-dimensional and highly redundant.

Supervised learning

Out of the three learning paradigms, supervised learning has the most informative error 
signal. Supervised learning assumes that a desired output is provided by a teacher 
and the error signal is the discrepancy between the desired and actual output of the 
system. The desired output can either be specified externally, for example by imitation 
of a teacher [216], or alternatively can be generated internally. An example for an 
internally specified training signal is the self-supervised learning of a forward model 
used to predict, for example, sensory consequences of actions [168]. In this case the 
desired output is simply the actual sensory consequences and the error signal is the 
discrepancy between the predicted and actual sensory consequences.

The most basic form of supervised learning uses a look-up table to define the map
ping between inputs and outputs, e.g. a table that can be used to look up a simple 
linear controller that is appropriate for a small region of state space. While this kind of 
representation is infinitely flexible, it also suffers from the “curse of dimensionality” , as 
described above. Although this is clearly problematic for controlling high dimensional 
objects such as a human or robotic arm, look-up tables have been successfully used for 
the control of a humanoid robotic arm by using subtle tricks such as restricting table 
entries to relevant regions of state-space and interpolating between nearby entries and 
such mechanisms have been proposed as a model of biological control [216,217].

If applied to motor learning, supervised learning techniques by definition require a 
desired outcome to be available. In the context of controlling movement, this means 
that a desired trajectory has to be calculated by a different process. This requirement 
of a desired trajectory at each point in the movement necessitates the separation of 
planning and control that is assumed in almost all computational models of movement 
control. However, as discussed in section 1.2.1, separating planning and control is not 
necessarily a realistic assumption.
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Figure 1.2: Cartoon of three different representations of a linear dynamics model. The linear 
dynamics, force =  mass x acceleration, is represented by a look-up table (A), an intermediate 
representation (B, here an RBF artificial neural network) and a parametric representation given 
by the true physical model (C). The different representations show different behaviours, — , 
when a new data point, #, is observed after the mass changed (A: no generalisation, B: local 
generalisation and C: global generalisation). In B, the force (— ,— ) is given by the sum of the 
individual bell-shaped “basis functions” (— , — ).

A further problem of supervised learning specific to the application to motor con

trol is that the output of the controller (i.e. the motor commands) and the training 

signal (e.g. the trajectory error) are generally not expressed in the same coordinate 

system. Supervised learning in motor control hence involves an element of coordinate 

transformation. The literature proposes mainly two different algorithms that address 

this issue, and these will be discussed at length in chapter 2.

1.3.2 R epresentation

A recurring theme of great importance for all of the three learning paradigms discussed 

is the issue of efficiently representing the high-dimensional space of states and actions 

associated with, for example, the about 600 muscles in our bodies. As briefly described 

above, the two main approaches to this issue are to reduce the dimensionality of the 

control problem, and to use representations that generalise over a region of state-space. 

Representations that directly parametrise physical properties of the environment gen

eralise globally and representations that are intermediate to look-up tables and physical 

parameter representations show a more local form of generalisation (see Fig. 1.2), and 

both types of representation will be discussed separately below.
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Dimensionality reduction

One way to deal with a high-dimensional control problem is to find a way to reduce 
the degrees of freedom that actually need to be controlled. This can be achieved 
by controlling a small number of “synergies” [18,177,178] instead of regulating the 
activation of each muscle individually. In this context the term “synergy” is understood 
as a fixed set of activations for a number of muscles. Different behaviours can then be 
specified by combining a small number of these synergies instead of having to specify 
the individual activations for a large number of muscles. A number of studies in frogs 
have shown that these synergies reside in the frog’s spinal cord and can be elicited by 
spinal stimulation but also by natural supraspinal inputs (see [18] for a review) and 
that the coordination of these synergies can be updated online in response to sensory 
events [117].

A potential problem of the approach of dimensionality reduction as described above 
is that it relies on the fact that the controlled system is highly redundant in the sense 
that execution of the task requires much fewer degrees of freedom than axe present in 
the hardware (e.g. the frogs limb). This is certainly a good approach for the control 
of such highly stereotyped behaviours as wiping, walking or swimming in the frog, but 
would be of little or no use if all or most degrees of freedom of the actuator were actually 
necessary to perform the task. For example, a recent study has found that postural 
control of the hand can be described by about two to three “synergies” of joint angles, 
a small number compared to the 22 degrees of freedom (joints) of the hand [213]. This 
would suggest that synergistic control of the hand could be an explanation of how such 
a high-dimensional system can be controlled. However, a different study using more 
dynamic manipulatory tasks (e.g. crumbling a sheet of paper to a paper ball) involved 
as many as 15 degree of freedom [238], a large number compared to the 22 available 
joints of the hand. This is particularly so, considering the fact that the joints of each 
finger are mechanically coupled.

It therefore becomes clear that while synergistic control is a good answer in the case 
of stereotyped behaviour, it cannot present a solution to the curse of dimensionality 
for tasks that are intrinsically high-dimensional such as manipulatory actions.

Parametric representations

As seen in the previous sections, look-up tables have the power to accurately represent 
arbitrary controllers, but suffer from the curse of dimensionality. The other extreme is a 
representation that is specific in structure to a particular context, but specified by only 
a few parameters. Such a representation would for example be an internal model of the 
non-linear dynamics controlled by a small number of parameters with physical meaning.
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In fact, the most compact, and least flexible, representation would directly represent a 
mathematical model of the physical world. While it is of course unreasonable to assume 
that the brain could manipulate such models in any way representing the operations in a 
digital computer, it seems entirely plausible that such highly specialised representations 
could be found by trial and error on an evolutionary time-scale. In combination with 
a parallel sensory model that would allow to estimate the parameters in question from 
the environment, such a compact representation would allow for very fast adaptation 
in the light of changes of the parameter in question in the physical world, as argued 
below. Such a highly speciflc model can only possibly make sense for properties of the 
environment that are governed by natural laws, as any changes in the structure of the 
environment cannot be captured by such a highly speciflc model whose structure must 
be assumed to change on an evolutionary time-scale.

The key to why a parametric representation as described in the previous paragraph 
can be highly efficient in adapting its parameters to the changes in the physical world 
is precisely because the parameter directly reflects the properties of the real world. 
Considering for example an internal model representing objects with inertia (i.e. any 
mass), it becomes clear that manipulating an object in any part of the work-speice gives 
rise to sensory feedback constraining the mass parameter of the internal model. Since 
the mass of an object is the same independent of its location, sensory feedback from 
interacting with the mass in all of the workspace can be used for adaptation. Moreover, 
since it is already assumed that evolution had had enough time to develop a structured 
model of the physical world, it seems reasonable to assume that highly tuned circuits 
exist for extracting the value of relevant parameters from sensory feedback.

While it is for the time being entirely unclear how such parametric models could be 
implemented in the brain, the discussion in this paragraph suggests two tell-tale signs 
giving a functional deflnition of what is meant by a parametric representation of an 
internal model. Since the parameters of the model are assumed to represent physical 
characteristics of the environment one should expect to observe:

• global generalisation of adaptive changes (see Fig. 1.2.c).

• changes in behaviour in response to sensory cues that reflect the usual relationship 
between the relevant sensory feedback and the underlying physical causes.

A few example of sensori-motor adaptation will serve to illustrate to conjectures.
An example of global generalisation of local change of the input-output relationship 

of such models is seen in adaptation of the mapping between visually perceived location 
of the hand and reaching movements (visuo-motor map). A recent study [251] has 
shown that a change in the visually perceived position of only one target location out 
of many results in global generalisation of this change across the workspace, consistent 
with a representation in polar coordinates centred between the eyes.
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Another example of such global generalisation comes from the study of reaching 
movement in a rotating room. When subjects maJce reaching movements in a rotating 
room, the reach is initially curved and misses the target due to the action of the 
velocity-dependent Coriolis force generated by the rotating room. Although subjects 
are unaware of the rotation of the room, they adapt their reaches to the presence of the 
Coriolis force making straight movements to the target [136,137]. That this adaptation 
is due to changes in model-based feedforward control is witnessed by aftereffects when 
subjects reach after the room has stopped to rotate. Since subjects are unaware that the 
room has stopped turning, the initial reaches still compensate for the expected Coriolis 
force, so that the resulting movement is a mirror image of the initial reaches in the 
rotating room. Global generalisation is observed in this case since the end-point error 
of the aftereffect transfers to the non-exposed arm [44] .̂ This suggests that adaptation 
in this case is not based on changes of the level of the control of joints or muscles, but 
rather by changes to a global parametric internal model that captures the relationship 
between rotating frames of reference and the resulting changes in dynamics of the arm.

The conjecture that humans should have developed an internal model of rotating 
rooms is obviously absurd. However, equivalent Coriolis forces arise naturally when the 
upper body is rotated with respect to the trunk and people indeed make straight reach
ing movements while rotating their upper body [193]. In the light of the second tell-tale 
sign of parametric representations (well-defined changes in behaviour in response to sen
sory cues) it would be expected that illusionary self-rotation should lead to movements 
that show curvature and end-point errors characteristic for the compensation of the 
Coriolis force associated with the illusionary rotation. This was exactly what was ob
served in an ingenious experiment that induced illusionary self-rotation by presenting a 
scenery recorded by a rotating video camera to a stationary subject [26]. For illusionary 
rotation to the left the expected Coriolis force would push the hand towards the right, 
so that as a result of compensatory feedforward commands the hand-path should be 
curved to the left, which is exactly what was observed. Consistent with the physics of 
the Coriolis force, illusionary rightward rotation resulted in trajectories curved to the 
right and the strength of this effect was proportional to the perceived speed of rotation.

A final example of behavioural evidence for parametric representations is the re
lationship between the size of an object and the predictive component of load and 
grip-force used in lifting the object. Consistent with the notion that objects of similar 
appearance have similar densities and that hence larger objects are heavier, predictive 
load and grip forces are larger for larger objects [78-80]*. With repeated practice the

^The lack of transfer of the details of the trajectory might be due to the observation made in [26] and in 
chapter 3 that perturbations towards or away from the mid-sagittal plane do not have the same effect 
on movements.

* Interestingly the control signals are scaled consistently with the physical interpretation of the object
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size-weight association used for predictive control is adapted to reflect the different den
sities of the experienced objects and this association is retained for at least 24 hours [49]. 
Thus, although the prior assumption of equal densities can be overcome by experience, 
the precise coordination between load and grip-force discussed in more detail in chap
ter 7 and reviewed in [102] indicates that the brain indeed maintains an internal model 
of the physical properties of objects. Further evidence that such internal models are 
representing object properties rather than sole input-output mappings on the level of 
motor-commands comes from studies showing that load-force grip-force coordination 
is maintained for a large range of movements [48,51-55] and is hence specific to the 
object and not, for example, details of a particular movement. Chapter 7 discusses this 
particular instance of a parametric representation in more detail and uses grip-force 
measurements to test the effect of temporal statistics on parameter estimation.

Intermediate representations

As the previous sections discussed, look-up tables are infinitely flexible with respect to 
the kind of mappings that can be represented but suflFers from the exponential growth 
of parameters with the dimensions of the problem. Moreover, such representations can
not generalise to novel regions based on previous experience. On the other hand highly 
specialised representations that reflect the physical properties of the environment are 
infinitely specialised. Since such representations reflect physical realities, they gener
alise globally across state space but are unable to adapt to novel environments that 
fall outside the structure of the existing representations assumed to be built up on an 
evolutionary time-scale. Intermediate to these two extremes is a large number of arti
ficial neural network models which are inspired by the architecture of the brain as an 
assembly of highly interconnected neurons. These intermediate representations show 
local generalisation, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.b.

The model of this kind most closely related to look-up tables is the radial basis 
function (RBF) network [16]. Instead of using hard sphts to divide up the state-space, 
each basis function makes a linear contribution to the total output of the RBF network 
that depends on the distance of the input from the centre of the basis function. This 
arrangement results in bell-shaped tuning curves of the basis functions and RBFs thus 
resemble in many ways the type of cortical representation found for example in primary 
motor cortex. While this kind of representation is appealing in its resemblance of 
cortical neurons and by the fact that such networks show some localised generalisation 
to novel inputs, it suffers from exponential growth of the number of basis functions if 
the state-space is to be covered evenly with basis functions. However, if the function

in spite of the fact that the larger object is perceived to be lighter (size-weight illusion).
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to be represented is fairly smooth, a single basis function can cover a relatively large 
region of state space thus reducing the computational burden.

As discussed above, parametric representations axe not capable of capturing entirely 
new dynamic environments because of their restrictive structure, so that adaptation 
to such novel environments is likely to involve intermediate representations. A large 
body of experimental evidence does indeed exist that indicates that this is in fact 
the case. These experiments studying the adaptation of reaching movements to a 
novel velocity depended force-held generated by a robotic manipulandum [222] have 
indicated that adaptation involves a mapping from state to actions that does not depend 
explicitly on time [30] or the order of visiting the states [29]. Unlike adaptation to the 
forces generated by rotating rooms, discussed above, adaptation generalises in joint- 
coordinates [221] and only over a limited range of state-space [60]. Adaptation seems to 
be based on the integration of past errors on a time-scale of two to three trials [218,234] 
and a recent study modelled trial to trial adaptation for reaches in different directions 
using an RBF network with broadly tuned basis function in velocity space [234].

In summary, it seems that parametric representations of the physical environment 
are employed by the brain for contexts that are unchanged on an evolutionary time- 
scale and for which evolution could hence form the appropriate shortcuts that allow for 
the most efficient (and least hexible) form of learning and generalisation. In addition, 
there exists ample experimental evidence that the motor system has at its disposal 
also a more flexible and general form of adaptive mechanism that is used in adapting 
to novel environments and can be described in terms of function approximation. The 
finding that this kind of adaptation generalises in joint (or possibly muscle) coordinates 
suggests that it acts on a lower level closer to the output stage of the motor system.

1.3 .3  M odularity

In the face of the significant complexity of the problems solved by the motor system, 
it is appealing to break down the control problem into more manageable components 
or modules. There axe different ideas about what exactly is meant by modular con
trol. One view sees modularity in terms of different hierarchical levels of control, e.g. 
planning, coordinate transformations to translate general plans in external space to 
actuator specific coordinates and low level feedback controllers helping to implement 
the plan (see e.g. [89]). More recently computational motor control has thought about 
modularity in terms of the horizontal organisation of how complex behaviours might 
be defined in terms of a combination of simpler behaviours (as will be discussed with 
an example below).

At a hierarchically lower level, muscle synergies discussed above can be seen as 
a relatively small number of modules, whose linear superposition can span a large
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range of movements [176]. A more high-level view considers how a modular control 
architecture could be used to represent the large varieties of motor behaviours we use 
in daily hve [84,164,270]. This is the question I will consider in some detail below in 
an attempt to evaluate how far the field has progressed in exploring the complicated 
issues associated with this high-level view.

Theoretical considerations

A very interesting model has recently proposed a putative mechanism of how multiple 
internal models can be learnt and combined [84,270] based on the mixture of expert 
architecture [99]. In essence the model uses a combination of a prediction mechanism 
and a context signal to form a responsibility signal for each of a number of controllers 
(modules) and the output of these modules is then linearly combined based on the 
respective responsibilities. A simulation study using this model has shown that it can 
learn to approximate the non-linear dynamics of a two-fink arm with a set of linear 
controllers [250] and might therefore be highly relevant in explaining how the motor 
system might learn to combine the kind of muscle synergies found in frog spinal cord, 
as discussed above. However there are three serious theoretical problems with this 
approach that prevent it, or in fact any other mixture model, to be a viable model 
of how the brain can cope with the huge number of different environments it has to 
interact with.

First, the reason why linear superposition of the output of a number of controllers 
cannot work in general is best appreciated by considering a counter-example, demon
strating that the interaction between the physical constraints of everyday tasks cannot 
be described by a linear combination of the individual dynamics, but gives rise to a 
number of highly non-linear interactions. Considering the two everyday tasks of driv
ing a car around a bend and drinking from a cup of coffee, it is immediately obvious 
that mastering these skills individually does not mean that one can safely take a cor
ner in one’s car while drinking a cup of coffee without spilling the coffee or having an 
accident. Besides the aspects of road safety, there is a whole complicated set of forces 
acting on the cup of coffee due to the motion of the car, so that the likely amount of 
coffee ingested is probably quite small.

Second, even if the dynamics of the two underlying tasks are linearly related, lin
early combining controllers based on prediction errors as proposed in [270], does not 
necessarily work. Again this can be illustrated by a simple example. Consider a (very 
simple) motor system that has acquired two separate modules, one for lifting a mass 
of 1 p (force output 0.01 N)  and another for lifting a mass of 1000 g (force out
put 10 N).  Further, suppose that the simple motor system now has to pick up an 
unknown object with a mass of 500 p, and that it initially applies an equal weight
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ing to both modules, as it has not yet identified the new mass. This will result in 
an prediction error of ^^2 0 5 kg^ ~ 2̂^ooifcg  ̂ ^  -5000ms~^ for the 1 g module and of 

_ 10^+0 01  ̂ % 5ms“  ̂for the 1000 g module. Any reasonable weighting scheme 
based on prediction error would therefore give nearly all the responsibility to the 1000 
g module, since its prediction error is 1000 times smaller than the prediction error of 
the 1 g module, and would hence apply a force that is appropriate for the heavy mass. 
In this example, using the prediction error as a responsibihty signal hence consistently 
overestimates the required force-command by a factor of about two, in spite of the 
fact that the controlled system is both simple and linear. The problem is that the 
responsibility signal is given by the prediction error in acceleration, while the output 
of the controller is in terms of a force. The inverse relationship between acceleration 
and mass results in the seemingly paradoxical result when encountering the unknown 
object. The correct approach would be to use the prediction error to estimate the mass 
of the unknown object and then combine the modules based on how close they axe to 
the estimated mass of the unknown object.

Finally, even if the idea of combining modules is abandoned and the mixture of 
experts architecture is used solely to identify the correct module, this does not result 
in the most compact representation. This is due to the fact that in the mixture of 
expert model one expert (module) is required for each cause of sensory feedback, or 
in other words, each context [85]. In terms of the above example, one expert would 
be needed to represent drinking coffee while driving and another expert for drinking 
coffee at the breakfast table. This is because in a mixture model the experts are not 
statistically independent given the data and can therefore not represent the combination 
of independent causes. However, such a factorial representation would be extremely 
powerful as it would allow a huge number of contexts to be generated from relatively few 
basic categories. For example using only 100 basic categories that can be either active 
or not, more than 2^^ > 10̂ *̂  different contexts could be generated. One example of 
a model that can capture such factorial representations is the recent product of expert 
model [85].

To be fair, it has to be admitted that the model discussed in this section was 
shown to be able to learn non-linear dynamics [250] and interpolate between a limited 
set of dynamical settings [84] in simulation studies, but firom the discussion presented 
above it should become clear that current models of modularity cannot explain the 
large range of skillful human motor behaviour. A more likely model appears to be 
that the CNS has an internal model of the dynamics of the world and some general 
purpose algorithm (probably implemented with many yet undiscovered shortcuts) that 
is capable of producing appropriate motor behaviour in order to achieve a given goal. 
While modularity of movement control, or the lack thereof, is a highly interesting topic
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with deep implications for the understanding of motor control, this was not a focus of 
this thesis and will therefore not be discussed further.

Interference and consolidation

While from our daily experience it is clear that we retain internal models for a great 
number of dynamical settings, a question related to modularity as discussed above is 
whether multiple dynamical environments can be learnt simultaneously. When subjects 
learn to make reaching movements in a novel robot-generated force-held and are subse
quently exposed to the force-held pointing in the opposite direction, recall of the hrst 
held is impaired [219]. This interference effect, also observed for visuomotor remap
pings [131], is evidence of a limited capacity of the motor system to simultaneously 
acquire internal models for different dynamic environments. If however a period of 
several hours is allowed to pass between the presentation of the hrst and second force 
held the interference effect is dramatically reduced, showing that motor memories are 
consolidated over a period of time [20]. This suggests that different mechanisms might 
be involved in short term acquisition and long-term retention of internal models, a view 
which is supported by an associated change in the brain activity recorded by functional 
imaging [180,220].

A further interesting hnding is that an inertial force-held and a rotation of visual 
feedback can be learnt independently [131]. At hrst sight this hnding seems to be ex
plained by an inherent independence between visual and dynamic (force) perturbations, 
but a more recent study suggests that this might not be the case and that the use of 
different state-dependencies (acceleration for the dynamic perturbation, position for 
the visual perturbation) might explain the observed lack of interference [242]. Whether 
the lack of interference is explained by the use of different modalities or different co
ordinate systems, another study has shown that such sets of perturbations can also be 
combined after having been learnt separately [50].

Another intuitive way to look at these hndings is to assume that the motor system 
uses context cues to decide whether a novel environment should be interpreted as a novel 
environment or treated as a change in the same environment. In the former case new 
memory resources (a new module?) should be made available to store a new internal 
model, while in the latter case the existing internal model for the current environment 
should be changed leading to the observed interference effect. The above results are 
then explained by assuming that opposite force-fields are interpreted as changes in the 
same environment, while velocity and position dependent perturbations are interpreted 
as different environments. This is entirely consistent with the everyday experience that 
similar skills interfere with each other (e.g. playing squash and tennis), while dissimilar 
skills (e.g. playing squash and riding a bike) do not.
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Conditioned and dual adaptation

The interference results are discussed above in terms of a process of statistical inference, 
where interference occurs if the two interfering environments are interpreted as one 
single, changing environment rather than two separate environments. This raises the 
question of whether internal models of the environment can be associated with sensory 
cues and what kind of cues can be associated. For prism adaptation several studies have 
successfully demonstrated the association of adaptation to the altered visual feedback 
for a number of different types of contextual associations [260]. These included such 
natural cues as the feel of wearing prism goggles [132], as well as more abstract cues 
like auditory tones [133].

By contrast, adaptation to novel dynamic loads seems to be less easily cued. Rela
tively abstract cues that are usually not influencing the way we perform reaching move
ments like the colour of room lighting and thumb posture [60] or simple sequences [119] 
(see also chapter 3) cannot be associated with novel dynamic environments generated 
by a robotic manipulandum. On the other hand, changing the way the manipulandum 
was gripped (horizontal or vertical grip) was found to be a powerful cue and allowed 
switching between the null-held (no active forces generated by the manipulandum) and 
a velocity-dependent force-held, as well as between two conhicting force-helds [60].

Moreover, in the case of prism adaptation, it has been shown that two conhicting 
perturbations can be learnt simultaneously, even in the absence of contextual cues 
[261,262] if the two perturbations were presented repeatedly for a long time. However, 
this form of dual adaptation has to date not been observed for dynamic perturbations; 
chapter 4 explores dual adaptation to conhicting force-helds and also discusses dual 
adaptation in a wider context.

The results of the experiments discussed in this and the previous section show that 
people cannot easily adapt to two conhicting novel environments because of negative 
interference. However, as seen above, if the conhicting environments are associated 
with appropriate sensory cues, then simultaneous adaptation can occur easily.
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1.4 Sum m ary o f the rem aining chapters

C h ap te r 2 addresses the issue of coordinate transformation inherent in motor learn
ing. The two main algorithms for converting performance error to an 
error in the output of the controller (motor commands) proposed in the 
hterature axe analysed.

C h ap te r 3 studies adaptation to a sequences of conflicting force-helds that switch on 
every trial. The results are interpreted as a gradual shift from an inap
propriate feedforward strategy based on the previous trial to a feedback 
strategy relying on sensory feedback online.

C h ap te r 4 investigates dual adaptation in the context of novel dynamic environ
ments. The experiment uses the same paradigm as in chapter 3 with 
a less frequently switching sequence of force-helds. The results provide 
evidence for dual adaptation in the context of conhicting force-helds.

C h ap te r 5 addresses the question of whether gradual training can improve motor 
learning. Two experiments probe the effect of gradually introducing either 
a switching or a fixed force-held perturbation. A differential effect was 
found with respect to the switching or fixed condition.

C h ap te r 6 explores a system identihcation view of motor adaptation and models the 
results of chapters 3 and 4 by probabilistic optimal inference in a non- 
stationaxy environment. A general Bayesian framework for statistically 
optimal inference in non-stationaxy environments is discussed.

C h ap te r 7 tests the prediction of the model in chapter 6 that integration of prior 
estimates and sensory feedback depends on the temporal statistics of the 
environment. The prediction is tested by analysing grip force prohles for 
lifting a virtual object of experimentally controlled mass.

C h ap te r 8 explores a more complex learning task. An immersive virtual reality 
simulation of the Japanese game of Kendama ( “cup-and-ball” ) is used to 
investigate learning and control, as well as eye-hand coordination, in the 
context of a complex task.

C h ap te r 9 discusses the results of this thesis in the wider context of current think
ing in computational motor control. The importance of computational 
models in general is assessed and linked with the current understanding 
of the relevant neurophysiology.
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Chapter 2

Learning Rules for M otor 
Adaptation

2.1 Introduction

As described in chapter 1, studies of reaching movement under external force fields 
provide evidence that the motor system is able to use an inverse model for predictive 
control to overcome feedback delays. This chapter will examine some approaches to 
how such an inverse model can be learnt from experience.

2.1.1 In v e rse  m o d e ls  a n d  a d a p tiv e  feed fo rw ard  c o n tro l

As far as feedforward control is concerned, the role of the motor system can be seen 
as implementing a function that will generate those motor actions that achieve a given 
goal. As a simple example, I will consider feedforward control of a second-order system, 
which is described by a set of state variables x  and their rate of change x. In this
notation the lower case bold symbols signify column vectors, for example, x  could be a
vector of three spatial co-ordinates for a point mass in three-dimensional space, and x  
a vector of the associated velocities. A two-dimensional example which I will consider 
in some detail below is the well-studied planar two-link arm (e.g. [Ill]) described by 
two joint angles and the associated joint velocities. The dynamics of such a system can 
be described as a set of discrete time difference equation relating the state {x, x} at 
time step t 4-1 to the state at the previous time step t (step size dt) and an input or 
motor command, u.

Xi+i =  X( 4- X( dt (2.1a)

X f + i  =  X f - h f ( x t , X f , U t ) d f  ( 2 . 1 b )
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Eq, (2,1) completely describes the dynamics of the system. It is called the forward 
dynamics equation, since it can be used to simulated the entire history of the system, 
given only a sequence of inputs and an initial state. The importance of Eq. (2.1) is that 
it can be summarised by considering only the change in state, i.e. the acceleration x:

(2,2)

Since f  (xt, xt, Ut) completely describes the forward dynamics of the system, finding 
a sequence of motor commands Ut=i...T that produces a desired trajectory j. 
consisting of T  time steps reduces to finding the motor commands that produces the 
correct sequence of accelerations given by Eq. (2.2). In other words, the problem of 
constructing a feedforward controller that implements a given desired trajectory is 
reduced to finding a function that inverts f in Eq. (2.2), returning the motor command 
to achieve a given desired acceleration x* as a function of the state of the system:

Uf =  g(x t,x t,x*)

The inverse of the forward dynamics in Eq. (2.2), g, is usually referred to as an 
inverse dynamics model or just inverse model. Of course, if the correct analytical form 
of g is known, the problem is solved and implementing a feedforward controller is trivial 
assuming that a desired trajectory is given. In the context of motor adaptation, the 
question is how g can be learnt from experience. This is addressed by the framework 
of function approximation, where a suitable form for g is parameterised by a vector of 
parameters w.

Ut =  g (x t,x t,x* ,w ) (2.3)

A brute-force method to learn the function g would be to sample a sequence of 
motor commands and pass them through the forward dynamics f  to obtain a sequence 
of states. Using the sampled motor commands as targets and the observed states and 
accelerations as inputs, the parameters w could be adjusted to minimise the output 
error of the model (see e.g. reference [8]). However, as discussed in [111], this form 
of direct supervised learning has several problems when applied to biological motor 
adaptation:

• Separate phases are required for sampling motor commands and observing their 
consequences and for adjusting the parameters w, i.e. on-line learning is impossi
ble with this algorithm. Additionally, each phase would require its own dedicated 
set of neural connections and a mechanism to switch between them.

• Motor control problems are often redundant, i.e. a desired state can be achieved 
with more than one set of motor commands (e.g. redundancy between joint angles
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and Cartesian positions or between muscle activations and joint torques). As a 
result, the inverse is generally not unique, or might not be found by the algorithm 
(see below).

• Moreover, direct supervised learning effectively averages all motor commands that 
achieve the transition from one given state to another one(i.e. all non-unique 
solutions to the inverse problem). For non-linear system this average must not 
necessarily be a solution to the inverse problem itself.

• The optimization is not goal-directed: it might be necessary to sample a large 
number of motor commands in order to cover the region of state-space which is 
of interest.

The above problems can be avoided by designing a learning procedure which is goal- 
directed, i.e. has an objective function expressed in terms of the sequence of desired 
motor commands, which would aohieve the desired trajectory. Assuming that the 
correct motor commands are known in advance so that the parameters w could be 
adjusted to minimise the average squared difference between the desired and actual 
output of the inverse model:

Ju — \  {Jut) — 5 — Uf)^(Ut — Ut)^ , (2.4)

where (•) denotes the expectation or average over all time steps. Jut = (u^ — U()^(U( — u*) 
is the instantaneous squared difference and ^ denotes the vector transpose.

Using simple gradient-descent optimization (see for example [16]) to implement an 
on-line learning algorithm, the update rule for the parameters from one time step to 
the next w becomes:

=  Wj fJ^'wJutt (2.5a)

V „J„, =  - | ^ ( u * - u ) ,  (2,5b)

where 77 is a learning rate parameter governing the size of the individual steps in weight 
space and Vw is the gradient with respect to the parameters.

Actually, if u*, the desired motor command, would be known, this whole procedure 
would be superfluous in the first place, as it makes no sense to approximate a function
that is already known. In reality however, u* is unknown, and the best the motor
learner can hope for is to be given a desired trajectory in terms of a sequence of desired 
states, or formally equivalently, a sequence of desired accelerations x* Since u* is not 
available, the first problem that the adaptive system has to solve in order to learn 
the inverse model, is how to adjust the parameters of a function that returns motor 
commands based on error information given in state space.
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Figure 2.1: The combined closed-loop control system for DSL and FEL. The figure shows the 
combined control system together with the learning pathways for DSL and FEL indicated by 
the red and blue arrows, respectively. The dotted line encompasses all signal and components 
discussed in this chapter. The desired trajectory is assumed to be given to the system and the 
corresponding green arrows are therefore drawn to originate outside the boundary of the dotted 
line.

Inverse Model 

Control System
Forward Model

Below are discussed the two main approaches in the literature to this coordinate 

transformation problem, Distal Supervised Learning (DSL) and Feedback Error Learn

ing (FEL). Both approaches have in common that they combine the feedforward con

troller with a feedback controller stabilizing the system  close to the desired trajectory, 

but they differ in the way they derive the error signal to train the inverse model (see 

Fig. 2.1, blue and red arrows), as discussed in the following two sections.

2.1.2 D is ta l S u p erv ised  L earn ing

Jordan and Rumelhart [111] proposed DSL as a scheme to solve the general problem  

of having different coordinate system s for the goal of a movement and the actions 

required to achieve it. The main idea behind DSL is that an approximate model of the 

forward dynamics (a forward model), can be used to perform the required coordinate 

transformation.

More formally DSL formulates an error-function in terms of the desired and actual 

accelerations:

•/x = i{(ïr-ïT(ïr-ï<)) (2.6)
The learning rule hence uses an error measure which is not explicitly given in terms 

of the outputs of the inverse model, termed by Jordan and Rumelhart a “distal” error 

signal, which explains the name “Distal Supervised Learning” .
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As in the previous section, the gradient descent update for the parameters of the 
inverse model is given by:

=  Wf (2.7)

However, since Jx is formulated in terms of acceleration, the gradient with respect to 
the parameters w  must be calculated by applying the chain rule to Eq. (2.7):

The problem of dealing with two different co-ordinate systems for the error signal and 
the output of the inverse model becomes apparent as needs to be known to convert 
the acceleration error to an error in motor command. Since the true dynamics of the 
system is assumed to be unknown to the motor learner, a solution to finding the partial 
derivative is to learn a function h that models the forward dynamics f  in Eq. (2.1). 
Such a function is called a forward model, or predictor, as it is trained to predict the 
next state (or acceleration) from the observed motor commands and previous state:

X =  h(x ,x , u ,v ),

where x  is an estimate of the true acceleration and v is a vector of parameters.
Briefly, this forward model can be learnt by minimizing the associated prediction 

error, i.e. the discrepancy between the predicted and actual accelerations. As for the in
verse model, learning is defined in terms of a squared error-function, which is optimised 
using gradient descent:

v t+ i =  Vt -  r/Vv Pt
: T

— Vt 4- ^  ^x — x) , (2.9b)

where Jp indicates that the error-function is in terms of the prediction error.
Assuming that h  is in a form that allows the partial derivative ̂  to be calculated,

Eq. (2.8) can be rewritten as:

resulting in the update equation:

= + ^  (r-x)  (2.11)
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Importantly, an accurate forward model is not necessary for convergence of the in
verse model to the correct answer: the error signal in Eq. (2.11) is the true performance 
error (x* — x), and learning will therefore stop only when this performance error be
comes zero. Assuming a sufficiently small learning rate for stability, it is sufficient that 
the approximate gradient in Eq. (2.11) points in a direction that has a positive inner 
product with the “true” gradient, ensuring that on average there is a non-zero compo
nent of the parameter updates that reduces the error-function. As discussed in [111], 
there are hence two ways in which the two networks can be trained: either the forward 
model can be trained first separately, or the forward model and inverse model are both 
trained simultaneously, bootstrapping themselves to the correct solution.

In [111], as well as in this study, the function approximators for both g and h  are 
implemented as Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), a well studied class of artificial neu
ral networks [16], and axe trained using the back-propagation algorithm [208]. Back- 
propagation in essence applies the chain-rule to derive the partial derivatives with 
respect to the network parameters, as required in Eq. (2.9) and (2.11). In this imple
mentation, the feedforward controller can be seen as a combined network comprising 
both the network representing the forward model and the network representing the 
inverse model. However, the forward model network is only used during training, when 
the performance error is back-propagated from its outputs (representing acceleration) 
to its inputs representing the motor command, from where this back-propagated error- 
signal is used to adust the weights of the inverse model network (see the red arrow in 
Fig. 2.1).

In summary, DSL works by additionally training a forward model and using it 
to implicitly convert a task-related error to an error signal in the motor output of 
the controller. As mentioned in the previous section, although DSL is used to train 
an inverse model for feedforward control, the actual controller also needs to have a 
feedback loop to stabilise the system and ensure trajectories that can be used to ef
ficiently train the forward and inverse models. This is because the inverse model is 
initialised randomly and therefore produces random control signals likely to lead to 
unstable performance. As learning progresses, the feedforward part of the controller 
produces better control signals and on convergence completely controls the system in 
a feedforward fashion [110,111,267].

2.1 .3  Feedback error learning

As discussed above, if the correct motor command,u*, needed to achieve a desired 
change in state, would be known, motor adaptation and learning would be a trivial 
application of function approximation (see Eq. (2.5)). In contrast to DSL, which re
quires a forward model to convert task (e.g. acceleration errors) to errors in motor
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commands, Feedback Error Learning [69,70,120,120,121,124,170] utilises the output 
of a feedback controller to approximate the correct error signal in terms of the desired 
motor commands required in Eq. (2.5).

To understand how this can work, assume that the combined feedforward and feed
back controller is actually perfect. In that case, the output of the inverse model, u, 
and feedback controller, u-̂ ,̂ sum to give u* the motor command required to make the 
closed-loop system move from the current state to the desired next state. Therefore:

U* =  U-|-U/6 => U * -U  =  U/5 (2.12)

This shows that if the closed-loop system is a perfect controller (i.e. it follows the 
desired trajectory exactly), the output of the feedback controller is exactly the required 
error signal. Such an ideal system would require either a perfect inverse model (in which 
case there is no need for adaptation) or a feedback controller with infinite gain. This is 
of course an unrealistic scenario, since limitations on motor output, as well as inherent 
feedback delays in the system, do not allow for very large, let alone infinite feedback 
gains. However, taking the output of the feedback controller as an approximation to 
the “true” error signal, the FEL update equation is:

Wf+i =  wt -h T ] ^  (u-^ )̂ (2.13)

Fortunately, for learning to occur successfully, it is enough that the gradient descent 
updates in Eq. (2.5) are roughly in the right direction, such that the error-function 
decreases. As learning progresses, the output of the inverse model gets closer to the 
correct output, so that the combined control system gets closer to the perfect controller 
hypothesised in Eq. (2.12). Hence, as learning progresses, the output of the feedback 
controller becomes a successively better approximation to the “true” error signal, al
lowing the system to converge to the correct model of the inverse dynamics. Originally 
FEL was derived formally by applying a variational version of Newton’s method for 
finding the roots of an equation and I will discuss this derivation in some detail in the 
next section.

In summary, FEL uses the output of a feedback controller as error signal (as indi
cated by the blue arrow in Fig. 2.1). This approach works, because the feedback signal 
can be seen as a linear approximation to the true error in motor command (see also 
section 2.2). The elegance of this approach lies in the fact that, as opposed to DSL, no 
further components are required to derive the error signal — the feedback controller 
is required anyway in order to stabilise the system during an initial training phase. 
Similar as in the case of DSL, as the performance of the inverse model improves, the
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performance error decreases, which in turn decreases the output of the feedback con
troller. Thus, as learning progresses, the system transitions smoothly from feedback 
based control to feedforward control.

2.2 Variational foundations o f FEL

2.2.1 N ew to n ’s m eth od  for so lv in g  th e  inverse dynam ics problem

This section derives the connection between FEL and Newton’s method for finding the 
roots of an equation and is partly based on the discussion in [123]. However, the analysis 
in this appendix goes beyond the derivation given by Kawato and colleagues [123] in 
order to clarify the exact relationship between FEL and Newton’s method.

The derivation of Kawato and colleagues is based on an extension of Newton’s 
method for finding the root of a functional using the calculus of variations. First, 
consider the functional describing the trajectory error with respect to the sequence of 
motor commands Ut, which is a vector function returning the motor command for each 
degree of freedom at time-step t:

F(uf) =  Xf* -  x(uf) =  Axf (2.14)

where xj" is the desired position of each degree of freedom as a function of time and x(ut) 
is the entire actual trajectory achieved by the sequence of motor commands denoted
Ut.

The goal is to find Uf such that the system follows the desired trajectory, i.e. to 
find the roots of Eq. (2.14). Using Newton’s method generalised to the calculus of 
variations, the root u* can be found iteratively by updating Ut with the increment 
Aut:

As in Eq. (2.2), the system equation can be written as Xf =  f(xt,Xt,Ut) andJtt, u t; aiiu

can be found by taking the variation of the system equation:

d f <!x,, (2.16)

where the vertical bar notation is a reminder that the partial derivatives have to be 
evaluated at each point in time and are therefore functions of time.
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Writing the time-derivatives explicitly as operators:

cP

and rearranging gives:

Sxt =
d? d f 
dt"̂  dx .dt dx

—  dx.

- 1
d f
du ÔUt.

For infinitesimally small variations Ô, 6x = and hence:

dxt
dut

Finally, substituting into Eq. (2,15) and using Eq. (2.14), the increment in the motor 
command is given by:

d f d d f ]
dx tdt dx 5u

d f
du

- 1

t
- 1

d f
dt^ dx ^dt dx

(2.17)

(Xf -  Xf)

Effectively, Eq. (2.17) converts trajectory errors to an error in the motor command 
by linearizing the inverse dynamics equation at each time point along the trajectory. 
For a linear system, this equation gives the exact error in the motor command and 
the algorithm converges with only one update. For a general non-linear system, Auf 
is an approximation to the true error, and the algorithm will take several iterations to 
converge. How well the linearised dynamics approximate the true dynamics depends 
on the character of the non-linearities and the size of the errors, with smaller errors 
resulting in better approximations. While the non-linearity is given by the dynamics 
and is therefore not easily changed, smaller errors can be achieved by adding a feedback 
controller to the system.

2.2 .2  FEL: a g lobally  linear approxim ation?

A more serious limitation of the update equation (2.17) is that it requires the forward 
dynamics / ,  or at least its partial derivatives, to be known. Kawato and colleagues [123] 
solve this problem by approximating the time-varying partial derivatives in Eq. (2.17) 
with constant diagonal matrices such that
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A n  = K a ( r  -  x) +  K„(x* -  x) +  Kp(x* -  x), (2.18)

where
- 1 - 1 d f

dk

- 1 d f (2.19)

Kawato and colleagues [123] state that, given the approximation in Eq. (2.18), the 
output of a PDA (proportional -  derivative -  acceleration) feedback controller with the 
gains set according to Eq. (2.19) can be used as a training signal Au. At the same 
time [123] is ambiguous about how the partial derivatives should be approximated with 
constant matrices.

Since approximating the partial derivatives in Eq. (2.17) with constant gain matrices 
corresponds to approximating the non-linear system with a globally linear system f  
given by

f  =  (u -  KpX -  K v x ),

one possible approach would be to set the gains Ka, Kv and Kp such that the corre
sponding linear system gives the best fit (e.g. in the least-square sense) to the original 
non-linear system over the relevant region of state space. Furthermore, since the orig
inal system dynamics /  describes a non-linear open-loop system, it might seem more 
reasonable to use the PDA controller off-hne for learning only, without actually feeding 
the feedback signal back to the system.

However, as the name FEL implies, the output of an actual feedback controller is 
used not only as a training signal but also in control itself, so that the overall system 
including the feedback loop is no longer described by the open-loop system f  and 
hence f  is no longer necessarily a good approximation. Moreover, FEL works best for 
a feedback controller that minimises trajectory errors (see sections 2.3.1, 2.4.3, 2.5.1 
and 2.2.4), consistent with the intuitive argument summarised by Eq. (2.12). In practice 
this implies setting feedback gains as high as possible without bringing the closed-loop 
system close to being unstable, which in general is not the same as setting the gains to 
approximate the system dynamics, as described above. Moreover, acceleration feedback 
is generally not used in the design of the feedback controller (i.e. Ka =  0) due to the 
stability concerns associated with acceleration feedback and the difficulty of calculating 
a reliable acceleration signal. In summary, the output of the kind of feedback controller 
used for FEL in practice clearly does not approximate the system dynamics as impfied 
by Eq. (2.19).

The discussion of the previous paragraph raises the question how exactly FEL re
lates to Newton’s method and why FEL using higher gain feedback controllers that 
are far from approximating system dynamics generally result in better learning perfor-
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mance. The next section will address these questions by considering the closed-loop 
system controlled by both a feedforward and a feedback controller.

2 .2 .3  A pp ly in g  N ew to n ’s m eth od  to  th e  c losed -loop  sy stem

By considering a general dynamical system comprising a feedback controller, the motor 
command becomes Ut = u{^ -f where u{^ is the feedforward motor command to 
be adjusted and is the output of a feedback controller that stabilises the system 
around the desired trajectory. Formally u{^ can be written as u{^ = OCAxt, where X  
is a linear operator that maps trajectory errors to feedback commands such that

Su{^ =  3C<5(Axt) — X5{k  ̂ — Xf) — —%Jx(,

since the desired trajectory does not depend on u{^. For a proportional-derivative 
(PD) controller [183], for example, X  = Kp + Ky-^. Kp and Ky are the position 
(proportional) and velocity (derivative) gain factors, respectively. Substituting for Uf 
in Eq. (2.16) and using the fact that 6u{^ = —XSxt yields

... d f

d f
du

Sxt

Sxf.
(2 .20)

Following the steps leading from Eq. (2.16) to Eq. (2.17), the update equation for Auf"^
is:

df
dx

X  A x t

df
(2 .21)

(xt -  Xf) +  u:fb

If X is a good feedback controller, the errors in Eq. (2.21) are small and the error in 
the feedforward motor command is approximately given by the output of the feedback 
controller, Au{^  % u{^, as suggested by the intuitive argument leading to Eq. (2.12). 
For an ideal perfect feedback controller, the error is zero throughout the trajectory and 
the output of the feedback controller would be the exact error signal, Au{^ = u/^.

Eq. (2.21) shows that FEL, i.e. using the output of a feedback controller for learning, 
indeed approximates Newton’s method if the trajectory error of the closed loop system 
is small, resolving the questions raised in the previous section. Another way of looking 
at this is to realise that for a sufficiently high gain feedback controller the dynamics of
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the closed-loop system are dominated by the feedback controller, effectively linearizing 
the system about the desired trajectory, so that the output of the feedback controller 
becomes a good approximation to the true error in the feedforward motor command.

A further concern with Eq. (2.17) is that it requires immediate knowledge of the 
state of the system and is therefore impossible to implement as an online algorithm in 
the presence of feedback delays. However, Eq. (2.21) shows that in the presence of a 
feedback controller, the error in the motor command is approximated by the output of 
the feedback controller as long as the trajectory errors are kept low. This argument 
holds irrespective of the way the feedback signal is derived, including a feedback signal 
based on delayed sensory feedback. Moreover, if the gain of the feedback controller 
is severely limited by feedback delays, using all of Eq. (2.21) for learning can improve 
performance dramatically, as will be shown by the simulations in the next section. 
Since the error signals in Eq. (2.21) at time t is used to update the motor command 
at time t without delay, the algorithm needs to be implemented off-line, updating the 
motor command once the entire sequence of errors is received at the end of a trajectory. 
Alternatively an onhne algorithm could be implemented using a tapped-delay line that 
hold the motor command in memory to be updated once the corresponding feedback 
has arrived.

Eq. (2.21) suggests a possible improvement to the FEL framework for adaptive 
control. In cases where the design of an effective feedback controller is limited by, for 
example, feedback delays, Eq. (2.21) suggests that the learning performance of FEL 
can be improved by using all terms of Eq. (2.21) in the update of the feedforward motor 
command, not just the output of the feedback controller, as in the case of FEL. Using 
the full update given by Eq. (2.21) requires a way of calculating the partial derivatives 
of the forward dynamics f . This could be achieved by training a suitable artificial neural 
network to approximate the forward dynamics and using back-propagation to calculate 
the required derivatives, as used by the DSL learning rule. The only other operations 
required for such a learning scheme would be five matrix multiplications and one matrix 
inversion, which could easily be performed even online for all but very large state-space 
problems. Thus applying Newton’s method to a closed-loop controlled system suggests 
a novel and potentially improved learning algorithm for finding an inverse model based 
feedforward controller by combining ideas from both FEL and DSL.

2 .2 .4  S im ulations

In order to illustrate the points made in the previous section I set up a simple simulation 
of a one-dimensional nonlinear second-order system. The system had linear inertia and 
viscosity terms and a non-linear, cubic, stiffness term. The input to the system (the 
motor command) had both a feedforward component u{^ and a feeback component u(^
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and the system was simulated using a first-order hold algorithm with a time-step width 
of dt:

xt+i = X t + X f d t  (2.22a)

xt+i = x t - \ - X f  dt (2.22b)

xt =  ^  [u{^ + u{^-\-h-xt-\-k- x f^  = f t  (2.22c)

4 ' ’ = K p - ( x l - x , )  + K ^ - ( x l - X t )  + K ^ - ( x l _ i - x t - i ) ,  (2.22d)

where Xt and x^ = \ — cos(27r • t) are the actual and desired position of the system, the 
feedforward motor command u(^ was defined by a look-up table for each time-step t 
and the feedback component of the motor command u(^ was given by the output of a 
PDA controller (Eq. (2.22d)). For all simulations the system parameters were fixed to 
m =  1 kg, 6 =  5 Nsm~^ and k =  50 Nm~^ and a step-width of dt =  1 ms was used for 
integrating the dynamics equation. Adaptive feedforward control was implemented as 
an off-line algorithm, updating the look-up table for the motor command from one rep
etition to the next using either FEL or the full Newton’s method defined in Eq. (2.21):

Newton’s method: ^  ( ^  — x„) -f 6 (x% — x„) + (2.23a)

-h (3 ' fc • x j)  (x ; -  Xn) +  u/*

FEL: n i i ,  = u f j  + u l \  (2.23b)

where n is an index over repetitions and Ur/ , Un  ̂ and x^ are vectors containing the 
feedforward and feedback motor commands and the position for each time step of the 

repetition of the trajectory.

The first set of simulations shown below compares learning performance of both 
FEL and Newton’s method when the feedback controller was given either by a linear 
approximation to the actual dynamics using Ka = m, Ky = b and Kp = k = 105 Nm~^ 
or a high gain PD controller using Ka = 0, Ky = 100 Nsm~^ and Kp =  1000 Nm~^. The 
approximated linear stiffness k was calculated as the linear least-square fit to the non
linear restoring force over the region relevant to the simulation as shown in Fig. 2.2.b. 
Fig. 2.2.a shows the behaviour of the open-loop system. {Ka = Ky = Kp = 0) when the 
feedforward motor command was calculated by solving the inverse dynamics by either 
ignoring the stiffness term in Eq. (2.22c) or approximating it with a linear term with 
stiffness k. Calculating k as the average of ^  over the relevant region of state-space 
(k = 157Nm~^) or along the desired trajectory (k =  212 Nm~^) resulted in very similar 
simulations, which are not presented further.
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Figure 2.2: Linear approximation to the non-linear stiffness. A: Open-loop motor commands 
and trajectories for uncompensated stiffness and linearly approximated stiffness. B: Linear 
approximation to the non-linear restoring force.

One possibility suggested in the previous section was to use a globally linear ap

proximation in the form of a PDA controller for learning but not for actual control 

of the system . Fig. 2.3.a shows that such a learning rule for the resulting open-loop  

system  indeed converges to a sequence of motor commands that approximate the in

verse dynamics. On the other hand, using the output of the PDA controller for both  

learning and control, the normal implementation of FEL resulted in unstable learning 

but not control, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2.3.b. This learning instability can 

be explained by the fact that the very simple learning algorithm used in the simulation  

updated the motor command directly with the output of the feedback controller, so that 

small oscillations in the feedback signal could add up from one iteration to the next. 

These oscillations are not visible in the trajectory of the controlled system  because the 

spring-damper like dynamics act to low-pass filter the motor command.

W hile the learning instability described in the previous paragraph is to some extent 

due to the choice of the very simple representation of the motor command, it never

theless underlines the stability problems associated with using acceleration feedback 

and illustrates that a feedback controller that approximates the system  dynamics is 

often a bad design choice. However, applying the full N ew ton’s method to the same 

system  (Fig. 2.3.c) results in stable learning performance that converges to the motor 

command corresponding to the exact inverse dynamics within three iterations. This 

shows that using the full N ewton’s method can lead to efficient learning in cases where 

FEL becomes unstable.

Comparing the evolution of the motor commands for simulations using the linear
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Figure 2.3: Learning performance for different feedback controllers. The figure compares the 
changes in motor command and trajectory over 6 repetitions of the desired trajectory for a 
PDA controller that approximates the system dynamics and a high gain PD controller. FEL 
(open-loop) in A uses the same gains as in B and C but the feedback controller is used only 
for learning and not for closed-loop control. Using the PDA controller in closed loop for normal 
FEL (B) resulted in instability of learning, but not control, as indicated by the arrows and 
consequently only trials 1-3 are shown.

approximation PDA controller (Fig. 2.3.b,c) and the otherwise equivalent simulations 

using the high-gain PD controller (Fig. 2.3.d,e) clearly shows that the latter converge 

much faster to the desired motor command. This holds both for FEL (comparing only 

the stable iterations) and the full Newton’s method, illustrating further the fact that 

using a feedback controller that approximates the dynamics of the open-loop system  

can often lead to suboptimal performance, while a feedback controller that leads to 

smaller errors also leads to better learning performance as measured by the changes in 

the motor command.

The fact that N ewton’s method applied to the PDA controlled system  led to stable 

learning while FEL became unstable within three iterations suggests that N ew ton’s 

m ethod can be a useful learning algorithm in the case where only a weak or otherwise 

sub-optimal feedback controller is available. A scenario where a high gain feedback 

controller might not be feasible is in the presence of large feedback delays, a setting  

particularly relevant to biological motor control where feedback delays are a significant 

limiting factor for control. To illustrate this point further, a final set of simulations
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Figure 2.4: Effect of feedback delays on FEL and Newton’s method. The inverse dynamics of 
a closed-loop system controlled by a PD controller (feedback delay 100ms, Ka =  ONs^m~^, 
Ky =  5 Nsm~^ and Kp =  100 Nm~^) is learnt by FEL (A) and Newton’s method (B).

of a closed loop system with a feedback delay of 100 m s, controlled by a low-gain PD  

controller {Ka =  0 TVs^m'"  ̂ K y =  5 Nsm~^ and Kp  =  100 Nm~^)  was run. W hile the 

trajectory error diverged in spite of the relative small changes in the motor command  

in the case of FEL (Fig. 2.4.a), both motor commands and trajectory errors converged 

within four trials using N ewton’s method (Fig. 2.4.b).

2.2.5 S u m m ary

Both the theoretical arguments and simulation studies in this appendix have show  

that FEL is not a globally linear approximation of N ew ton’s method applied to non

linear open-loop systems, as put forward previously [123]. The analysis has shown that 

rather than being an approximation to N ew ton’s method for the open-loop system , 

FEL is an approximation of Newton’s method applied to the closed loop system  under 

feedback control. As a consequence FEL works best with a high gain feedback controller 

that minimises trajectory errors. In the case that a high gain feedback controller is 

not feasible (e.g. due to feedback delays), using N ew ton’s method to find the inverse 

dynamics equation could prove a valuable learning algorithm if an efficient way of 

calculating the necessary partial derivatives is available.
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2.3 A  sim ple exam ple - controlling a frictionless point 
mass

In order to understand the basic behaviour of the two learning rules discussed above, a 
simulation of a one-dimensional unit point mass was used as the plant in Fig. 2.1. To 
study this system, the point mass was required to follow a specified reference trajectory 

(duration T  = Is ,  step size dt = 10ms), specified by a simple sigmoid shape 
as shown by the red lines in figure 2.5.

This choice of simple example system allowed simulations where the entire behaviour 
of the controlled system is specified only by one number for the feedback gain (set 
for each simulation), one number parameterizing the inverse model, which is learnt 
during the simulation and one additional number for the forward model (which is only 
necessary for DSL):

• Feedback gain The output of the feedback controller was given by the difference 
of the actual and reference velocity scaled by a gain factor.

•  Inverse model The output of the inverse model is given by =  m • Xf, where xt 
is the acceleration of the point mass and the parameter m  describes the model’s 
estimate of the system’s mass, which is learnt during training.

•  Forward model The DSL learning rule requires a forward model for learning, 
which predicts the acceleration based on the motor command u as Xt = m~^ • ut, 
where the adjustable parameter m~^ describes an estimate of the inverse mass 
of the system and, in this simple case, equals the partial derivative required in 
Eq. (2.11).

In order to demonstrate the effects of the two learning rules most clearly, m  was 
initialised to a small negative number (-0.1, chosen to exaggerate the initial error), so 
that the inverse model initially tended to accelerate the mass in the opposite direction 
to the one required. In the simulations of DSL, m~^ was also initialised to a value of 
-0.1, so that the initial predicted acceleration was pointing in the wrong direction, as 
well. The negative initialization for the forward model was chosen to observe the effect 
of a forward model that points in the wrong direction and the subsequent transition as 
the derivative obtained from the forward model starts to point in the right direction; 
the only way to achieve this in a one dimensional system is to choose the wrong sign for 
the initial parameter value. The training of the models was performed online during 
the movements according to Eq. (2.11) and (2.13), repeating the same trajectory 11 
times.

is not in bold font as the example system in this section has only one dimension and hence a; is a 
scalar.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of the feedback controller on learning. A-C: Individual trajectories (black 
line) with feedback gain of 1, 10 and 100 respectively, before learning; the red line shows the 
desired trajectory. D-F: The mass estimated by the inverse model using FEL during the 11 
repetitions of the trajectory plotted against total learning time. G-I: The same plot for DSL 
showing the inverse mass estimated by the forward model as grey line. The learning rate for 
all models was set to 0.1.

2.3.1 Effect o f feedback  co n tro lle r on lea rn in g  p e rfo rm an ce

Figure 2.5 shows the result of the first set of experiments, examining the effect of the 

feedback controller on learning performance. As expected, FEL converges quicker with 

the better feedback controllers (Fig. 2 .5 .d -f), since the output of the feedback controller 

is a better approximation to the error in the feedforward force (see Eq. (2.12)).

Somewhat counter-intuitively, the opposite trend is observed in the case of DSL: 

better control of the trajectory by the feedback controller results in slower learning 

performance for the inverse model (Fig. 2.5.g-h). However, this can be understood by 

considering the fact that, in some sense, the inverse model and the feedback controller 

are competing for the error signal: the error signal for DSL is the observed trajectory 

error, and with a good feedback controller this error signal will be much smaller. In 

the limit of a feedback controller that follows the trajectory nearly perfectly, the error 

signal is close to zero, resulting in extremely slow learning.

At the same time, the use of a better feedback controller results in slightly quicker 

learning of the forward model. In the present case of a simple linear system , this effect 

is due to the fact that initially nearly all of the motor command is provided by the 

feedback controller. Therefore a higher feedback gain will result in overall significantly 

bigger motor commands u at the beginning of learning, and as a consequence bigger
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Figure 2.6: Interaction between forward model and inverse model. The time course of the 
parameters of the inverse (black line) and forward (grey line) models is shown against learning 
time. The learning rate for the inverse model and feedback gain were held fixed at 0.1 and 1, 
respectively and the learning rate for the forward model was set to 0.001 (A,D), 0.01 (B) and 
0.1 (C). Panel D emphasises the effect of the forward model, since setting the feedback gain to 
0 increases the effective learning rate of the inverse model.

prediction errors, x — x =  {m~^ — m^rue) ' Since in the simulations the learning rate 

77 is a fixed constant, bigger prediction errors result in faster learning, provided that 

the system  does not go unstable.

For a general, non-linear system , there is an additional possible interaction between 

the feedforward and feedback pathways when using non-linear models (e.g. MLPs), 

which do not generalise globally. Since with a good feedback controller, the system  stays 

close to the desired trajectory at all times, the learner gets more consistent training 

data (sampled from a smaller region of state space). This would tend to result in faster 

learning as the effective amount of training data per volume of relevant state space is 

increased. This effect will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

2.3.2 In te ra c tio n  B etw een  F orw ard  A nd  Inverse  M odel In  DSL

Section 2.1.2 suggested that DSL does not require an accurate forward model but 

only that the estim ated gradient points in the same direction as the true gradient. 

Figure 2.6 shows the results of a simulation testing this hypothesis.

Because of the initialization to a small negative number of the inverse mass param

eter of the forward model, the gradient provided by the forward model initially has 

the wrong sign. As a consequence, the inverse model is diverging from its target value 

(m =  1 ) until the forward model provides a positive gradient (m “  ̂ > 0 ). At this point 

m  converges to unity even if the forward model is still far from the correct value (see 

Figure2.6 d). This illustrates how even a highly inaccurate forward model can provide 

a gradient that is sufficient for learning to converge. Consistent with the previous dis

cussion, comparing the learning curves in Fig. 2.6 suggests that the effective learning 

rate of the inverse model increases with the learning rate of the forward model. In this
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Figure 2.7: The simulated arm model showing the end point workspace. The workspace is 
represented by the dotted region and the movement range for the 10 cm centre out movements 
used in simulations is indicated by thin lines. The joint angles used in the simulation are defined 
by the red dotted lines. See the Appendix for more details and parameters.

simple example this is easy to understand, since the numerical value of the derivative 

provided by the forward model and hence the training signal, increases during

learning. Although the issue becomes more complicated when considering more com

plex models with a high-dimensional parameter space, the same trends were observed 

for the more complicated system discussed in the next section.

2.4 Learning the dynamics of a 2 link arm

Sections 2.1 and 2.3 presented some general discussion on how implementing a feed

forward controller can be understood in terms of learning an inverse model of the 

controlled system. DSL and FEL, two learning rules for a parametric form of such an 

inverse model, were discussed and some aspects of their behaviour were illustrated with  

a simple example. The remainder of this chapter will study the application of these 

learning rules to learning the dynamics of a planar two-link arm. The aim of this chap

ter is to understand the behaviour of the two learning rules when used in conjunction  

with a relatively complicated dynamical system (as compared to a point-mass, at least) 

and to assess potential experimental predictions and associated confounding factors.

2.4.1 D ynam ics o f a  p la n a r  tw o-link  a rm

The state of a two-link arm is described by the two joint angles qi and % (see Fig. 2.7) 

forming the vector q =  [gi, 2̂ ]̂  the associated joint velocity q. The dynamics are 

characterised by the configuration dependent inertia I(q ), the joint viscosity B  and a 

nonlinear term d that represents interaction torques between the joints (Coriolis and
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centrifugal forces, see the Appendix for more details). If we assume that the arm is 
controlled by combining the output u  of an inverse model and the output of a 
feedback controller, the inverse dynamics equation is:

I(q)q +  Bq +  d(q, q) =  u +  (2.24)

Equivalently the forward dynamics in the same form as Eq. (2.2) are :

q  =  f  =  I '^ (q ) (u  +  -  B q -  d(q, q )) (2.25)

The feedback controller is a simple PD controller (see e.g. [183]), which acts to 
reduce the discrepancy between the actual and desired joint angles and velocities:

u / | i  =  K p ( q ; - q ,)  +  K v (q J -q ,) ,  (2.26)

where Kp and Kv are diagonal gain matrices, representing position and velocity gain 
(see the Appendix). The eflFect of explicitly including the feedback command in Eqs. (2.24) 
and (2.25) is therefore only to add a further linear, but time-varying^, dependence on 
joint angles and velocity to the forward and inverse dynamics. However, since by defi
nition the error signals in Eq. (2.26) are negligible once the learning algorithm for the 
inverse model has converged, the true feedforward dynamics are learnt eventually as 
long as the system is stable.

Eq. (2.24) has two nonlinear terms: a non-linear inertia term I(q)q  and interaction 
torques d(q, q). The physics of the two-link arm results in an elective inertia at the 
hand, which is not the same in all directions and changes with location. Graphically, 
this anisotropy can be described by an inertia ellipse (see Fig. 2.8). An inertia ellipse is 
defined by the inverse of the magnitude of the acceleration resulting from a unit force 
applied in all directions. Since the long axis of this ellipse always roughly joins the 
hand and the shoulder, the inertia ellipse changes shape as the hand moves through 
the workspace. Intuitively this means that it is always harder to push the hand towards 
the shoulder than in the perpendicular direction. The interaction torques arise because 
in our description of the arm the lower arm moves in a coordinate system relative to the 
upper arm, which can rotate itself. Movement in rotating reference frames generally 
gives rise to interaction forces. The exact mathematical description of these force is 
given in the Appendix.

Fig. 2.8.a shows that for our range of movements, the inertia ellipses are actually 
fairly similar across the range of movements I used. The red trajectories in Fig. 2.8.b

^The relationship between u{^i and q< and qt changes during the movement, since q* and q? generally 
change at each time step.
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  fixed inertia

  no interaction
torques

  linear model

  full model

inertia ellipse

Figure 2.8: Effect of inertia and non-linearities. A: Inertia ellipses at the centre and the 
endpoints of the eight centre out movements. The hand’s inertia is smallest along the minor 
- and biggest along the major axis of the ellipses. B: Simulated trajectories of the end point 
of the humanoid arm under control of a perfect inverse model (black line), an inverse model 
with the inertia matrix fixed to its form at the beginning of the movement (red line) and an
inverse model without interaction torques (blue line). The trajectories for the linear model
(fixed inertia and no interaction torque) are shown as green lines for comparison. As in all 
simulations, movements were of extent 10 cm and duration 250 ms.

show the results of a simulation that controlled the arm model using the exact analytical 

inverse model, but with the inertia matrix I fixed to its value at the centre of the 

workspace. As could be expected from Fig. 2.8.a, the effect of this approximation is 

quite small when compared to the trajectories obtained with a perfect inverse model 

(black lines). The blue lines in Fig. 2.8.b show the results of a simulation using again 

an exact inverse model, but this time with the non-linear terms removed. Although  

this is not a huge effect, the resulting trajectory errors show that in order to accurately 

control ballistic movements, even in a small region of the overall workspace, a model 

of the interaction torques is of great importance as suggested in [67,209].

The learning rules derived in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 can be applied directly to this 

humanoid arm system  by replacing x  with q  in Eq. (2.11) and substituting for in 

Eq. (2.13). The update equation for FEL then becomes:

w t+i = y v t  +  T } ^  (Kp(q* -  q) +  Kv(q* -  q)) (2.27)

Similarly, the update equation for DSL becomes:

5u^5q .w,+. = w, + -  (q - q ) (2.28)

As highlighted in section 2.3.1, the feedback controller com petes with the inverse model 

for the error signal in the case of DSL, whereas in the case of FEL its output is the 

error signal and the two learning rules should therefore exhibit opposite behaviours 

with respect to the properties of the feedback controller. W hether this hypothesis ex-
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tends to the humanoid arm controlled by an artificial neural network will be tested 
by simulating learning of a controller for both the intrinsic arm dynamics and, subse
quently, adaptation to an external force-field perturbation of the kind frequently used 
in psychophysics experiments (see e.g. [2 2 2 ]).

Eq. (2.28) implies a possible directional dependence of the training signal in the 
case of DSL. Assuming that the learnt forward model is a good approximation to

A*»____________________
the true forward dynamics, i.e. h  «  f  and hence ^  then gg in Eq. (2.28)
is approximately equal to the inverse inertia I “ ^(q) (see Eq. (2.25)). Using the fact 
that the inertia is approximately constant over the workspace used, gives I “ ^(q) I ô \  
where Iq is a constant matrix equal to the inertia matrix at the centre of the workspace. 
Substituting into Eq. (2.28) yields

wt+i w wt 4-7/^^ Iq ^(q* — q), (2.29)

suggesting a directional dependence of the efiective learning rate in the case of DSL. 
Eq. (2.29) predicts faster learning in the direction of low inertia or high mobility (a 
term used in the literature for the inverse of inertia). However, this result, which could 
potentially be used to test between FEL and DSL, is confounded by the fact that the 
acceleration error itself depends on the mobihty: the arm yields more easily to the 
external force in directions with high mobility, resulting in larger errors in these direc
tions. This effect of mobility is a result of the arm’s dynamics and hence is irrespective 
of the learning rule used. Using this sort of directional dependency as a test between 
FEL and DSL would therefore require that simulations show a marked difference in the 
directional dependency between DSL and FEL.

Since the directional dependency is related to the direction of the acceleration errors 
(as opposed to e.g. direction of movement), these questions are better addressed by an 
experiment where this error is manipulated explicitly. This will be done in section 2.5, 
using simulations of a force-field adaptation paradigm [2 2 2 ].

2 .4 .2  S im u la tio n s

In order to emulate the centre-out paradigm often used in force-field adaptation experi
ments, the task for the humanoid arm was to move the hand from a centre target to one 
of eight targets (Fig. 2.7) on a straight line. Trajectories were specified as minimum- 
jerk trajectories [240,255] of extent lOcm and duration 250ms. The sequence of desired 
accelerations was found by numerical differentiation. Both arm trajectories and con
trol signals were sampled at 200Hz, using Euler-integration to numerically integrate 
the forward dynamics equations. Where not stated otherwise, feedback gains were set 
to kp = 10, kv = 2 for FEL and kp = l,ky  = 0.2 for DSL. Different values were chosen
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for the feedback gains, since, as shown below, FEL benefits from high feedback gains, 
while learning is impaired by high feedback gains in the case of DSL.

Both inverse and forward models were implemented as standard MLPs [16] and 
trained using the update equations Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.29). The partial derivatives 
with respect to the network parameters required by both algorithms were calculated 
using standard back-propagation [208] and the weights were updated online after each 
time-step of the simulation. As in [1 1 1 ], each network had six inputs, 50 hidden units 
and two outputs. A more detailed description of the implementation of these networks 
is given in the Appendix.

Learning of the models was assessed using the root mean square (RMS) error in 
acceleration for each simulated trial. Since the on-line learning of the feedforward 
controller is in itself an implicit feedback mechanism that can stabihse the trajectories, 
the performance of the inverse model controller was assessed in separate feedforward 
trials. Such feedforward trials, with the learning rate and feedback gains set to 0, were 
interleaved after each learning trial. In conditions where the networks were initialised 
with small random numbers, the simulations were repeated with 1 0 0  différent random 
seeds in order to average out the potential effects of initialization.

In the case of DSL, I found that training the forward and inverse models simultane
ously resulted in poor stability and high sensitivity to initial conditions (see below). I 
therefore trained an MLP separately to approximate a global forward model valid over 
the centre region of the workspace, following the procedure described in [111]. Briefly, 
in order to obtain well-conditioned training data, the hand was controlled such that it 
acted like a “damped spring” attached to a series of equilibrium points. The equilib
rium points were sampled uniformly and randomly across the relevant workspace, and 
the parameters of the “damped spring” were adjusted so that the hand would sample 
all relevant regions of state (position and velocity) space. This training procedure was 
run until the RMS prediction error dropped below 0.2 rad • sec~^ over the relevant 
region of work space deflned by the centre-out task.

2.4 .3  Learning rates and feedback gains

To test wether the intuitions gained from the point-mass system in section 2.3 apply also 
to the more complicated system in this section, a set of simple simulation experiments 
were set up, analyzing single movements to the 90° target as shown in Fig. 2.7.

The role of the learning rates of the inverse and forward models in DSL was tested 
by flxing the feedback gains to reasonable values (kp =  1 , k„ =  0 .2 ), while varying 
the learning rates. Fig. 2.9 shows the performance of DSL when both the forward 
and inverse models are learnt simultaneously. Within the range of stable learning rates 
tested, a low learning rate for the forward model resulted in worse learning performance
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decreasing inverse model learning rate

SOso 100 0 50 100 ISO

Figure 2.9: Learning the dynamics of the arm for a movement in the 90° direction—DSL. 
Effect of the learning rates for inverse (r/j, decreasing from left to right) and forward model {r]f, 
decreasing from top to bottom). Plots show the median (thick line) and the 5%, 10%, 25%, 
75%, 90%, 95% percentiles of the rms acceleration error from 100 runs of the simulation using 
different random seeds for initialization.

and increased sensitivity to initial conditions, as shown by the bigger spread of learning 

curves in e.g. Fig. 2.9.g as compared to Fig 2.9.a. The most likely interpretation of 

this result is that slow learning of the forward model results in a corrupted error signal 

for the inverse model, as the approximate gradient derived from the forward model 

has little relationship to the true gradient. This effect can be expected to be more 

pronounced for larger inverse model learning rates as observed in the data, since for 

larger learning rates the optimization algorithm for the inverse model takes larger steps 

in weight space in the wrong directions.

Much better learning performance was achieved by FEL with a fixed feedback con

troller [kp =  10, ky =  2), as can be seen in Fig. 2.10. However, when the forward model 

was initialised with the pre-trained parameters (see section 2.4.2) the performance of 

DSL was closer to the one of FEL (Fig. 2.10). Still, DSL was found to be significantly 

slower in the whole range tested.

Care must be taken not to directly compare the numerical values of the learning 

rates for DSL and FEL, as they are not scaled equally. The learning rate for DSL
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decreasing inverse model learning rate
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Figure 2.10: Learning the dynamics of the arm for a movement in the 90° direction with varying 
inverse model learning rate. Effect of the learning rate for the inverse model for FEL (A-C) 
and for DSL (D-F) with a pre-learnt forward model held fixed. Plots show the median (thick 
line) and the 5%, 10%, 25%, 75%, 90%, 95% percentiles of the rms acceleration error from 100 
runs of the simulation using different random seeds for initialization.

decreasing  feedback gain

k =lOk =2

50 100 50 100 50 100

trial trial trial

Figure 2.11: Learning the dynamics of the arm for a movement in the 90° direction with varying 
feedback gains. Effect of the feedback gains for FEL (A-C) and for DSL (D-F) with a pre-learnt 
forward model held fixed. Plots show the median (thick line) and the 5%, 10%, 25%, 75%, 90%, 
95% percentiles of the rms acceleration error from 100 runs of the simulation using different 
random seeds for initialization.
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has implicit units of rad~^s^ to make Eq. (2.7) dimensionally consistent, since the 
gradient in Eq. (2.10) has units of [Nm][rads~^][Nm]~^[rads~'^] =  ra(Ps~^.^ Similarly 
the learning rate for FEL is in units of [NTn][Nm] = N^m^, and hence the numerical 
values cannot be compared directly. Still, a safe comparison to be made is between 
the best performance of DSL to the best performance of FEL. As can be seen from 
Fig. 2.10, FEL was superior in the sense that the best learning performance of FEL 
was better than the best learning performance of DSL, even if tested at finely space 
intermediate values of the learning rate (0.07, 0.05, 0.03, 0.007, 0.005, 0.003; data not 
shown).

In section 2.3.1 a very simple composite feedforward and feedback system gave 
an example of how a good feedback controller could result in impaired learning for 
DSL, while FEL benefits from a better feedback controller. Fixing the learning rate 
to 77 =  0.01 for the inverse model (and using the pre-learnt forward model for DSL) I 
examined the effect of varying the feedback gains on learning. Fig. 2.11 shows that the 
same trends were observed for the more complex arm system.

2.5 A daptation to  external force-fields

Following on from section 2.4, the remaining simulations address how the feedforward 
controller adapts to a force perturbation applied to the hand. The simulations discussed 
in this section emulate a hypothetical subject, who adapts his reaching movements to 
a perturbation force applied by a robotic manipulandum [60,221,222].

When taking account of the joint torques, r , due to the external perturbation force 
the new dynamics equation becomes:

I(q)q 4- B q -f h(q, q) -|- r  =  4- (2.30)

In the present study, the perturbation was defined in terms of Cartesian coordinates to 
be perpendicular to the target direction and proportional to the hand’s speed parallel 
to the target direction. For the simulation this Cartesian force had to be transformed 
to joint-torques as described in the Appendix. As in the previous section, the effect 
of different learning rates and feedback gains on performance of the two models was 
examined. In addition, by choosing a force field featuring forces pointing in a well 
defined direction, constant throughout any one movement, the directional dependence 
suggested by Eq. (2.27) and Eq. (2.28) could be scrutinised, as well.
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2.5.1 D ep en d en ce  on learn ing  ra te  an d  feedback  co n tro lle r

W hen experimental subjects start performing a task in an adaptation experiment, it 

is a fair assumption that they already have a good controller for their arm’s dynamics. 

To reflect this situation, the inverse model were initialised with pre-learnt weights that 

gave good performance in all directions of movement. The training-procedure for these 

initial weights consisted in performing unperturbed movements in all eight directions in 

random order until the unperturbed trajectories were virtually identical to the desired 

trajectory. The RMS acceleration error, averaged over all eight directions was 0.67

m s ~ ‘̂ after 20000 movements for FEL and 1.1 after 100000 movements for DSL.

The average prediction error of the forward model in DSL was 0.15 ms~^.

Fig. 2.12.d shows the forces generated by the external perturbation, and the effect 

of these forces on the hand’s trajectories can be seen in Fig. 2.12.a-c as a function of 

different feedback controllers. As a result of the non-isotropic inertia of the arm, the 

magnitude of the errors varies with movement (and hence force) direction.

The force field was learnt in a single block of 100 trials for each direction. In order to  

avoid carry-over effects, once a given direction was learnt, the networks were reinitialised 

and trained on movements in a new direction. The remaining simulation parameters 

were the same as in section 2.4.2. As described above, learning of the models was 

assessed by interleaved test trials for which the learning rates and feedback gains were 

set to zero. Figure 2.13 shows the performance on such test trials after the first trial 

of exposure to the force held and after 1 0 0  learning trials, showing the improvement 

of the movements after adaptation. Comparing Fig. 2.12.a and Fig. 2.13.a,c, shows 

that both learning rules signihcantly updated the feedforward controller within one 

trial, although these changes did not necessarily decrease the error for all directions.

^The actual units are 0.000625 rad due to the scaling of the network inputs — see the Appendix.
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Figure 2.12: Initial perturbed performance. A-C: Initial trajectories in the presence of the 
perturbation before learning. The feedforward controller is implemented by a converged inverse 
model of the arm’s dynamics and the feedback gains vary from kp =kv =  0 (A) to kp =  1 , 
k„ =  0.2 (B) and kp =  10 , kt, =  2 (C). D: The force acting on the hand when moving along the 
desired trajectory (maximum force 7.5 N).

desired
trajectory
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Figure 2.13: Learning the perturbation. Test trajectories after one (A,C) and 100 trials of 
learning (B ,D ) in the presence of the perturbation. The learning rate of the inverse model was 
set to 0.01 for both DSL and FEL and the forward model learning rate (for DSL only) was set 
to 0 .1 .

In the case of FEL, these initial changes could even lead to significantly larger errors 

in some directions. After 100 trials of exposure both learning rules achieved relatively 

straight movements, but comparing Fig. 2.13.b and 2.13.d shows that FEL lead to 

better performance within the 1 0 0  trials of exposure.

Comparing the learning curves for a 90° movement for FEL and DSL over the 

range of stable learning rates showed that FEL converges much faster than DSL, see 

for example Fig. 2.14.b and 2.14.e. Similar to learning of the arm dynamics (sec

tion 2.4.3), DSL failed to learn the perturbation at high feedback gains (Fig. 2.15). 

In contrast to the simple point-mass example (section 2.3) and to learning the arm 

dynamics (section 2.4.3), the failure of DSL was much more drastic, with instability  

arising at feedback gains which were far from those resulting in error-free trajectories, 

as can be seen from Fig 2.12.C, which shows initial trajectories using the same feedback 

gain as in Fig. 2.15.d. FEL showed, as expected from the discussion in section 2.3.1, 

much better learning performance at the higher feedback gains.

2.5.2 D irec tio n a l D ep en d en ce  O f A d a p ta tio n

Eq. (2.29) predicts a directional dependence of the effective learning rates due to the 

non-isotropic inertia of the two-link arm, potentially suggesting an experimental test for 

DSL. However, as discussed in 2.4.1, the actual acceleration error itself shows the same 

dependence, irrespective of the learning rule used. The relative importance of these 

influences was assessed by separately analyzing each of the eight movement directions.

Changes in adaptation for different directions of movement and hence different di

rections of the force perturbation, were assessed using four different measures obtained  

from feedback controlled trials. Feedback controlled trials were used instead of the 

feedforward test trials used in previous sections, since the aim of these comparisons 

was not  to test the performance of the feedforward controller. Rather the aim was to
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Figure 2.14: Dependence on inverse model learning rate. Learning the perturbation for a 
movement in the 90° direction. Effect of the learning rate of the inverse model for FEL (A-C) 
and DSL (D-F).
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Figure 2.15: Effect of feedback gain. Learning the perturbation for a movement in the 90° 
direction. Effect of the feedback gain for FEL (A-C) and DSL (D-F)
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understand how these various signals feed through the adaptive system. Because of 
the on-line nature of the algorithms, there are two sources for changes in the output 
of the inverse model and hence also the acceleration error: changes occur during each 
movement with changing inputs as the arm visits different regions of state-space and 
also with the changing parameters of the inverse model, which are updated continu
ously. Since, with respect to adaptation, only the latter is relevant, the changes due 
to the adaptive parameter updates are isolated by calculating the difference between 
equivalent time-steps in subsequent trials and averaging this quantity over the duration 
of each trial.

However, this way of estimating changes from one trial to the next is not entirely 
accurate, since it makes the implicit assumptions that subsequent trials have very 
similar trajectory. During the initial trials of adaptation, when large changes occur, 
this is certainly a strong approximation. Still, given the on-hne nature of the algorithms 
studied, this is a simple and adequate estimator for changes in inverse model output or 
acceleration error from one trial to the next. The differences and averages involved in 
this analysis were performed on the vectors of acceleration error and torque output, but 
only the magnitudes of these quantities are shown in Fig. 2.16. All simulations used 
the standard parameters described in section 2.4.2 and a learning rate of the inverse 
model of 77 =  0.01 and pi = 0.1 for FEL and DSL, respectively. The learning rate of 
the forward model used in DSL was set to 77/  =  0.1. The four quantities analysed for 
their directional dependency were:

• error: The acceleration error, q*—q, during a given trial, measuring performance. 
After sufficient exposure, directions with higher effective learning rate could be 
expected to exhibit a larger decrement in this error over initial trials (Fig. 2.16.a).

• tra in in g  signal: The quantity back-propagated through the MLP representing 
the inverse model in order to adapt its parameters. This is the output of the feed
back controller for FEL, and the acceleration error back-propagated through 

the forward model for DSL, (q* — q)(Fig. 2.16.b).
• A error: The difference of the acceleration error between subsequent trials, mea

suring the effective learning rate in terms of performance (Fig. 2.16.d).
• A torque: The difference in the torque output of the inverse model, u, between 

subsequent trials, measuring the effective learning rate in terms of the output of 
the adaptive system (Fig. 2.16.c).

Since the time course of adaptation was not, over all eight directions, consistently 
described by a set exponential learning curves, summarizing the effective learning rate 
by a single decay parameter seemed not feasible. Instead, Fig. 2.16 shows the directional 
averages of the four measured quantities at four different points during adaptation (1 , 2 , 
10 and 100 trials after force on-set) as polar plots of force direction. Since the direction
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Figure 2.16: Directional dependence of adaptation. Measures of adaptation (A : trial to trial 
change in acceleration error; B: trial to trial change in the torque output of the inverse model; 
C: acceleration error; D : training signal — see text) as polar plots against force-direction at 
different trials after first exposure to the perturbation for DSL (blue) and FEL (red). The 
numbers on the outside of the circle indicate the scale of the polar plots. For comparison, the 
inverse inertia ellipse is shown (not to scale).

of force was always perpendicular to the target direction, the 0 ° points, for example, 

correspond to a movement direction of 270°.

Fig. 2.16.a clearly shows that the error in acceleration is in fact dependent on 

the mobility when comparing the polar plots of DSL (blue line) and FEL (red line) 

acceleration errors to the shape of the mobility ellipse shown in green. There appears 

to be no strong influence of the feedback controller, since there in no marked difference 

in the initial (trials 1 and 2) plots between DSL and FEL, despite using very different 

parameters for the respective feedback controllers. Fig. 2.16.b reflects how this error 

signal is shaped by the first stage of the learning algorithms. If the assum ptions leading
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Figure 2.17: Relationship between perturbations and errors. The panels show the errors in joint- 
acceleration plotted against the externally applied perturbation torques at both the shoulder 
and elbow shown at different times during adaptation with respect to the perturbation onset. 
Trial 0  denotes the trial before the system was exposed to the perturbation. Acceleration errors 
are measured on interleaved feedforward trials on which the feedback controller was switched 
off and no learning occurred (see section 2.4.2).

to Eq. (2.29) indeed hold and the acceleration errors are indeed co-linear with the 

direction of force, the prediction of Eq. (2.29) would be that the curve for the training 

signal in panel B should, in the case of DSL, be elongated along the mobility ellipse 

compared to the curve in panel A. This prediction is not supported by the data, very 

clearly demonstrated by the plot for trial 1 0 0 .

One possible source for the convoluted shapes observed for the DSL training signal 

is that the acceleration errors are not really co-linear with the direction of force due to 

the added influence of interaction torques and the output of the inverse model itself; 

indeed the pattern of errors in Fig. 2.12 seems to support this hypothesis. Although the 

initial part of the movements suggests that the acceleration errors are indeed colinear 

with the direction of force (i.e. perpendicular to the direction of movement), this does 

not hold for the later part of the trajectories as can be seen, for example, from the 

elongated trajectories for movements to the 270° target.

Fig. 2.17 confirms that the acceleration errors are in fact far from co-linear, which 

would imply a linear relationship between the torques and errors at the individual 

joints. For a linear system with isotropic inertia (diagonal inertia matrix), the plots 

would hypothetically show one straight line for all directions of the perturbation, with  

the slope of that line indicating the mass of the system . For a linear system  with  

non-isotropic inertia, (i.e. having a general, symmetric inertia matrix), the plots would 

show one straight line through the origin for each target direction, with the slope
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again corresponding to the effective inertia of the system in the respective direction of 
the perturbation. However, for the simulated two-link arm, the plots show far more 
convoluted patterns, suggesting a comphcated relationship between external torque and 
the resulting error in joint acceleration. Moreover, the panel denoted “trial 0” shows 
the relationship between acceleration error and perturbation torque for a feedforward 
controller which has not yet had any exposure to the perturbation, suggesting strongly 
that the complicated relationship between torques and errors is due to the interaction 
torques between the two joints.

Although other factors might well contribute to the unsuspected shapes of the curves 
for DSL in Fig. 2.16, the fact that in general an applied torque causes an acceleration 
error pointing in a diflPerent direction from the direction of the applied torque, pre
cludes making any statements about the directional dependence of learning based on 
Eq. (2.29). Still, Fig. 2.16 also shows the changes in torque output (panel C) and accel
eration error (panel D) from one trial to the next to illustrate how the training signal 
is filtered through the adaptive process to result in changes in output and ultimatively 
performance of the feedforward controller.

2.6 D iscussion

2.6 .1  P o ten tia l E xp erim en ta l P red iction s A nd C onfounding Factors

The intuitively appealing idea of a directional dependence in DSL turned out not to 
be born out by simulation studies of even a relatively simple model of a humanoid 
arm. While such a dependency would have provided an elegant experimental test, 
the dynamics of the simple arm model used in this study prevented observing such a 
dependency during simulated adaptation to even a directionally well-defined force field, 
independent of any additional confounding factors that might apply.

The Role Of Feedback

A striking result of all simulations — irrespective of the controlled object — was the dif
ferent role of feedback during learning or adaptation. As predicted from the respective 
learning equations (Eq. (2.11) and (2.13)), DSL and FEL showed diametrically opposed 
behaviour with respect to the settings of the feedback gains used in helping to control 
the plant. While in the case of FEL well-controlled trajectories using a high-gain feed
back controller resulted in better learning performance when compared to performance 
achieved with less efficient feedback controllers, the opposite effect was observed for 
DSL. While seemingly contradictory, this can be understood by considering that FEL 
makes active use of the output of the feedback controller as a training signal. On the
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other hand, in the case of DSL, the inverse model in some sense competes with the 
feedback controller for its training signal — the actual performance error.

Since this behaviour was observed for both a very simple toy-problem (section 2.3) 
and the more involved arm model controlled by an artificial neural network (sec
tions 2.4.1 and 2.5), it appears to be a fundamental property of the two learning rules, 
rather than an implementation-dependent epiphenomenon. It should therefore, at first 
sight, be possible to make an interesting experimental prediction relating the use of 
feedback to adaptive changes occurring in a psychophysical task such as a force-field 
adaptation experiment.

However, the problem with this potential experimental prediction is that it would be 
necessary to find a manipulation which cleanly impairs the descending part of feedback 
control without altering the actual sensory feedback itself. This is necessary because 
both feedback control and any adaptive algorithm require feedback from the environ
ment in the form of an error signal. In a lesion study, for example, this would set 
the formidable task of specifically lesioning the feedback controller without damaging 
state-feedback, as such. Apart from any potential practical problems, it is conceptually 
quite unclear whether these different functions can be separated in any sensible way, 
so that this approach seems to be profoundly problematic.

A good illustration of the problems encountered when trying to map theoretical 
concepts, such as a feedback controller, onto the brain is a recent study on movement 
control in patients with Huntington’s disease. Smith and colleagues [227] suggested 
that carriers of Huntington’s disease show impaired error correction (i.e. feedback con
trol) but close to normal feedforward control, as estimated by analyzing, respectively, 
late and early parts of reaching movements. This is consistent with findings that pa
tients with Huntington’s disease lack the long-loop reflex response found in normal 
subjects [181,182]. However, Huntington’s patients also show reduced sensory evoked 
potentials [134], so that these deficits might be due to a deficit in initial processing of 
sensory information. Moreover, a study of saccade initiation to predictable or unpre
dictable targets [235] found a striking increase in the latency of predictable, but not 
unpredictable saccades in Huntington’s patients, suggesting an impairment in internally 
generated, predictive control.

A simple approach to the question of altering the use of feedback might be to 
vary the difficulty of the task, for example by varying movement duration or force- 
magnitude in a force-field adaptation study. By gradually increasing the difficulty of 
the task, one could achieve a situation where movements are always fairly well controlled 
by a combination of feedback control and learning of an inverse model. Some recent 
studies have found better adaptation in a task involving reaching movements under 
a visual rotation when this perturbation is introduced gradually [112,206], and on
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the surface this would support FEL. However, a similar experiment (see chapter 5) 
involving a force-perturbation had the exact opposite result and there are clearly many 
confounding factors, such as for example the use of different strategies depending on 
how a perturbation is introduced, possibly reflected in the use of different physiological 
pathways. For example the results in [206] suggest varying degrees of involvement of 
the dentate nucleus depending on whether the perturbation was introduced gradually 
or abruptly.

Lesions Of The Forward M odel

One of the prominent features of DSL is that it relies on a predictive forward model 
to interpret performance errors in terms of the required changes in the motor output. 
As discussed in chapter 1, there is abundant evidence for the existence of such forward 
models, mainly from observations of coordinative performance between two modalities 
in spite of relatively long feedback delays (e.g. eye-hand coordination [214,215] or pre
dictive grip force modulation [266]). The prediction of DSL would be that impairment 
in the forward model should block motor adaptation.

However, the role of forward models in overcoming feedback delays by predicting 
sensory signals [168], discussed in chapter 1 in more detail, profoundly confounds any 
predictions derived from DSL or FEL: if, for example, patients presenting with an 
impairment in predictive control assumed to be due to an impaired forward model also 
show impaired motor adaptation, this could be interpreted as evidence for either FEL 
or DSL. It could be argued that learning is impaired because the impaired forward 
model prevents the correct conversion of error signals — evidence that DSL is used by 
the brain. Alternatively, one could argue that the impaired forward model results in 
impaired sensory integration [269] and hence a degraded and possibly delayed feedback 
signal — evidence that FEL is used by the brain.

2.6 .2  Sum m ary

The above discussion demonstrates the difficulty in testing hypotheses about the func
tioning of the brain that are based on the interplay between a variety of hypothetical 
components, such as feedback controllers and forward and inverse models. These com
ponents are to some extent mere concepts that help to think about how the brain works. 
In reality, it is however much less clear how well these concepts can be mapped onto 
discrete components of brain-tissue.

The two models of motor adaptation presented in this chapter are bad scientific 
theories, in the sense that it seems impossible to distinguish between them experimen
tally. They are however very powerful concepts in the sense that they help us to think
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about the type of adaptive algorithms that are more or less likely to be implemented 
in the brain. Moreover, they are useful tools for designing adaptive controllers, and 
FEL in particular has found a relatively wide range of applications in control engineer
ing [21,125,184,187,229,243].

In my opinion, the derivations and discussion presented in this chapter do indeed 
converge to the suggestions that the ideas behind FEL make for a more biologically 
plausible algorithm, since the training signal is readily available as the output of a 
feedback controller and it is unclear how back-propagating an error signal through the 
forward model, as required by DSL, could be implemented biologically. Moreover, at 
least based on the simulations in this chapter, FEL seems to work better and does not 
degrade with modest feedback gains, but rather performs better when the feedback gain 
is increased. Since feedback control is necessary to ensure stability of performance when 
unexpected perturbations are encountered and since it is self-evident that the human 
motor system does use some form of feedback control, FEL has the further desirable 
property that it could make use of the already given feedback controller for learning. 
DSL, on the other hand competes with the feedback controller for the learning signal, 
so that good feedback control would lead to bad learning performance.
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Chapter 3

Adaptive feedback control for 
switching environments

3.1 Introduction

The most basic assumption underlying virtually all theories of motor adaptation is that 
the adaptive system integrates past errors to improve future performance. Combined 
with the internal model hypothesis (see chapter 1), this approach is used to change 
a feedforward controller, which serves to predictively compensate for changes to the 
system, such as, for example, fatiguing muscles. This is in fact the common factor 
between the algorithms discussed in chapter 2 (they differ only in the way this error 
is defined). The idea that changes to an adaptive feedforward controller in the motor 
system are based on a weighted sum of past errors has proved fruitful in explaining 
the performance of human subjects in adaptation experiments, where subjects made 
reaching movements that were perturbed by a fixed force-field [234] or by a force-held 
with randomly varying magnitude [218]. Both experiments show that performance on 
any given trial was dependent on several previous trials.

The approach of changing a feedforward controller based on past errors is well 
adapted to a world that changes only slowly and gradually, such that past errors are 
a good predictor of the errors that can be expected in the future (this idea will be 
expanded in chapter 6). In fact this describes well the ecological conditions the motor 
system has to deal with: physiological changes of the body tend to be relatively slow 
(ranging from development to muscle-fatigue) and the objects we interact with usually 
have fixed dynamical properties.

In order to better reveal this hidden assumption of a predictable environment and 
to test the adaptability of the human motor system, I designed an experiment which 
maximally violates the assumption of a stationary world. The basic paradigm consisted
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of exposing subjects to a switching sequence of two exactly opposed force-fields, i.e. 
a sequence of perturbations, where the force switched direction by 180° after each 
trial. An adaptive feedforward controller that solely averages past errors, as described 
above, is a priori unable to learn to compensate for the switching force-fields. Such 
a controller would converge to the average perturbation, which in this case is the 
null-held. Worse still, when considering trial to trial variations, the feedforward motor 
commands produced by such a system would in fact be exaggerating the error due to the 
perturbation by producing some residual compensation for the previously experienced 
opposite force-held.

In order to cope with such an unnatural switching environment, the motor system 
could use two very different control strategies:

•  The motor system could form two separate internal models for each of the two 
opposed force-helds and then select the appropriate one based on cues prior to the 
movement. Such cues could be given, for example, by a visual display, but in the 
present study, this cue would simply be a predictable sequence, where one held 
is always followed by the other one. This will be termed a cognitive feedforward 
strategy.

•  The motor system could adapt to make efhcient use of sensory feedback early in 
the movement to compensate for the perturbations, without relying on any cues 
prior to the movement. This feedback based approach will be referred to as an 
online feedback strategy.

By exposing subjects to random or predictable sequences of velocity-dependent 
perturbations pointing in opposite directions, I tested the adaptability of the human 
motor-system to a non-stationary environment. Initial exposure to switching force- 
helds revealed that the motor system indeed takes account of past experience, resulting 
in inappropriate feedforward motor commands, as revealed by catch trials. However 
continued exposure led to a signihcant improvement in performance allowing me to 
test between the two contrasting hypotheses of the cognitive feedforward and online 
feedback strategies. I found evidence against the former and in support of the shift 
from an inappropriate feedforward strategy, averaging sensory information over several 
past trials to a feedback strategy that corrects for errors online.

3.2 M aterials and M ethods

The experimental set-up in this study comprised a force-controlled manipulandum, 
similar to the one used by Goodbody and Wolpert [74] (Fig. 3.1.a). The manipulandum 
comprised a custom-made wooden handle attached to the tip of a PHANTOM 1.5 robot 
(Sensable Devices, Cambridge,MA; mechanical stiffness 3.51V • mm“ \  apparent mass
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Set-Up. A: The subject is seated in front of the set-up and wearing 
LCD-shuttered glasses for stereoscopic visual feedback. The image on an inverted monitor is 
reflected in a semi-silvered mirror to form a virtual image of the start (gray disk) and target 
(black disk) spheres. The subject holds a handle attached to a Phantom robot for force feedback. 
B: Horizontal view of the workspace showing the start and target circles and the forces on L 
and R trials for the mean velocity profile.

at the tip <  7 5 p), which is free to move in three dimensions and can exert forces of 

up to 8  by means of three torque motors. The position of the handle is measured 

by three optical encoders sampled at 1000 Hz  with a positional accuracy of 0.03 m m . 

Velocities used for calculating the velocity dependent force signal sent to the robot were 

calculated by taking the difference between the raw position signal and a copy filtered 

through a 20^  ̂ order symmetric digital Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency 60 Hz).  

This procedure is equivalent to using a differentiation window of 10 m s, and avoided 

the instabilities associated with the delay introduced by other filtering m ethods which 

resulted in similar noise-reject ion. All online calculations for controlling the robot, as 

well as the visual display and control of the experimental design were performed by a 

Pentium III dual-processor computer.

3.2.1 T h re e  d im ensional v isual feedback

The start, target and hand position (defined as the tip of the Phantom  robot), were 

displayed as virtual three-dimensional images using the set-up shown in Fig. 3.1.a. A 

semi-silvered mirror formed an image in front of the subject and the correct planar view  

of the three-dimensional workspace {height{z)  1 2  cm, width{x)  2 0  cm, depth{y)  2 0  cm) 

was displayed to each eye using LCD-shuttered glasses (Stereo-Graphics, CA).
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The correct projection of the virtual scene depends on both the positions of the 
virtual objects, as well as the positions of the observers eyes. To measure head-position 
an active infrared marker was placed on the shuttered glasses in the middle between the 
eyes and its position was tracked using an Optotrak 3020 (Northern Digital, Waterloo, 
Ontario). Eye-positions were then estimated from the marker position assuming an 
inter-pupillary distance of 6 cm. To compensate for misalignments between the pro
jection calculated using the estimated eye-positions and the true projection required 
for an accurate three-dimensional display, I performed a Unear regression on real and 
perceived positions during a calibration phase. The semi-silvered mirror from below 
and the subject was asked to align a white ball (diameter 1 cm), attached to the tip of 
the Phantom robot, with the corresponding virtual image. Calibration data was col
lected for 27 calibration positions covering the workspace on a regular grid and resulted 
in a mean calibration error of less than 0.8 cm (leave-one-out cross-vahdation) for all 
subjects (0.37 ±  0.12 cm, mean ±  s.e.m., averaged over 32 subjects).

During the experiment vision of the hand beneath the semi-silvered mirror was 
blocked by an opaque sheet, and subjects received feed-baok of their hand position by 
3D rendering of a pink, solid ball (diameter 0.8 cm) at the tip of the Phantom. The 
start and target position were displayed as wire-frame spheres of diameter 1 cm and 
2 cm, respectively.

3.2 .2  E xp erim en ta l D esign

In all experiments subjects held the manipulandum in their right hand and made reach
ing movements of 10 cm amplitude to a visually displayed target situated in the saggital 
plane approximately at chest height. Subjects were asked to use a comfortable arm pos
ture with the elbow pointing roughly downwards and the wrist in a comfortable position. 
A total of 32 subjects, aged between 18 and 30 years and naive to the purpose of the 
experiment, participated in this study after giving their informed consent. They were 
randomly assigned to one of the five experimental groups. After calibrating of the vi
sual feedback system, all subjects familiarised themselves with the equipment and task 
constraints within less than 50 practice trials, and quickly settled down, consistently 
achieving the timing criterion.

The required movement time was 500 ±  75 m s and subjects were given feedback 
about their timing performance by a change of target colour and a displayed message, 
as well as auditory feedback in order to ensure the consistency of the trajectories. 
Successful trials satisfying the timing constraints and ending within the target were 
indicated by a shrinking target. Movement time was measured from the time the 
cursor left a sphere of radius 3mm, centred on its initial position at the start of the 
trial, up to the time when hand velocity dropped below 5cms~^. After each trial the
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target was extinguished, the start re-appeared and subjects returned the cursor to the 
start-position with the torque motors switched off.

All subjects performed a set of 50 basehne movements with the torque motors 
switched off followed by four test blocks (see below) with the manipulandum producing 
a force proportional to the velocity of the hand in the target direction (y) and perpen
dicular to this direction, along the x-axis. The force could point either to the left 
(L trial) or to the right (R trial) from the subject’s point of view (Fig. S.l.b):

F l  =  -  ( o )  • 10N sm -^  Ffl =  ( o )  • 10Nsm,-^ (3.1)

Subjects were explicitly told about the sequence of force-fields before continuing 
to the test blocks and asked to make their movements as straight as possible. This 
was necessary since I found that subjects would otherwise use a variety of different 
strategies to achieve the task of bringing the cursor to the target in time.

On 12% of trials (pseudo-randomly selected) the torque motors were unexpectedly 
switched off: on half of those trials the force was switched off before the beginning 
of the trials {catch trials) and for the other half the force was switched off after the 
cursor moved 3m m  from its initial position {kick trials). While catch trials can reveal 
the feedforward component of the motor command [222], the kick trials introduced 
here test the response to the sensory feedback available early in the movement. The 
combination of both catch and kick trials can therefore give access to both feedforward 
and feedback components of control.

Kick and catch trials replacing either L or R perturbations were balanced within 
each block, and no catch or kick trials were used in the first 50 out of a total of 170 (180 
for blocks where the force switched every 10 trials) movements of a block. In addition, 
kick trials were introduced on 17 % of 50 initial baseline trials. To reduce the total 
duration of the experiment, the last block was shortened to 130 trials and catch and 
kick trials started after the first 10 movements. After each block the subjects rested for 
at least 2 minutes in order to minimise the effects of fatigue while keeping the duration 
of an experimental session to under one hour.

I tested five groups of subjects, varying the sequence of L and R trials experienced. 
The first three groups tested the effect of different switching sequences, while the last 
two groups were used to assess the importance of explicit instructions and predictability 
of the perturbations. The different experimental groups are listed in Table 3.1 and 
detailed below:
S W IT C H l The basic switching paradigm: force-fields alternate between L and R on 

each trial for the duration of the experiment (n=6).
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Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 n

SWITCHl (AB)s5 (AB)s5 (AB)85 (AB)65 6
SWITCHIO MioBio)9 (AB)85 (AB)85 (ABJqs 6
SWITCH170 A i7o B uo {AB)8s {AB)65 10
COACH (AB)85 {AB)85 {AB)85 randiso 4
RAND (AioBio)9 randno randuo randizo 4

Table 3.1; The sequence of perturbations is given in the following notation: A and B stand for 
R and L or L and R trials (counter-balanced for order), with subscripts indicating the number 
of repetitions; randi indicates a random sequence of length 1. For example, (AioRio) 9  indicates 
10 repetitions of field A followed by 10 repetitions of field B, with this whole sequence repeated 
9 times. The number of subjects in each group, n, is given in the last column.

SW ITC H IO  The force-fields alternate between L and R every ten trials during the 
first block and every trial in the remaining blocks, testing the effect of a more 
stable pre-learning block (n=6).

S W IT C H l70 Only one of either L or R trials for the entire first block (balanced 
across subjects) and the other one in the second block. The remaining two blocks 
were identical to the corresponding ones of groups SWITCHl and SWITCHIO, 
testing whether separately acquiring each force-field helps performance in subse
quent switching conditions. Of the 12 subjects originally in this group, two were 
excluded from the analysis because they did not follow the instructions (n=10). 

C O A CH  The same sequence of trials as SWITCHl was presented for the first three 
blocks (12% catch trials, but no kick trials). These subjects were explicitly in
structed to push against the force they predicted to occur next based on the 
switching sequence and were coached by the experimenter for the first 10-15 tri
als, testing for attentional and motivational effects in recognizing the switching 
sequence. In the last block the forces were presented in a random order with a 
50% probability of switching force direction (n=4).

R A N D  The same sequence as SWITCHIO for the first block to pre-condition learning, 
then random switching (50% probability of switching), testing for differences in 
performance when compared to the predictable conditions (n=4).

3 .2 .3  D a ta  analysis

Hand (cursor) position was sampled at 100 Hz and stored for further analysis. Mean 
trajectories were calculated from the raw data. The effect of the force perturbation was 
to displace the hand perpendicular to the requested direction of movement and I there
fore used perpendicular displacement (along the x-axis) to measure adaptation to the 
force-fields. In order to pool L and R trials, I calculated the standardised perpendicular
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displacement (s.p.d) by mirroring movements from L trials across the (mid-saggital) y-z 
plane. Catch and kick trials occurring in place of an L trial were treated analogously, so 
that positive s.p.d. on these trials means that the trajectory is curved in the direction 
of the force predicted by the sequence of force directions. In order to extract a single 
number describing the state of adaptation, I analysed s.p.d. at 180 m s after the cursor 
moved 3 m m  away from the start (I will call this quantity error” in the remainder of 
the chapter)^. For kick trials the error was measured relative to the position 50 ms 
after the offset of the force. The interval of 50 ms was chosen to be earlier than any 
observed reaction to the kick, but late enough to avoid being influenced by the transient 
resulting from switching off the force.

Unless stated otherwise, standard error in the mean (s.e.m.) was calculated for 
subject means and statistical significance was tested using Mann-Whitney’s rank-sum 
(r.s.) or Wilcoxon’s sign-rank (s.r., matched samples) test on subject means. Where 
appropriate, mean trajectories were represented by showing the one standard deviation 
ellipse centred on the average position, pooled over all trajectories and a 30 ms time 
bin.

To assess the statistical significance of learning during the course of the experiment, 
the error was averaged for each block and subject separately and a repeated-measures 
analysis of variance (rmANOVA) was used to test for the effect of block on the error. 
The significance of the trend of the block averaged error, (error), was assessed using a 
within-subject linear regression (wsLR) model that allowed data from each subject to 
have a separate mean but had a common slope with respect to the block number:

{error)ij = slope • i 4- meauj +  e, (3.2)

where i is an index over n{ blocks, j  is an index over nj subjects and e is a zero- 
mean Gaussian noise term representing the residuals. Significance of the effect of the 
linear trend encoded by the slope term was tested using an F-test for the ratio of the 
sum of squares for the slope term and the sum of squares of the residuals with 1 and 
(nj — 1) Uj — 1 degrees of freedom, respectively. In some sense, this test is equivalent to 
an ordered version of a repeated-measure ANOVA: since the test is for the trend with 
respect to block, the rationale is that variations due to the different means of the data 
from different subjects should not be taken into account for the F-test of significance.

To test for the effect of the sequence in the first blocks of experiment SWITCHl, 
10 and 170 on performance under switching force fields, I used a multivariate one-way 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) on the tri-variate subject means (error in perturbation.

value of 180 ms was chosen since the peak deflection from the straight line occurred approximately 
at this time for perturbation, catch and kick trials.
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kick and catch trials of the last block), testing the nuU-hypothesis that there was no 
difference in the magnitude of the error during these trials depending on which sequence 
of force-fields was presented during the first block.

3 .2 .4  C ontrol experim ent: E ffect o f co-activation

In order to test the effect of increased intrinsic arm impedance due to muscle co- 
activation on the response to the small force pulses at the beginning of kick trials, 
an additional experiment was performed on six subjects. None of the six subjects 
participated in any of the other experiments and all were unaware of the purpose of 
the experiment. Subjects held the robotic manipulandum while it produced small force 
pulses, defined either by the average force profile produced during kick trials for group 
SWITCHl or by a scaled version (x2) of this average force profile.

The experiment consisted of two blocks of 48 force pulses each acting either to the 
left or to the right, with the sequence of trials given by table 3.2. Intervals between 
pulses were randomised (with a mean interval of 2 seconds) and a short break was 
given every 12 trials. For the first block subjects were instructed to keep their arm 
relaxed and not pay any attention to the force pulses produced by the robot {relaxed 
condition). For the second block, subjects were instructed to “stiffen up” their arm by 
contracting all the muscles in their arm and hand, and were again told not to actively 
compensate for the forces produced by the robot {stiff condition).

This passive paraxiigm that did not require subjects to make reaching movements, 
as in the main experiment, was chosen because the aim of this control experiment was 
to isolate the effect of increased intrinsic arm impedance as well as possible. In this 
light, the passive paradigm has three advantages over a paradigm requiring subjects to 
co-contract while performing the original reaching task:

• The static nature of the paradigm allow subjects to maintain a consistent level 
of co-activation.

• It was found to be difficult to malce the same reaching movements when the arm 
was being co-activated, as compared to normal movements. Using an average 
force profile derived from the original experimental conditions on the other hand 
ensured that the force pulses were comparable.

• The original task required subjects to correct for the perturbation forces in order 
to move on a straight line. Using the passive paradigm and instructing subjects 
not to attempt to correct for the force pulses allowed to study the effects of passive 
impedance as well as possible within the scope of this study.

During the experiment, the handle position (i.e. the position of the tip of the Phan
tom) and the position of the centre of the hand were recorded at 100 Hz. The position 
of the centre of the hand was estimated by averaging the positions of four Optotrak IR
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markers placed on the hand as shown in Fig. 3.9.f. To assess the effect of co-activation 
on the response to the force pulses, the average relative decrease in s.p.d. due to 
co-contraction was calculated at 50 ms and 180 ms after the end of the force pulse, 
comparing the relaxed and stiff conditions. In order to compare the kick response ob
tained when subjects were asked to co-contract their arm to the kick responses of the 
experimental groups SWITCHl, SWITCHIO and SWITCH170, the relative magnitude 
of the average corrective response of each subject was used. The relative response was 
calculated as the relative difference of the average s.p.d. at 50 ms and 180 ms with 
respect to the end of the force pulse as 1 -  ^e?age^s^!d. 5? m? each subject.

relaxed arm stiff arm
Ix  av. force 2x av. force Ix  av. force 2x av. force

12 right 12 left 12 right 12 left 12 right 12 left 12 right 12 left

Table 3.2: Sequence of force pulses for the co-activation experiment.

3.3 R esults

3.3 .1  D ifferences in ad ap tation  to  sw itch ing  and fixed force-fields

In order to directly compare adaptation to stationary and switching force-fields, data 
of subjects who experienced either one of the two force-fields L or R (first block 
of SWITCH 170), or a predictable sequence of force-fields switching on every trial 
(SWITCHl and COACH) were compared. When subjects first experienced the force 
perturbations while reaching to the target, their movements were curved away from 
their straight baseline trajectories (Fig. 3.2.a,d,g). The initial errors (s.p.d. measured 
at 180 ms, see Methods) of 2.3 cm, 2.1 cm and 2.2 cm (Fig. 3.2.j) show that there was 
no significant initial difference between the groups experiencing the fixed or switching 
force-fields (p > 0.6, r.s.). At the end of the first block (trials 160-170), subjects experi
encing the fixed force-field moved much straighter than the other two groups (jp < 0.005, 
r.s.) resulting in a error half the initial one (Fig. 3.2.h,k), while the switching force- 
field groups made only slightly straighter movements (Fig. 3.2b,e,k), not significantly 
different from each other (p =  1, s.r.).

When, on random catch trials, the force was unexpectedly removed before the 
beginning of the movement, trajectories for group SWITCH 170 showed aftereffects and 
were curved in the direction opposite to the expected perturbation (Fig. 3.2.i), resulting 
in a negative error significantly different from baseline (p < 0.002, s.r.; Fig. 3.2.1). This 
is evidence for corrective feedforward motor commands and indicates that the motor
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of adaptation in switching and fixed force-fields. A—I: Average trajec
tories with standard deviation ellipses from the first (A, D, G) and last (B, E, H) 10 perturbed 
movements and catch trials (C, F, I) of the first block from groups SWITCHl, COACH and 
SWITCH 170. J—L: Mean error for early (J) and late (K) perturbation trials and catch trials 
(L) averaged over subjects. Error-bars show s.e.m.

system  has learnt to predict the forces required to compensate for the perturbation. 

Unlike the subjects in group SWITCH170, subjects in group SW ITCH l and COACH  

who experienced both force-fields L and R in the first block had catch trials which were 

much less curved (Fig. 3.2.c,f). The positive mean error of catch-trials for SW ITC H l 

was small but significantly different from the baseline (p <  0.04, s.r.), while for COACH  

no significant difference from the baseline was observed (p >  0.3, s.r.), as can be seen  

in Fig. 3.2.1.

3.3.2 P re d ic ta b le  p e r tu rb a tio n s  do n o t lead  to  p re d ic tiv e  co n tro l

The small curvature of catch trials for switching force-fields in the previous section  

indicates that a cognitive feedforward strategy based on the information contained in 

the predictable sequence of force direction is not used in this case. Indeed the small
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Perturbation trials Catch trials
predictable:

O f„ O ^ l

random: 

O^R O^L

predictable random predictable random

Figure 3.3: Comparison of movements in random and predictable switching sequences. Av
erage trajectories (A, B) and error (±  1 s.e.m.; C, D) during perturbation and catch trials, 
respectively.

positive error of catch trials from group SW ITCH l indicate a residual feedforward 

adaption, not to the force predicted by the sequence, but to the previously experienced 

force: on average the curvature of the catch trials for group SW ITC H l was slightly  

biased in the same  direction as the perturbation that would have occurred according 

to the alternating switching sequence (giving rise to the small positive error) and hence 

opposite to the one experienced on the previous trial. This is consistent with a (small) 

feedforward motor command which would be compensating for the previously experi

enced force-field and suggests that there is continuous negative interference between  

subsequent perturbation trials.

If sequence information is indeed not used for control, it could be expected that 

there should be no significant differences between conditions where the direction of 

force switches predictably on every trial or in a random fashion. Fig. 3.3 shows that 

this is indeed the case by comparing subject means for perturbation and catch trials in 

random and switching conditions (p>  0.65, r.s.). This comparison combined data from 

all random blocks (COACH, block 4, and RAND, blocks 2-4) and the corresponding 

blocks of SW ITCHl and SWITCHIO, respectively, but the same conclusion was found 

by analyzing each pair of groups separately.

The absence of any significant curvature of catch-trials in the COACH condition  

suggests that the lack of sequence prediction is not due to a lack of attention. Although  

subjects were instructed to “push against the force-field” they predicted to be next in 

the sequence, they were evidently not able to use this strategy to com pensate for the 

force-field. This result should of course not be interpreted to mean that subjects were 

unable to consciously push strongly enough to the left or right while moving to the 

target, but rather that this was not a strategy that resulted in less curved trajectories 

and better performance. W hile subjects reported to be pushing in the appropriate 

direction, the resulting trajectory curvature was not significantly different from group
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Figure 3.4: Single subject data. S.p.d. plotted against movement time showing the qualita
tively different behaviour of two subjects of group SWITCH 170 for catch (A) and perturbation 
trials (B) of blocks 3 and 4.

SW ITCH l (Fig. 3.2.j,k). Furthermore this compensation still relied on the presence 

of the perturbation force, as witnessed by straight catch trials, confirming that in 

our experimental set-up sequence information could not easily be used for feedforward 

control.

Although most subjects did not use a cognitive feedforward strategy, two out of the 

28 experimental subjects (both from group SWITCH170) showed catch trials which 

indicated feedforward control based on sequence prediction for the switching force- 

fields (Fig. 3.4, showing s.p.d. against movement tim e), and the author easily uses 

this strategy for near-perfect performance after extensive training. This can be seen as 

evidence that a cognitive feedforward switching strategy is not impossible, but rather 

difficult and unnatural, to use for most subjects.

If the observed lack of feedforward adaptation is solely due to a problem in extract

ing an internal model for each of the perturbation from the sequence of switching force- 

helds, then presenting the perturbations in a less frequently switching sequence should 

help performance in subsequent blocks of alternating perturbations. However, such an 

effect was not detected when comparing movements in block 4 of groups SW ITC H l, 10 

and 170 (one-way MANOVA: p >  0.42, Afg =  0.72 or p  >  0.32, Afy =  0.65, excluding 

the two subjects from Fig. 3.4).

3.3.3 T h e  m o to r sy stem  a d a p ts  to  sw itch ing  force-fields

Although the positive error on catch trials in group SW ITC H l (Fig. 3.2.c and Fig. 3.5.b) 

indicated that feedforward motor commands pushed the hand in a direction that in

creases the error on perturbation trials, the error on perturbation trials in fact decreased 

signihcantly during the experiment as seen in Fig. 3.5.a (wsLR: p <  0.0005,Fj7 =  21).
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Figure 3.5: Learning curves for perturbation, catch and kick trials of group SWITCHl. A: 
Error against trials (averaged over 10 trials) and block averages (±  s.e.m, rmAnova). B: Block 
averages (±  s.e.m, rmANOVA) of error on kick and catch trials (see Methods). C: Histogram of 
the error during baseline (top) and on catch trials during all four blocks of exposure (bottom). 
D: Block averaged variance (±  s.e.m, rmANOVA) of catch and kick trial error.

Concurrent with the improvement in performance, the positive bias of the error during 

catch trials (Fig. 3.5.b) decreased during the first three blocks but showed a trend re

versal in block 4 .̂ As a result the trend of the average error with respect to block was 

not significant (wsLR: p >  0.15, F/y =  2.2), although there was a significant effect of 

block on the average error (rmANOVA: p <  0.05, — 3.5). Consistently, the trend

of catch trial error over blocks 1-3 only was significant (wsLR: p  <  0.01, F /J .

The decrease in the positive bias of catch trials during exposure to the switching 

perturbation can be misleading in the sense that it suggests an increasing suppression 

of motor commands during catch trials. In fact however, the contrary is true, as 

indicated by the significant increase in the variance when comparing catch-trials from 

the baseline and subsequent blocks (rmANOVA: p  <  0.02, F ^  =  4.0, Fig. 3.5.c,d), 

although all these trials were dynamically identical with the robot switched off during 

the whole movement.

The results of the previous sections strongly suggest that the observed improvement 

in compensating for the alternating sequence of force-fields cannot easily be explained

^This trend reversal was consistently observed in all measures of adaptation and will be discussed in 
more detail in section 3.4.2.
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by changes in a predictive, feedforward pathway of control. Instead, a more parsi
monious explanation for the changes observed during exposure to the fields is a shift 
away from an inappropriate feedforward control to an increased use of feedback online. 
Such an online correction could be achieved either implicitly by increasing the intrinsic 
impedance of the arm by co-activating agonist and antagonist muscles (see e.g. [185]) 
or, alternatively, by an active control mechanism mediated by existing or novel reflex 
pathways. The next section will show that the effect of previous trials on subsequent 
performance decreases, which is consistent with a shift from feedforward control based 
on past experience to the use of online feedback. Section 3.3.5 will present some more 
direct evidence for an increase in on-line feedback control and argue that an increase 
of intrinsic impedance due to co-activation is not on its own sufficient to explain the 
data.

3 .3 .4  T he effect o f  previous p ertu rb ation s on  subsequent m ovem en ts  
decreases

The decreasing curvature of catch trials discussed above suggests that there is a decrease 
in the influence of previous trials on subsequent performance. This could be explained 
by an increased use of a feedback mechanism that detects early trajectory errors and 
corrects for them online, either implicitly using intrinsic muscle impedance, or explicitly 
using reflex pathways. Such a controller would tend to bring all trajectories closer to the 
requested straight line, regardless of whether the perturbation is present or not. The 
data could therefore be taken to suggest that the observed improvement in performance 
is due to a shift away from an inappropriate feedforward controller based on previous 
experience to an online feedback strategy.

If the decreased influence of previous trials on catch trials is in fact due to a global 
decrease in feedforward control based on the previous trial, as opposed to an effect linked 
only to catch trials, then the same trend should be observed for the effect of catch trials 
on movements in subsequent perturbation trials. A recent study by Thoroughmann 
and Shadmehr [234] found significant unlearning during catch trials when subjects 
adapted to a velocity dependent perturbation, showing that a feedforward controller was 
formed by integrating forces experienced on previous trials. This was clearly shown by 
trials immediately following a catch trial being significantly more curved than the ones 
preceding a catch trial. A decrease of this unlearning effect in the SWITCHl condition 
would further support a shift from a feedforward strategy integrating information from 
previous trials to feedback control based on the current trial.

The unlearning effect found by Thoroughmann and Shadmehr [234] was observed 
when subjects experienced the same force-held during an entire block in condition 
SWITCH 170 (Fig. 3.6.a,c). On the other hand, when subjects were exposed to the
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Figure 3.6: Effect of catch trials on performance in perturbation trials. A,B: Mean trajectories 
for catch trials (ct) and perturbation trials before (ct-1) and after (ct+1) a catch trial for fixed 
(A, SWITCH170, 1st block) and switching force-fields (B, SWITCHl, 1st block). C: Mean 
difference in error (Aerror+s.e.m.) between trials before and after catch trials in blocks 1-4. 
D: Best fit line for the relationship between errors on catch trials and unlearning during catch 
trials measured by Aerror. Each point is the average over one block and subject (SWITCHl, 
block 1-4).

switching force-fields, this effect was reversed: the trials following a catch trial were 

less curved than the trials preceding a catch trial (Fig. 3.6.b,c).

Although seemingly contradictory, this is in fact consistent with a learning process 

based on previously experienced forces, since in the case of opposing force-fields switch

ing every trial, unlearning reduces interference from trial to trial: due to the switching 

sequence two L trials are usually separated by one R trial (and vice versa) leading to 

continuous negative interference between the two opposed force-fields [219]. If a catch 

trial occurs, an L trial is followed by a catch trial with no force and then another L trial 

leading to reduced negative interference (and equivalently for R trials). Subjects from 

group SW ITC H l showed this effect initially, but during the course of the experiment, 

the difference between the error before and after catch trials decreased (Fig. 3.6.b) in

dicating a decreasing influence of the previously experienced perturbation on current 

performance.

W hile, analogously to catch trials, the overall trend for the difference in the error on 

trials preceding and following a catch trial, Aerror, was not significant (wsLR; p >  0.05, 

F i7 =  3.6), the effect of block was (rmANOVA: p <  0.05, =  4.8) as was the trend

during the first three blocks (wsLR: p <  0.005, =  14.4). In fact the learning curve

of Aerror, a measure of the influence of catch trials on subsequent trials, reflected the 

learning curve seen for the error on catch trials (Fig. 3.5.b), a measure of the influence of 

previous trials on catch-trials. This dependency is confirmed by Fig. 3.6.c showing that 

there is a significant correlation between Aerror and the error on catch trials {p <  0.01, 

^22 = 9.2).
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Figure 3.7: Corrective response to kick trials. Averaged data from one subject (SWITCHIO, 
block 4).

3.3.5 A n ad a p tiv e  sen so ry -m o to r feedback  loop

The previous sections put forward the hypothesis that the changes observed during 

exposure to the switching force-fields could be explained by the increasing use of sensory 

feedback to correct for trajectory errors online. To examine the effect of feedback 

on the movements directly, kick trials, a novel type of catch-trial, were introduced, 

unexpectedly switching off the force after 3 mm of movement.

Kick trials effectively resulted in small force pulses, rising from zero to an average of 

0.84 ±  0.25 N  just before the force switched off and lasting on average 70 m s, measured 

from the time the force exceeded 0.1 After learning, kick trials resulted in a rela

tively large corrective response, even though the positive bias of catch trials indicated  

that the initial, predictive component of the motor command was still influenced by the 

previous trial (see section 3.3.2). This is best illustrated by considering the averaged 

single-subject data in Fig. 3.7 showing a large corrective response to kick trials and 

positively curved catch trials.

The response to the small force pulses was measured as the error with respect to the 

position 50 ms after the force was switched off (see M ethods). Analyzing the data from 

group SW ITC H l, I found that the corrective response (negative s.p.d.) to the initial 

presence of the force increased significantly during the experiment (wsLR: p  <  0.05, 

F/y =  6.3, Fig. 3.5.b). The trend of this corrective response over blocks 1-3 only was 

even more clear (wsLR: p <  0.001, =  22.0), consistent with the trend-reversal

observed for catch trials (see Fig. 3.5.b). An increase in overall motor output during 

kick trials in the course of learning is further supported by a significant increase in the 

variability of kick trials (rmANOVA; p <  1.5 • 10“ ,̂ F^q =  15.3, Fig. 3.5.d).

Fig. 3.8 shows the mean trajectories of kick-trials for all experimental groups. The 

corrective response to the initial kick during the baseline is very small and consistent 

with a low-gain position servo. After learning, however, the response increased sig-

^The origin of the time axis {t = 0ms), was defined as the time at which the force switched off.
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Figure 3.8: Kick trial trajectories. A -D : Mean s.p.d. of kick-trials in the baseline and after 
exposure (block 4 for SWITCHl, SWITCHIO and RAND; block 5 for SWITCH 170) against 
movement time (±  1 (trial-to-trial) standard deviation indicated by the grey area). Arrows 
indicate the point at which baseline and post-exposure trajectories start to diverge. No baseline 
was used for group RAND. E H: Average trajectories for L (gray) and R (black) kick trials.

nificantly by 0.35 ±  0.04cm  {p <  0.0001, s.r., data pooled from all groups^), while at 

the same time the average initial displacement due to the kick increased as well by a 

very small, but significant amount (0.03 ±  0.01cm , p <  0.05, s.r., data pooled from 

all groups). This can be clearly seen by comparing the respective traces after learning 

(block 3) and the baseline in Fig. 3.8.

As a final test of whether the feedback response to the initial kick depends to some 

degree on the presence of the cognitive cue of sequence information, the corrective 

responses to the initial force pulses for the predictive (SW IT C H l,10,170; Fig. 3 .8a- 

c) and random (RAND; Fig. 3.8d) groups were compared. No statistically significant 

difference was found between group RAND and any one of the other groups {p >  0.15, 

r.s.) nor between group RAND and all other groups pooled {p >  0.9, r.s.) suggesting  

that sequence information is indeed not necessary to elicit the observed response to the 

initial force pulse.

3.3.6 L a ten cy  of th e  feedback  resp o n se

The latency at which kick-trials before (during baseline) and after learning started to  

differ was estimated by calculating the difference in velocity perpendicular to the target 

direction between the corresponding mean-trajectories for each subject. This difference 

was significantly different from zero {p <  0.05, s.r.) 60 m s  after the end of the initial

^The two subjects that showed evidence for a cognitive feedforward strategy (Fig. 3.4) were excluded 
from this analysis, since kick trials followed approximately the same trajectory as catch trials in these 
subjects.
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kick, which is on average 130 m s after the mean hand speed exceeded 1 cms~^, for all 
groups. Assuming that the earliest time at which the perturbation can be detected is 
when the displacement of the handle exceeds 0.5 m m  (on average 30 m s before the end 
of the kick), this gives an upper ceiling of 90 ms for the latency between detection of 
the perturbation and detectable changes in the hand’s velocity.

3 .3 .7  Effect o f  sta tic  co-activation

An alternative hypothesis to the increasing use of online feedback is a control strategy 
that increases the intrinsic impedance of the arm by co-activating pairs of agonist and 
antagonist muscles. The fact that kick trials elicited a significantly larger response 
after learning, while the displacement due to the initial force pulse increased slightly, 
suggests that an increase in intrinsic mechanical impedance by muscle co-activation is 
unhkely to explain the data entirely. An increase in impedance could be expected to 
reduce the overall error of the movement, rather than specifically increase corrective 
responses, and would also be expected to reduce the displacement due to the initial 
force pulse. Both these predictions axe in stark contrast to the movements observed 
during kick trials.

To investigate the effect of intrinsic impedance due to co-activation, six subjects 
were asked to hold the handle of the robotic manipulandum while the robot played out 
the force profile corresponding to an average kick trial. When subjects were asked to 
’stiffen up’ their arm by contracting all muscles in their arm, both the initial displace
ment due to the kick, as well as the displacement later in the movement, were reduced 
(shown in Fig. 3.9.a-d for a single subject and as averaged data in table 3.3). This 
observation is contrary to the effect observed for kick trials after learning, where the 
initial displacement increased slightly, while the later response showed a strong increase 
in corrective response that overshot the initial displacement. This clear difference in 
behaviour was observed even when the magnitude of the force pulse was increased by 
a factor of two and held for both the position of the handle, as well as for the hand 
itself (see Methods).

As can be seen in Fig. 3.9, co-activation in the control experiment did not lead 
to the significant over-shoot observed for kick trials. To quantify this comparison, 
the response to the initial kick was expressed as a multiple of the initial displacement 
(relative kick response, see table 3.3 and Methods). In order for co-activation to be 
a plausible sole cause of the observed behaviour during kick trials, both adaptation 
to the switching force-fields and co-activation in the control experiment, should result 
in comparable values of the relative kick response. However, there was a significant 
difference in relative kick response (p < 0.01, s.r.. Fig. 3.9.e) between the subjects of all 
groups used in the analysis of kick trials (average 2.81 ±  0.64; n  =  20) and the subjects
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Figure 3.9: Effect of co-activation on kick-response. Average response to the force pulse cor
responding to the average kick trial (A,B) or a scaled version (x2; C D) while subject held 
their arm relaxed or stiff (muscle c o  activation), as described in section 3.2.4. Each panel shows 
the position of the handle measured over time on the right, and position of the hand measured 
with 4 IR markers (see Methods and panel F) on the left. Panel E compares the relative kick 
response of the stiff condition as measured by the handle position to groups SWITCHl,10,170
(p < 0 .0 1 ,  **).

1 X average force 2  x average force
handle hand handle hand

fractional decrease 0.28 0.14 0.36 0.09
at 50ms (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)
fractional decrease 0.83 0.81 1.03 0.99
at 180ms (0 .11) (0 .1 1 ) (0.15) (0.14)
relative 0.84 0.84 1 .00 0.94
response (0.14) (0 .1 1 ) (0.18) (0.16)

Table 3.3: Fractional decrease in s.p.d. and relative kick response when subjects co-activated 
the muscles of their arm (see Methods). A fractional decrease of 0 means no change in s.p.d. 
between the relaxed and co-contracted conditions, a fractional decrease of 1 means a reduction 
of the s.p.d. to 0  in the stiff condition and a fractional decrease larger than 1 indicates an 
overshoot in the stiff condition. Entries are averages (s.e.m.) over all subjects for both the 
handle and hand measures (see Fig. 3.9.f).
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participating in the control experiment (average 0.84 ±  0.14; n =  6)^. This finding 
further suggests, that an increase in passive arm stiffness due to muscle co-activation 
is not likely to account for the changes observed during adaptation in the switching 
force-fields paradigm.

3.4 D iscussion

Here I have shown that subjects do not readily use sequence information to compensate 
for alternating perturbations and that the observed improvement in performance can be 
explained by an increased use of feedback online. I found that the motor system shifts 
from an inappropriate feedforward strategy based on averaging previous experience to 
an online feedback strategy when exposed to a switching force-field environment.

3 .4 .1  Feedforward control and pred iction

The observed positive bias of catch trials (sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) indicates that there 
is a small feedforward component of the motor command that pushes in the direction 
of the perturbation that would have been present based on the alternating sequence 
of forces and hence acts to magnify the effect of the perturbation. Since such a motor 
command is in fact pushing in the direction that compensates for the force experienced 
on the previous trial, this suggests that the motor system is indeed taking account of 
past experience, as suggested in [218,234], in spite of the fact that this is counterproduc
tive in a switching paradigm, where the forces on subsequent trials are anti-correlated. 
The negative interference between subsequent trials is strong evidence that a cognitive 
feedforward strategy using the predictive sequence of force-fields is not used for con
trolling the switching environment. This conjecture is further supported by the lack of 
a significant difference of performance between random and predictable sequences.

It could be argued that the observed changes in performance are due to a reduc
tion of inappropriate feedforward commands, since although the average magnitude of 
catch-trials is always positive it decreases during exposure. However, the small overall 
magnitude of catch trials suggests that any decrease in negative interference is an un
hkely explanation for the relatively large improvement in performance on perturbation 
trials.

Still, two out of the 26 subjects tested on the alternating force-fields, as well as 
the author, were able to use a cognitive feedforward strategy based on the switching 
sequence, indicating that such a strategy is not impossible, but rather very hard to 
acquire. Consistent with this view, Rao and Shadmehr [204] found that after long

^Relative response of handle position for the stiff condition using the unsealed average force profile.
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exposure for nearly three times as many trials as in this study to two opposed force- 
fields associated with a visual cue, subject learnt to use the cue to produce the correct 
feedforward commands compensating for the force-fields. The relevance to the present 
study arises, since the predictable switching sequence can be regarded as a high-level 
cue similar to an abstract visual cue.

This raises the question why the seemingly easy task of predicting future pertur
bations from a predictable alternation of two force-fields is in fact so difficult for the 
human motor system to learn. Matsuoka [158] found some evidence that feedforward 
adaptation does not occur for an alternating sequence of opposite force-fields when 
movement are made in an identical part of state-space, but does occur when the move
ments are made at either different positions or velocities. Gandolfo and colleagues [60] 
found that while grip posture was a salient cue for an associated force-field, subjects 
were unable to select internal models based on the colour of room lighting. These results 
suggest that only cues usually related to motor performance are easily associated with 
different motor behaviour, while other, more abstract cues like switching sequences are 
not used so easily.

One possible explanation for the lack of the kind of feedforward control observed in 
experiments with fixed force-fields [29,222,234], is that, due to the continued negative 
interference between the two opposed force-fields [20], internal models of the two per
turbations are never acquired. Going against this hypothesis as the sole explanation of 
the difficulty in learning the switching force-fields is the observation that presenting the 
force-fields in less frequently switching sequences did not make any significant difference 
to subsequent performance under the alternating force-fields (section 3.3.2). Further 
support for this view comes from another recent study on switching force-fields [119], 
showing that even learning the individual force-fields separately on different days did 
not lead to a cognitive feedforward strategy being used. A previous study on consol
idation of motor learning found that opposed force-fields that are learnt more than 
five hours apart do not interfere with each other [20], suggesting that the subjects 
in [119] had internal models of both force-fields available. Yet, in spite of the presumed 
availability of the appropriate internal models, no significant improvements over a first, 
naive exposure to the alternating force-fields was observed, suggesting that the pres
ence of internal representations for the constituent force-fields is not sufficient for a 
successful use of a cognitive feedforward strategy.

3.4 .2  T im e-course o f  feedforw ard com ponent

The positive bias of catch trials decreased during exposure, indicating a decrease in 
the effect of the previous trial on the feedforward component of the motor command. 
Consistent with this conjecture, the unlearning effect due to catch-trials (see section
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Figure 3.10: Catch trials during the last block. Smoothed (bin-size of 20 trials) plot of error 
during catch trials against trial number in block 4. The increased error during the last trials of 
the experiment is marked in red.

3.3.4) decreased as well. However, these results are put into question by the trend- 

reversal observed for the last block for both catch-trials and the unlearning effect. 

Possible explanations could be either some subtle effect due to the slightly different 

schedule of catch trials in the last block (catch trials were introduced following trial 1 0  

instead of trial 50), or a lack of attention towards the end of the experiment. Muscular 

fatigue seems to be an unlikely explanation, as it is unclear how this could affect the 

unlearning effect or increase feedforward bias.

Fig. 3.10 shows a smoothed plot of catch-trial errors during the last block of ex

posure, showing clearly that the increased positive bias is due to the last few trials 

(marked in red in Fig. 3.10) of the block. In fact, re-analyzing the data by excluding 

catch trials occurring during the last 40 trials of the experiment resulted in a significant 

linear trend over all four blocks for both catch trials (wsLR: p <  0.05, F^j =  4.6) and 

the effect of unlearning (wsLR: p  <  0.005, F/y =  14.4). This supports the explanation  

that subjects attended less to the task as the end of the experiment approached. This 

is a plausible explanation, as subjects received continuous feedback of the number of 

trials remaining and were thus informed of the approaching end of the experiment.

3.4.3 T he role o f co-activation

The lack of feedforward adaptation in most subjects indicates that in a non-stationary  

situation like an alternating sequence of force-fields, improved performance is achieved 

by adapting some form of feedback control to the task at hand. Such an increased use 

of feedback was also observed indirectly by Takahashi and colleagues [233] for a force- 

field that fluctuated randomly about a fixed mean value. They observed decreased 

errors during catch trials, as compared to adaptation to the average force-field without 

random fluctuations, indicating that in the more variable situation, the contribution of 

feedforward control decreases. Since Takahashi and colleagues observed no significant
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differences in the average error on perturbation trials, they concluded, that there was a 
partial shift from predictive feedforward control to an increase in the arm’s impedance 
for the more variable environment.

However, to understand the way the brain controls movement in a non-stationary 
environment like the alternating force-fields, it is necessary to distinguish between re
flexive and intrinsic, or mechanical, contributions to the arm’s impedance. Reflex
ive impedance is due to spinal and trans-cortical reflexes and voluntary contributions 
to muscle activation in response to trajectory errors, while an increase in intrinsic 
impedance is due to muscle co-activation [230]. While the first component is sus
ceptible to conduction and processing delays and can lead to instabilities, the latter 
constitutes a change in the mechanical properties of the arm and therefore acts without 
conduction or processing delays, but comes at a higher metabolic cost, associated with 
co-activation of muscle pairs.

The simplest explanation of the decreasing error elicited by the alternating pertur
bations studied here would be an increase in the mechanical stiffness and viscosity of 
the arm due to muscle co-activation. However, as I have argued, an overall increase in 
CO-activation appears to be inconsistent with the changes observed in the response to 
the initial presence of the force-field during kick trials (section 3.3.5). During these tri
als, the force was switched off early in the movement in order to observe the response 
to this initial portion of sensory feedback. During exposure the corrective response 
increased strongly, without however reducing the initial displacement due to the force- 
field. An overall increase in the mechanical impedance of the arm would be expected to 
act to decrease error during all of the movement, including the response to the initial 
kick. This hypothesis was confirmed, at least for voluntary co-activation at rest, by a 
short control experiment (section 3.3.7) that investigated the hand’s response to the 
average force profile of kick trials when subjects held their arm relaxed or co-activated 
the muscles of their arm.

The above discussion is based on the assumption that the arm’s impedance does 
not vary during the movement. In fact this is known to be not true, although it is 
not clear whether stiffness decreases [12] or increases [71] during movement. However, 
a very specific pattern of impedance changes would be necessary to account for the 
observed pattern of changes: to account for the nearly unchanged initial displacement, 
impedance at the beginning of the movement would need to remain unchanged followed 
by a dramatic increase in stiffness, but not damping, giving rise to the large overshoot 
of the corrective response. Finally a decrease in stiffness and/or an increase in viscosity 
would be necessary towards the end of the movement in order to dampen out the “cor
rection for the corrective response” . Such a pattern of impedance changes appears to 
be quite unlikely, in particular since several studies indicate that stiffness and damping
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do not vary independently, but covary such that the damping ratio of the arm remains 
relatively constant [72,139].

Finally, an interesting piece of evidence suggesting that the switching force-field 
paradigm reveals a previously unobserved type of feedback response, is the marked 
increase in variability of both catch and kick trials, while a simple increase in the 
impedance of the arm should result in more stereotyped movements, as observed in a 
study on unstable force-fields [23]. It should be stressed, however, that this discussion 
does not imply that regulation of the arm’s intrinsic impedance does not play an im
portant role in the observed improvements in performance, but rather that it cannot 
on its own explain the observed changes to movements during perturbation, catch and 
kick trials.

3.4 .4  R espon se la ten cy

In section 3.3.6 the latency at which significant changes from baseline trajectories could 
be detected for kick trials after exposure was 60 m s with respect to the off-set of the kick, 
corresponding to 90 ms with respect to the time when the perpendicular displacement 
exceeded 0.5 mm. The presence of this marked latency in the response further suggests 
that an aotive pathway, rather than intrinsic stiffness, is responsible for the corrective 
response to the initial kick, but raises the question how this active correction might be 
implemented.

Assuming a delay of 40 ms between EMG onset and detectable changes in the 
movement, the latency of the observed corrective response is consistent with the long- 
latency EMG-response observed in response to mechanical perturbations at the elbow, 
wrist or hand, which is likely to be mediated by a trans-cortical pathway [1,33,43,152] 
and can be modulated by instruction [31,150,153], movement preparation [231] and 
direction [129]. One hypothesis would be that the corrective response is produced by 
such a long-latency refiex adapted to the task at hand, but to test this hypothesis, 
more elaborate experiments using a well defined arm posture and measuring EMG 
at the relevant muscles would be necessary. Some evidence suggests that the long- 
latency refiex response in the wrist is mainly based on muscle-spindle afference, with 
little infiuence of cutaneous or joint afference [10]. Because of the redundant posture 
of the arm^ and because some movement of the handle is absorbed by the soft tissue 
of the hand, the actual muscle stretch in the many muscle involved in the movement 
is impossible to estimate from our data. Still, the small magnitude of displacements 
during kick trials suggests a possible role of force sensors (Golgi tendons or cutaneous

given position of the handle can be achieved by many combinations of shoulder, elbow and wrist 
angles.
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mechano-receptors) used as part of the feedback loop, in particular since long-latency 
reflex responses have been observed for a cutaneous stimulus at the flnger [42].

The hypothesis that exposure to alternating force-flelds can lead to changes to a 
long-latency feedback loop is further supported by the observation of task-dependent 
adaptation of long-latency reflex responses to perturbations of the ankle joint while 
standing [179]. Moreover, a recent study showed that even adaptation to a single flxed 
force-fleld leads to changes in the impedance of the arm, which are consistent with a 
long-latency reflex response [257]. In this view, adaptation to an alternating sequence 
of force-fields uncovers a feedback mechanism which is always present during force-fleld 
adaptation, but is hidden by the predominance of a feedforward mechanism when the 
perturbation is flxed from trial to trial and can normally only be detected by special 
perturbation protocols as in [257].

3.4 .5  Sum m ary

The results of this chapter show that the human motor system can adapt to a highly 
non-stationary environment like the switching force-flelds. However, in contrast to 
experiments with only one flxed force-fleld [29,60,234,234], adaptation was mediated 
by a feedback, rather than a feedforward pathway of control. Moreover, catch trials 
revealed that a residual feedforward component of the motor command was present. 
This residual feedforward component was corrective for the perturbation of the previous 
instead of the current trial, adding to rather than compensating for the perturbation. 
The presence of this counterproductive feedforward component strongly suggests that 
the motor system does not easily take account of the predictabihty of the switching 
sequence.

One way to reconcile this apparent discrepancy between the adaptation to flxed 
and switching force-flelds, is to assume that the motor system has both an adaptive 
feedforward and an adaptive feedback mechanism at its disposal. Supporting the hy
pothesis of the coexistence of adaptive feedforward and feedback control is a growing 
amount of experimental evidence that even adaptation to a single force-fleld leads to 
changes not only in a feedforward but also in a feedback pathway [15,257].

The difference in adaptation to fixed and switching force-fields suggests the hy
pothesis that the relative importance of each of these mechanisms depends on the 
temporal statistics of the environment: if the environment is stable, then the future 
is well predicted by the past favoring feedforward control, whereas a rapidly changing 
environment requires the efficient use of sensory feedback online. This hypothesis will 
be formalised in chapter 6 using a simple probabiHstic model and tested experimentally 
in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Dual adaptation to dynamic 
p ert ur bat ions

4.1 Introduction

It seems reasonable to assume that humans can form multiple internal representations 
of dynamic objects, since humans operate successfully in a great variety of dynamical 
settings [164,268,270]. With respect to force-held adaptation, evidence for multiple, 
context-addressable internal models comes from experiments showing that adaptation 
to two conflicting force-fleld occurs without interference if a sufficient amount of time 
passes between the exposure to the two force-flelds [20,219] and that adaptation can 
be speciflc to hand posture [60]. If one allows the assumption that the motor system 
can indeed store representations of multiple dynamical settings, the failure to observe 
any evidence of such multiple representations in the switching experiment in chapter 3 
could be explained by the further assumptions that these internal representations are 
not fully independent, so that learning one force-fleld interferes with the other. The 
continued negative interference due to the frequent switching of the force-flelds could 
prevent the formation or use of multiple representations. As discussed in section 3.4, 
a possible explanation for the hypothesised lack of independence between the internal 
representations could be that switching sequence is a high-level cue for the force-flelds, 
as opposed to cues associated more naturally with different dynamical settings, and 
might therefore not be salient enough for the motor system. Hand posture [60] and 
extent or velocity of movements [158] are examples of such more natural cues that could 
be used to acquire two conflicting force-flelds simultaneously.

Consistent with the results presented in chapter 3, Karniel and Mussa^Ivaldi [119] 
found that adaptation to an alternating sequence of switching force-flelds did not lead 
to the kind of predictive feedforward compensation observed for adaptation to fixed
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force-fields [60,222]. The authors took this finding as evidence that, with respect to 
force-field adaptation, the motor system cannot form multiple internal representations 
of conflicting force-field perturbations, or at least is unable to use context (as repre
sented by the deterministic sequence of switching) to switch between multiple internal 
representations. However, experiments that switch between conflicting force-fields on 
every trial can easily miss the potential simultaneous presence of multiple internal rep
resentations due to a large amount of negative interference. To follow up on this idea, 
this chapter investigates adaptation to a set of conflicting force-fields that switches less 
frequently.

Several experimental studies have observed the formation of context-specific rep
resentations of conflicting sensory-motor re-mappings, for example for the vestibular- 
ocular reflex [263], position constancy of the visual field [197], prism adaptation [160, 
262] and rotation of a visual display in a tracking task [32]. This process of simultaneous 
adaptation to conflicting sensory-motor re-mappings was termed “dual adaptation” by 
Welch and colleagues [262]. One communality between all these experiments on dual 
adaptation is that subjects were repeatedly exposed to sets of consistent re-mappings, 
or perturbations, and that the perturbations switched only between sets, as opposed 
to the experiments in chapter 3, where the perturbation switched on every trial.

An important question relevant to all these experiments is to know how to mea
sure dual adaptation based on experimental observations. As set out by Welch and 
colleagues [261], dual adaptation can be detected by any of the following changes in 
performance: a decrease in the initial error after a switch, a faster rate of re-adaptation, 
or a decrease in the asymptotic error at the end of a set. As I will discuss further be
low, both an increased rate of re-axiaptation and a decreased asymptotic error can, in 
principle, be explained by two possible mechanisms, either a retention of some form of 
information specific for each perturbation (i.e. the multiple internal model hypothesis), 
or a more general increase of the rate at which the system can change (an increased 
“malleability” of the adaptive system [262], often referred to as “learning to learn”). 
On the other hand, a decreased initial error requires that context-specific information 
is stored for each of the perturbations and, moreover, the use of some form of cue 
that informs the motor system that a switch has occurred. Of course, in the case of 
force-field adaptation, all these observations could also be explained by an increasing 
gain of a low level, error-corrective feedback controller (for example implemented by an 
increase in muscle stiffness due to co-contraction) and this alternative hypothesis will 
also be discussed in some detail.

To test whether dual adaptation can occur for novel dynamical loads, the experi
ment described in this chapter exposed subject to sets of 10 trials of velocity dependent 
force-fields, whereas the force-field changed sign between sets and remained constant
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within any one set. The results showed that exposure to the two opposed force-fields 
lead to dual adaptation as measured by all three criteria set out by Welch and col
leagues and that adaptation depended on both experience from previous trials, as well 
as online feedback during a trial. Inspired by the experimental results I built several 
conceptual models of adaptation that suggested that the pattern of errors observed 
during adaptation is best explained by a modular architecture having one module for 
eaoh of the perturbations, but also relies on the use of sensory feedback online in order 
to cue the correct module.

4.2 M ethods

4.2 .1  D ual ad ap tation  exp erim en t  

Experimental Design

The dual adaptation experiment used the same set-up and task (10 cm straight reaching 
movements of duration 500 ±  75 ms) as the switching experiment described in chapter 
3 and differed only in the sequence of force-field, catch and kick trials. In order to 
test both feedforward and feedback adaptation, a less frequently switching sequence 
of force-fields Fl and Fji was used, switching between Fl and Fr (Eq. (3.1)) every 
ten trials. The sequence of force-fields can thus be defined as a set of 10 trials in one 
force-field followed by a set of 10 trials in the other one, and so forth (see table 4.1). 
The experiment consisted in five blocks of 10 such sets each, following an initialization 
phase of 30 trials. In order to minimise fatigue while keeping the duration of the 
experiment under 45 minutes, rest periods of three minutes were given between the 
blocks. A total of 12 naive subjects, who gave their informed consent, participated in 
the experiment. Half of the subjects started the sequence with Fl and the other half 
with Fr to counterbalance for order effects.

On 14% of trials the force was unexpectedly switched off, either before the start of 
the movement (catch trials) or after the hand moved 3 m m  (kick trials); see chapter 3 
for details and the reasoning behind the use of these different types of catch trials.

Fjî  j R AA B B A A B B A A - - B B
trial in set 1 2 - ' 1 2 - - 1 2 - ••• 9 10 1 2 • • • • • • 9 10
trial in block 1 2 1112 ••• 21 22.............. 99100 1 2 - - - •••99100
set 1 2 3 -  10 41 • • • 50
block 1 ••• 5

Table 4.1: Experimental design. The table defines the sequence of force-fields {Fa/b stands for 
either F^/r or Fr/l  ̂ counterbalancing the order of force-fields) and the organization of trials 
into sets and blocks.
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These trials were assigned pseudo-randomly, subject to the constraints that there were 
equal amounts of catch or kick trials replacing each of the two force-fields within a 
block, and that no catch or kick trial occurred on the last trial of a set. Additionally 
it was required that subsequent kick trials were separated by at least four and at most 
nine trials, and catch trials were constrained to occur only on trials 1, 4, 6 or 9 of a set. 
The difference in the assignment of catch and kick trials is due to the fact that they 
were obtained from different groups of subjects, which initially were not intended to be 
combined. However, the infiuence of this difference should be minor and not affect the 
final conclusions, since the order of force-fields was counterbalanced within each group 
individually.

D a ta  analysis

As in chapter 3, movement error was measured as the standardised perpendicular dis
placement (s.p.d.) at 180 ms with respect to the time when the hand moved 3 m m  away 
from the start. With the dual adaptation experiment, the focus is on two time-scales 
on which the error might vary:
w ith in -se t changes — these show the response to the switch in the force-field within 

one set of constant force-fields: set-aligned errors are averaged for each block and 
subject, i.e. all trials straight after a switch, all second trials after a switch, and 
so forth (i.e. trials 1,2,3,... within sets) are averaged, 

betw een-block changes — in addition to the changes within sets, changes of the 
within-set changes can be compared across blocks.

The within-set changes of error were analysed by fitting a saturating exponential 
curve to the set-aligned errors for each block:

erroTk,n = Oik • 4- (4.1)

where A; is an index over blocks and n indexes trials within a set, i.e. with respect to 
the last switch of the force-field. To ensure convergence of the fit in spite the high 
noise-level in the data, the parameters Ojt, hk and were fitted to the data from each 
block pooled over subjects, using the MATLAB function nlinfit. Standard errors in the 
fitting parameters were estimated using the MATLAB function nlinpred based on the 
residuals and the Jacobian with respect to the parameters.

As discussed in the introduction, the time-series of errors in response to perturba
tions that switch, say every 10 trials, can be described by three quantities: the initial 
error after a switch, the asymptotic error reached before the next switch and the rate 
at which the error decreases within a set. With reference to the curve-fitting function, 
these quantities are described by Uk + bk, bk and A*, respectively (see Fig. 4.1). The
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œ (a/e)+b

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10
n (trial after switch)

Figure 4.1: Description of fitting parameters. The plot illustrates the parameters of the fitting 
function error„ =  a ■ _|_ 6 .

statistical significance of the trend of these parameters across blocks was assessed using 

a linear regression with respect to block number. Using rank regression did not change 

the conclusions obtained for the linear regressions and is therefore not presented further 

at this point.

Since significantly less data was available for catch and kick trials than for pertur

bation trials the curve-fit converged only if data was pooled over both subjects and 

blocks; as a result, the fitted parameters could not be used to assess changes between 

blocks. Instead the initial and asymptotic errors were assessed directly from the data  

by calculating the average error for catch or kick trials occurring on the first trial of a 

set and trials 6-9 , respectively. Averages were calculated for each subject and block, 

and the statistical significance of the effect of block was assessed using rmANOVAs (see 

section 3.2.3). In addition, to test wether there was a significant linear trend across 

blocks the average errors were analysed using wsLRs (see section 3.2.3).

4.2.2 A sim ple  m odel for th re e  ty p e s  of a d a p tiv e  c o n tro lle r

In order to understand the adaptive behaviour observed in the dual adaptation ex

periment and the implications for the understanding of motor adaptation, I built a 

very simple conceptual model of adaptation. The model is related to the Mixture of 

Experts architecture [99], in that it uses a responsibility signal to linearly combine the 

outputs of two modules ( “experts”). However, the model does not use the full Bayesian, 

probabilistically consistent, way of calculating this responsibility signal, but rather a 

linear approximation. By keeping the model as simple as possible, the underlying issues 

should become clear while avoiding any confusing details.

A daptive control model

The task used for the model consisted simply in producing a force command that 

compensates for an external perturbation force /e , represented by a single number,
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which can change from trial to trial. The desired output of the controller on each trial 
therefore is given by:

u*(n) =  - f e ( n ) ,  (4.2)

where n is an index over trials.

To capture dual adaptation to two different perturbations, fe = l  and fe = —1 
corresponding to F l and F r  used in the experiment, the total output of the controller 
is given by a weighted sum of two separate modules u \ and U2 '.

u{n) = r(n) • ui(n) +  (l — r(n)) • U2 (n), (4.3)

where r(n) is a responsibility signal measuring how likely module 1 is to be the appro
priate model.

The responsibility signal is based both on a prediction p(n )  based on past trials, as 
well as on online feedback /(/g(n)) based on the current trial:

r(n) =  p{n) + k- (l (/e(n)) -  p(n)), (4.4)

where k weighs the contribution of online feedback and prediction; setting k = 0 
completely discards feedback from the current trial, while k = 1 results in a system 
that is solely based on feedback.

In a fully Bayesian model of adaptation, the prediction signal would correspond 
to the prior probability of perturbation 1 being present (/e(^) =  1) and the feedback 
signal / ( / e ( n ) )  would represent the likelihood of the noisy sensory reading, given that 
perturbation 1 is present on the current trial. The responsibility signal r  would corre
spond to the posterior probability of the presence of perturbation 1 after the sensory 
feedback has been received, found by applying Bayes rule to the prior and the hkeli- 
hood terms (see chapter 6.2.3). To a first order, this procedure increases the posterior 
probability of perturbation 1 (i.e. the responsibility r) when either sensory feedback 
or the prediction indicate that perturbation 1 is present, and vice versa for the poste
rior probability of perturbation 2 ( / e ( n )  = —1) (i.e. 1 — r). The simple linear model 
presented in this chapter produces the same trends as the full Bayesian model and 
prevents mathematical details from clouding the very simple conclusions that can be 
drawn from the model.

In the same spirit of simplicity, the feedback signal I is simply treated as a de
terministic indicator function, signaling the presence of perturbation 1, and is defined 
by:

f 0 if / e ( n )  < 0
f i f e { n) )  = < 0.5 if f e { n)  = 0 (4.5)

I 1 if fe{n) > 0
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addition

♦ multiplication 

►pT[—*• gain 

I 1 [—*• constant

*• delay (one trial) 

|W n )|-»' signal

online feedback
ui(n)

prediction

I motor learning  ̂ P(n-1)
fe(n)

Figure 4.2; Block diagram of the adaptive control model.

In addition to its use online, the feedback signal is integrated from one trial to the next 

to give a prediction of the likely next perturbation based on previous trials,

p(n) = p ( n - l )  +  p -  (I ( f e ( n - l ) )  - p ( n - l ) ) , (4.6)

where p is a rate constant that determines how fast the prediction can change. In some 

sense Eq. (4.6) can be seen as an application of the Kalman filter (E q.(6.14)-(6.17)) 

in chapter 6 ) used to estim ate the prediction signal p. Analogous to the Kalman gain 

K ,  p determines to what extent feedback influences the prediction signal from one trial 

to the next. If p =  0, the model always predicts the same perturbation, depending on 

how the simulation is initialised, while setting p =  1 results in a prediction which is 

always equal to the feedback of the last trial. The predictive and feedback pathways 

used in calculating the responsibility signal are shown in, respectively, red and blue in 

the block diagram in Fig. 4.2.

Eq. (4 .3)-(4.6) describe a simple model of how the output of two modules repre

senting two external perturbations can be combined based on predictions from past 

experience and online feedback. In order to have a model of motor adaptation, a way 

of changing these modules based on performance errors has to be specified. A simple 

learning scheme is to update each model with the discrepancy of its own output Uij 2  

and the target value u*, weighted by its responsibility from Eq. (4.4), as suggested 

elsewhere [270].

u i(n ) = u i ( n —1 ) +  p • r {n — 1 ) • (u*(n—1 ) — u i( n —1 ))

U2 {n) =U2 { n —l)  +  p • ( l  — r {n — 1 )) • (u*(n—1 ) — U2 (n —1 ))
(4.7)
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The model was simulated for a sequence of 200 trials with the sign of the external 
perturbation /g switching every ten trials, i.e. a simulation consisted of 2 0  sets as 
described in section 4.2.1. The responsibility was initialised to a value of 1, ensuring 
that initially only module 1  was adapted to the first perturbation, since the system 
does not know of the presence of the second perturbation before the first switch. Due 
to the simplified nature of the model, no attempt was made to reproduce the exact 
time course of adaptation observed in the experiment, but the parameter settings of 
the simulations of the model were used to underline and explain qualitative features of 
the data.

In this light, the most attractive feature of the model described above is that it 
contains three distinct models of adaptive control depending on the parameter settings. 
— a single adaptive model, a modular system and a system using online feedback: 

single module — setting p = k = 0 in Eq. (4.6) results in a model that uses only 
one module, since as a result p(n + 1 ) =  p(n) and the responsibihty remains fixed 
at the initial value of p(0) =  1. This model was simulated with parameters 77, p 
and K set to 0.05, 0 and 0, respectively.

two modules — allowing p 0 , the second module is free to adapt to the second 
perturbation based on the responsibility signal. This model was simulated with 
parameters 77, p and k  set to 0.05, 0.5 and 0, respectively.

online feedback — allowing k 7  ̂ 0  results in a system that also uses feedback from 
the current trial to compensate for the external perturbation. This model was 
simulated with parameters 77, p and /c set to 0.05, 0.5 and 0.7, respectively.

In summary, the model has three components: the use of online feedback, regulated 
by K, integrating past experience to select an appropriate control module governed by 
p and motor learning from past errors governed by the learning rate 7 7. Since p governs 
the response to trial to trial variations, while 77 describes motor adaptation, I assume 
that p ^  7]. The reason for this constraint becomes clear considering that it would 
hardly make sense to switch between two modules that change more rapidly than the 
rate at which they can switch — such a system would approximate fairly well the 
non-modular system obtained by setting p = 0.

The concept of “learning to learn”, i.e. a non-specific increase in the rate of adap
tation as a result of exposure to the sequence of alternating sets, is examined using a 
single-module model (p =  0  and k =  0 ) for which the learning rate increases linearly 
from 77 =  0.05 to 77 =  0.5. To allow for some form of feedback control with this model, 
Eq. (4.3) was modified to include an error correcting term:

u(n) =  ui{n) -f ke • (u*(n) -  u i( 7i)), (4.8)
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where ke is an error correction gain and only one module is included in the equation, 
talcing account of the fact that for p =  « =  0 r(n) =  1 for all n.

Analysis

Ideally, in order to compare the models to the adaptation data, the same procedure of 
fitting an exponential curve as in the data analysis should be used on the time series 
of errors produced by the simulation of the models. However, since the simulation 
does not capture the saturation of learning observed in the human data (i.e. without 
interference, the simulated error would eventually drop to zero), applying the same 
curve-fitting analysis used on the experimental data would result in spurious results. 
Fortunately, the first and last trials of a set are accessible directly from the noise-free 
simulation data, and the effective model-firee learning rate can be calculated using:

-^model free ~  g  ^  ]  u( n)  ’ — u ( n 4 - l )  — u {ti) ( 4 .9 )
n = l   ̂ '

Because of the noisy nature of the data, Amodei free could not be calculated mean
ingfully for the experimental data. Moreover, calculating initial and asymptotic errors 
firom the fitting parameters is advantageous in the case of the noisy experimental data, 
as information from all trials, rather only the first and last, of each set is used. While 
it is slightly unsatisfactory to compare the model-free measures of the simulations to 
the parameters of the curves fitted to the experimental data, this does not affect the 
conclusions drawn from the simulations, as they are purely qualitative in nature.

4.3 R esults

4.3 .1  D ual adaptation

Subjects found the task straightforward and consistently achieved the spatial and tim
ing constraints of the task within the 30 famiharization trials. Subsequently, on expe
riencing the perturbation that switched between F l  and F r  every 10 trials all subjects 
made movements, which were very similar to the movements made by subjects in the 
switching experiments studies in chapter 3 and the trajectories are therefore not pre
sented separately here. Exposure to the sets of alternating force-fields led to a consistent 
pattern of errors, where subjects made large initial errors straight after a switch of the 
force-field and the errors decreased relatively rapid within a set to an asymptotic error 
at the end of the set. This pattern was well fitted by a saturating exponential fitting 
function, as shown in Fig. 4.3.a.
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Figure 4.3: Movement error during perturbation trials. A: Set-aligned errors (see Methods) 
and exponential saturating fits for block 1 and 5. B,C: Fitting parameters as a function of 
block; error bars are s.e.m. as estimated by the fitting function.

Repeated exposure to the alternating sets of force-fields lead to a reduction in the 

initial and asym ptotic error, as well as a more rapid decrease in the error, as can be 

seen in Fig. 4.3.a comparing the fit for block 1 and 5. To quantify these changes, the 

parameters of the fit were analysed as a function of block, confirming the increase in 

A, the rate of change of the error within a set (Fig. 4.3.b) and the decrease in both  

initial and asym ptotic error (Fig. 4.3.c). The linear trends for initial error (linear 

regression: p <  0.002, Fj  =  156.2, =  0.98) and rate of change (linear regression:

p <  0.02, F4 =  21.7, =  0.88) were both statistically significant and highly correlated

with block number, while the linear trend for the asym ptotic error (linear regression: 

p >  0.25, F4 =  1.9, R^ =  0.38) was not. However, inspecting the learning curve for 

the asym ptotic error in Fig. 4.3.c, it can be noted that there is a marked decrease in 

error between block 1 and 2, followed by a plateau for blocks 2-5. In fact the difference 

between the asym ptotic error in block 1 and 2  was found to be statistically significant 

based on the standard errors estimated by the fitting procedure (z-test: p  <  0 .0 0 0 2 , 

z — 4.2, Bonferroni corrected p-value).

Movements during catch and kick trial were also very similar to the experiment 

in chapter 3 and indicated the presence of a significant feedforward component of the 

motor command. The positive error on catch trials occurring on the first trial of a 

set (Fig. 4.4.a) shows that the feedforward motor command tended to push in the 

same direction as the perturbation force, thereby exaggerating the error due to the
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Figure 4.4: Movement error for catch and kick trials. Error bars show s.e.m. for subject 
averages pooled over blocks in A and s.e.m from a rmANOVA in B.

perturbation. W hile such a feedforward command is inappropriate for the current 

trial, it is corrective for the forces experienced during the previous 1 0  trials, thus 

indicating that the feedforward command was based on past experience, as discussed 

in chapter 3, and did not take account of the predictable sequence of force-fields. On 

subsequent exposure to the same force-field during a set, the catch trial error became 

increasingly negative, representative of feedforward commands that gradually became 

appropriate for the current perturbation.

In contrast to catch trial, the error on kick trials can be influenced by both experi

ence of past trials and the force-held during the kick trial itself. Fig. 4 .4 .a shows that

kick trials elicit a small corrective response on the hrst trial of a set, which becomes

larger as more trials with the same force-held are experienced during the set. In fact, 

comparing the curves for the error on kick and catch trials shows that the tim e course 

of the two curves is very similar, but that the error on kick trials is offset by a negative 

constant (i.e. kick trials are “more corrective” than catch trials). This might suggest 

that the error on kick trials could be the result of the summation of a feedforward 

component that gradually becomes corrective for the current perturbation and a hxed 

feedback based correction.

Using an rmANOVA on the average error for each block and subject showed that 

there were no signihcant changes to catch trials, as measured by catch trials on trial 1 

and the average of catch trials on trials 6 -9  of a set, or kick trials occurring on the first 

trial of a set (rmAnova: p >  0.25, F^q <  1.4; wsLR; p >  0.1, <  2.5; Fig. 4.4.b, o, •

and □). The error on late kick trials, on the other hand, showed a significant increase

in the corrective response, as witnessed by the increasingly negative error measure for 

kick trials occurring on trial 6-9 of a set (rmAnova: p <  0.001, F^q =  7.4; wsLR: 

p <  0.0002, F^3 =  20.0; Fig. 4.4.b, ■).
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In summary, both the large error after a switch, as well as positive catch trial 
errors on the first trial after a switch, suggest the presence of a feedforward motor 
command based on the perturbation experienced on past trials. At the same time, the 
response to kick trials shows that there is an effective feedback mechanism contributing 
to the compensation for the perturbation. In fact only the kick trial response shows 
a significant changes during the course of the experiment, suggesting that the overall 
decrease in the error on perturbation trials might be mainly due to an increased use of 
a corrective feedback pathway.

4 .3 .2  M odels o f  adaptation

A number of simple candidate models of adaptation, all based on the architecture de
scribed in section 4.2.2, were simulated to test qualitatively what types of adaptive 
controllers are consistent with the experimental data. Since the pattern of catch trials 
and the large error on the first trial of a set suggest the presence of a feedforward com
ponent, which is based on the force-field experienced on previous trials, all candidate 
models were based on an adaptive algorithm that learns based on past errors (Eq. (4.7)). 
In addition the model had two separate adaptive modules, whose output was combined 
based on a responsibihty signal (Eq. (4.3)). This signal was calculated based on a feed
back signal governed by gain k (Eq. (4.4)) and a prediction that integrates past trials 
with a rate of change set by p (Eq. (4.6)).

The first model considered used only one adaptive module by setting p = k = 0. 
The left column of Fig. 4.5.a shows that for this model the responsibility and prediction 
signals are fixed to their initial value throughout the simulation, resulting in adaptation 
of only one module. As a result, the behaviour of this model is not consistent with the 
data, as shown by the corresponding error trace in Pig. 4.5.a and the measures of initial 
and asymptotic error and learning rate in Fig. 4.5.b. In essence, during each set, the 
controller unlearns the perturbation learnt in the previous set, so that the error curve 
converges to an oscillation around the error corresponding to zero adaptation.

The second model considered is a modular architecture using only past trials to 
calculate the mixing proportions, or responsibilities, for each module. By setting p to 
a non-zero value, a modular model using two models is obtained and since « =  0, the 
responsibility signal is based purely on the prediction derived from previous trials. The 
middle column in Fig. 4.5.a shows that for this model the responsibility signal is given 
by the prediction signal (the red and green lines overlap) and tracks the “true” respon
sibility signal, i.e. the indicator of the current perturbation l{fe) defined in Eq. (4.5). 
As a result each module learns to correct for one of the two external perturbations 
resulting in an increase in the learning rate and a decrease in asymptotic error, as 
shown in Fig. 4.5.b and the error traces in Fig. 4.5.a. While these trends are consistent
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Figure 4.5: Three simple models of adaptation. A: The columns show the error in the total 
output (Eq. (4.3), top), the output of each module (middle) and the feedback, prediction and 
responsibility signals (Eq. (4.4)- (4.6), bottom) for the three candidate models. B: Model-free 
measures (see Methods) of learning rate and initial and asymptotic error for each of the three 
models.

with the experimental data, the initial error increases during the simulation, which is 

contrary to the results of the experiment. This is the logical consequence of the fact 

that the responsibility signal is based entirely on past trials, resulting in a responsibil

ity signal that lags the external perturbation, as can be seen from the middle plot in 

the bottom  panel of Fig. 4.5.a. As a consequence, the controller will apply the module 

adapted to the positive perturbation during one set to the negative perturbation on the 

first trial of the next set and vice versa, thereby adding to the error due the perturba

tion (error > 1 ) .  Moreover, this exaggerated error grows as the output of the modules 

increases during adaptation, explaining the increase in initial error for this model.

The final model uses both a modular architecture and takes account of online feed

back for calculating the responsibility signal by setting both p and «  to a non-zero 

value. As a result of the use of online feedback the responsibility signal is leading the 

prediction and the responsibility signal partly switches in phase with the true context.
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but still takes several trials to saturate, as can be seen in the zoomed inset in Fig. 4.5.a. 
The right plots in Fig. 4.5.b show that this model in fact reproduces most qualitative 
features of the experimental data, showing an increase in learning rate, as well as a 
decrease of both initial and asymptotic error. Eq. (4.4) shows that setting k =  1, i.e. 
basing the responsibility signal entirely on feedback, would result in an adaptive model 
that compensates perfectly for both perturbations at all times, once the corresponding 
modules have been learnt. However, this is obviously not consistent with the experi
mental data, and moreover not feasible in a realistic system due to feedback delays and 
noise in sensory signals (the last point will be considered in some detail in chapter 6).

The consideration of three very simple candidate models of adaptation, suggests 
that both feedforward adaptation based on previous trials, as well as the use of on
line feedback are involved in the adaptation to alternating sets of opposed force-fields. 
Although these conclusions are drawn solely based on the pattern of errors on perturba
tion trials, they are confirmed qualitatively by the observed patterns of kick and catch 
trials as presented in section 4.3.1 and shown in Fig. 4.4.

Inspecting Eq. (4.4) shows that the responsibility signal is made up of the sum 
of the predictive signal p{n) and the online feedback l { f e { n) .  Since for a catch trial 
f e { c a t ch)  = 0 and hence l { f e{ cat ch) )  = 0.5, the responsibihty signal of the model is 
governed only by p{n), which is based on past trials. The resulting dependence of the 
model output on past trials is entirely consistent with the observed pattern of catch 
trials. Moreover, Eq. (4.4) also accounts qualitatively for the observed offset between 
the error on kick and catch trials. Assuming that the force pulse on kick trials is 
enough to cue the presence of the correct force-field { l { f e { k i ck) )  = 0 or l { f e { k i c k ) )  = 1 
depending on the current set), Eq. (4.4) predicts a constant offset of the error on kick 
trials with respect to the errors on catch trials. Additionally, since l { f e )  always indicates 
the correct external perturbation, this offset should be in the direction indicative of 
corrective motor commands, as observed experimentally in Fig. 4.4.a.

4 .3 .3  A n  a ltern ative  hypothesis: Learning to  learn

The above discussion assumed that the motor system is able to represent an internal 
model for each of the perturbations, i.e. that exposure to the alternating sets of oppos
ing perturbations leads to dual adaptation in the sense discussed in the introduction. 
However, an alternative model that equally explains the increasing rate of change of 
the error within set, as well as the decreasing asymptotic error, would be the concept 
of learning to learn [261,262].

Applied to our simple model, learning to learn means that instead of acquiring two 
internal models, the motor system has only a single module for both perturbations, 
but becomes increasingly faster at readapting to the present perturbation after each
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Figure 4.6: Learning to learn with a single module. A: Output of the internal model and the 
associated performance error for the non-modular “learning to learn” model (see section 4.3.3) 
with and without error corrective feedback (right and left panel, respectively). B: The associ
ated measures of dual adaptation against set number.

switch. This is captured in the model by setting p =  k =  0 to obtain a only single 

module and gradually increasing the learning rate p in Eq. (4.7)). The results of a 

simulation of such a model with 7/ increasing linearly from 0.05 to 0.5 over the course of 

the simulation is shown on the left in Fig. 4.6.a. The corresponding plots in Fig. 4.6.b  

confirm that such a model indeed reproduces the increased rate of change within a 

set and the trend of the asym ptotic error, but show an increasing trend in the initial 

errors. Since the single module has to unlearn the adaption of the previous set after 

each switch, the initial error necessarily increases as the asym ptotic error decreases.

As in the modular model discussed above, the solution to this problem requires the 

use of feedback. However, since only one module is used, the feedback cannot be used 

to select the correct module online as in the modular model, but has to correct for the 

large errors made by the feedforward controller. Moreover, such an error correcting 

feedback loop, as suggested in Fq. (4.8), would act to reduce the error by the same 

amount at all times during the simulation, changing the magnitude, but not the shape 

of the curves measuring initial and asym ptotic error in Fig. 4.6.b. In fact, the only way 

to achieve a decreasing initial error with the learning to learn model, is to increase the 

gain ke of the error correcting feedback loop from a small value at the beginning of 

the simulation to a relatively large value at the end. An example of such a simulation 

is shown on the right side of Fig. 4.6 for a feedback gain that starts out at he — 0.3 

and increases linearly up to he =  0.7 at the end of the simulation. W hile the resulting
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learning curves are less suggestive of the experimental data, this is due to the arbitrarily 
chosen linear schedules for changing 77 and ke- Different schedules for changing these 
parameters should be able to produce arbitrary shapes of the curves in Fig. 4.6.b.

Apart from the issue that one has to select arbitrary schedules for changing the 
parameters of the model in order to qualitatively reproduce the experimental data, 
there are some fundamental problems and contradictions with the learning to learn 
model in the context of the present experiment. In the above paragraphs I was careful 
to make the distinction between the kind of onhne feedback used to calculate the 
responsibility signal in the modular model and the error correcting feedback that is 
necessary to fit the learning to learn model to the experimental data. This becomes 
important when thinking of the extension of these models to a more realistic model 
of the motor system that has to deal with noisy and delayed sensory feedback. The 
first approach of using online feedback to calculate a responsibility signal only needs 
a small amount of feedback at the beginning of the movement in order to gate in 
the appropriate module for subsequent feedforward control. On the other hand, the 
error corrective feedback loop, required to make the learning to learn model work, 
uses continuous error feedback throughout the movement and suffers from the stability 
problem associated with the large loop delays of the human motor system. While the 
modular model in some sense uses online feedback as a cue to select the appropriate 
feedforward controller, the learning to learn model requires a high gain feedback loop 
that compensates the errors due to the inappropriate feedforward commands at the 
beginning of each set.

Finally the use of error-corrective feedback in the learning to learn model seems to 
be in contradiction to the pattern of errors observed for kick and catch trials after a 
switch of force-fields. The significant positive error of catch trials on the first trial of a 
set (Fig. 4.4) clearly suggests that the motor system produces inappropriate feedforward 
commands, as required by all models discussed in this chapter. However, in the context 
of the learning to learn model, this also means that the assumed error correction does 
not fully compensate for these inappropriate feedforward commands. Under this model 
it is then hard to explain how the small initial force pulse on kick trial, which results 
in a relatively small displacement (< 0 . 2  cm, on average) in the same direction as 
the inappropriate feedforward command, gives rise to the observed negative error on 
kick trials. Explaining the errors on catch and kick trials simultaneously using the 
learning to learn model would require an ad hoc increase in the gain of the feedback 
controller in response to the small initial force pulse on kick trials. Apart from these 
considerations, the learning to learn model would be a clearly sub-optimal solution, 
as it requires a high-gain feedback controller that compensates for the consistent and 
growing feedforward errors produced by the internal model.
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On the other hand, the modular approach in combination with the use of online 
feedback offers a parsimonious explanation for the observed patterns of errors: on catch 
trials online feedback is absent, thus revealing the predictive part of the responsibility 
signal, explaining the positive error on catch trials. The initial kick of a kick trial acts 
as a cue to the presence of a force-field in the direction opposite to the previously ex
perienced one, hence biasing the responsibility signal towards the correct module. The 
relatively small magnitude of the correction on kick trials after a switch (as witnessed 
by small negative error) can be interpreted to mean that this bias is not complete, but 
large enough to give a slightly bigger weight to the appropriate module.

4.4  D iscussion

When subjects were repeatedly exposed to sets of opposed force-fields, the movement 
error caused by the perturbation was found to vary on two separate time-scales. On a 
shorter, trial-to-trial time-scaJe, subjects made large initial errors on the first trials of 
a set. On subsequent trials the error decreased within each set to an asymptotic level 
before the next switch. On a slower time-scale, repeated exposure to the alternating 
sets, both initial and asymptotic errors decreased, while the rate of change of the error 
within a set increased. These changes in the pattern of errors over the course of the 
experiment were consistent with all three tell-tale signs of dual adaptation, as defined 
by Welch and colleagues [261].

In interpreting the experimental results in this chapter as dual adaptation, one has 
to be careful to check the alternative hypothesis that the observed changes could be ex
plained by a non-specific error correcting feedback loop (see below), since the force-field 
task studied here differs from most other studies of dual adaptation in that feedback 
of performance errors is available throughout the movement. With one exception [32], 
most studies of dual adaptation in the Uterature used either purely sensory rearrange
ments [197,263], or a reaching movement task where only terminal feedback was given 
to the subjects [160,262].

4.4 .1  Feedforward control

Both the large initial errors after a switch of force-field, as well as the positive error 
on catch trials occurring on the first trial of a set, provide evidence for a feedforward 
component of the motor command which is based on experience from past trials [218, 
234], as the positive catch trial error indicates that on the first trial of a set the motor 
system produces motor commands which would be corrective for the previous trial 
before the switch. On perturbation trials these motor commands will tend to exaggerate 
the effect of the force-field, leading to the large initial errors observed. During any
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given set the performance error subsequently decreased as the motor system gradually 
recovered the appropriate adaptive state, as witnessed by negative errors on catch trials 
towards the end of a set.

During the course of the experiment, the magnitude of catch trials did not change 
significantly, indicating that either the feedforward component of the motor command 
remained constant, or alternatively, that any increase in feedforward commands was 
offset by an increased use of a feedback mechanism. The latter hypothesis would be 
consistent with the observed increased response in kick trials and also with the results 
of chapter 3 showing that the error on catch trials decreased as the response to kick 
trials increased.

4 .4 .2  Feedback control

As in chapter 3, kick trials were used to study the effect of exposure to the perturba
tion on the response to online feedback early in the movement. Consistent with the 
observations in chapter 3, the small initial force-pulses resulted in a large corrective 
response, which increased during the course of the experiment. Arguments supporting 
the view that this increase in feedback response is in fact evidence for an adaptive 
feedback loop, and not just due to increases in the arm’s intrinsic impedance due to 
muscle co-activation, were given in chapter 3.

A second dichotomy with respect to the nature of this feedback loop is the type of 
information it processes, either as a general purpose error correcting feedback, or as a 
cue signal providing information about the environment. An error correcting feedback 
loop would act as a position or velocity servo, reacting to errors in hand position or joint 
angles and producing motor commands that tend to decrease the error. On the other 
hand, the feedback signal could be used to cue the motor system to the presence of the 
correct force-field, enabling it in turn to select the appropriate feedforward controller 
that compensates for the sensed perturbation.

Although the present data does not provide conclusive evidence to resolve this 
question, it strongly supports the view that the adaptive feedback loop revealed by 
kick trials uses sensory information as a cue for the correct feedforward controller. 
Towards the end of the experiment, catch trials at the end of a set had an average error 
of approximately 0.5 cm, while the corresponding kick trials had an average error of 
1.4 cm. It would be hard to explain such a nearly three-fold increase in error in response 
to the small initial force-pulse of kick trials in terms of an error-correcting feedback loop. 
If, on the other hand, sensory feedback is used to cue the correct feedforward controller, 
the increased error has a natural interpretation as the result of an enhanced corrective 
response due to the early detection of the direction of the force-field.
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4 .4 .3  M od el im plem entation

Although the model studied in this chapter was highly abstract and simplified, it is in 
fact closely related to a modular model of control proposed by Wolpert and Kawato 
[84,270]. Both models have a modular architecture containing a number of separate 
modules, each containing a separate internal model, whose output is weighted by a 
responsibility signal and combined linearly to form a control signal. The responsibility 
signal is calculated by combining feedback information and prior beliefs, corresponding 
to the feedback and prediction terms in Eq. (4.4). Whereas in Wolpert and Kawato’s 
model the prior beliefs could be based on a number of cues (e.g. visual appearance, 
sequence knowledge), the present model used only past experience for the prediction 
signal based on the experimental findings in this chapter and chapter 3.

In the model presented in this chapter I assumed that sensory feedback provides the 
motor system with information on which module is most appropriate for the current 
context. However, the problem of how sensory feedback can be mapped into a respon
sibility signal is by no means a trivial one. Performance error, for example, cannot be 
used for this task, since it depends on a linear combination of the module outputs, so 
that the contribution of each module to the performance of the controller cannot be 
evaluated. Wolpert and Kawato [270] proposed an interesting solution to this question 
by associating a predictor module with each controller module and training both pre
dictors and controllers together. The predictors are trained to predict the behaviour 
of the controlled system based on the total output of the modular controller. Since 
they are trained together with their associated controller module, the prediction error 
of a module will be low when the associated controller is appropriate for the current 
context. In this way, the contribution of each controller module to the total output 
can be determined by the prediction error of the associated predictor, relative to the 
prediction errors of the other modules.

I chose to model the experimental data in this chapter using a modular architecture, 
as the experimental data is indeed suggestive of such an arrangement. However, it 
should be noted that the main characteristic of the data is the changes in movement 
error on two very different time-scales, one linked directly to the alternating sets of 
force-fields, the other one showing adaptive changes on the time-scale of the whole 
experiment. Therefore, any model architecture that can represent both force-fields 
simultaneously and has enough degrees of freedom to model the different time-scales 
of behavioural changes could potentially capture the experimental data equally well. 
The model could for example represent separately magnitude and direction of the force 
fields, and could capture the two time-scale by different rates of change for these two 
quantities. In this example, adapting the magnitude parameter could be seen as motor
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learning on a slow time-scale and changes of the direction parameter could be based 
on feedback and past experience on a much faster time-scale. Alternatively, the slower 
time-scale could be associated with changes to a feedback loop, as indeed suggested by 
the experimental data.

A different “non-modular” model of the type described above will be used in chap
ter 6 to examine adaptation to time-varying environments from a probabilistic point 
of view. The discussion in the previous paragraph should make it clear that it will be 
very hard, if not impossible, to prove modularity of motor learning based on purely 
behavioural or functional measures.

4 .4 .4  Sum m ary

The main result of this chapter is the observation that exposure to an alternating 
sequence of sets of conflicting force-fields led to changes in performance on two time- 
scales. On a shorter time-scale, subjects made relatively large errors after each switch 
of the force-fields that subsequently decreased until the next switch, indicating both 
negative interference and an ability to rapidly re-adapt. On a longer time-scale the 
initial and asymptotic error decreased and the rate of re-adaptation increased over the 
course of the experiment, indicating that negative interference was only partial and 
that the motor system could adapt to the constantly changing force-fields. These ex
perimental results together with the simple qualitative models discussed in this chapter 
strongly suggest the notion that the motor system is able to simultaneously acquire in
ternal models of two opposed force-fields, providing evidence that dual adaptation can 
be observed not only for visual perturbations, but also for exposure to dynamic loads.

Although error corrective feedback control mediated by the passive dynamics of 
activated muscles, as well as reflexive and voluntary correction, certainly plays a role 
in any experiment subjecting human motor performance to novel dynamic loads, the 
observed pattern of catch and kick trials is good evidence that such a mode of control 
cannot account fully for the observed adaptive changes. Moreover, the results of the 
modelling study showed that a single module in combination with “learning to learn” 
would require a significantly increasing gain of error-correcting feedback in order to 
be consistent with the decreasing initial error after a switch of the force-fleld. Given 
that the results for kick and catch trials do not support a major increase in the use 
of error-corrective feedback, “learning to learn” cannot account for the data. Instead, 
the model suggests the acquisition of multiple internal models (or at least of an archi
tecture capable of capturing the two conflicting dynamic settings) and underlines the 
importance of online feedback for adaptation to non-stationary environments.
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Chapter 5

Gradual practice and motor 
adaptation

5.1 Introduction

A common advice given to somebody who sets out to learn to play squash is to start 
by playing all balls very slowly, placing emphasis on well-controlled shots, and to only 
start to pick up the pace and power of one’s shots once the slower play is mastered. 
Effectively, this regime gradually increases the difficulty of the motor task of producing 
well timed and well placed racket swings, so that the resulting performance is always 
well controlled. Keeping the racket trajectories well controlled at all times ensures that 
the errors one makes are relevant to improving performance. By contrast, if one would 
make fully powered swings from the beginning, this would result in performance that 
might be more accurately described as random flailing motions of the racket. While 
such shots would certainly generate large errors, it is unclear how one could learn from 
such (nearly) random errors.

Many sensory-motor adaptation experiments, in particular prism-adaptation, have 
used designs where the perturbation was introduced gradually, but only few ( [112,206], 
for example) have explicitly investigated the effect that such a design might have on 
adaptation. Moreover, the prevalent approach in studying adaptation to dynamic loads 
has been to introduce the perturbations at their full magnitude at the beginning of the 
experiment — in some sense corresponding to the squash novice who tries to play at 
full power from his first shot onwards. Alternatively, the perturbation could also be 
introduced gradually, more like the common advice given to aspiring squash players. 
Applying the above argument to sensory-motor adaptation experiments suggests that 
the effective rate of adaptation will be determined by the interaction of two opposed 
effects with respect to how the perturbation is introduced. Assuming that adaptation
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is based on the integration of past errors (see chapters 2 and 6), larger errors will result 
in larger training signals and hence possibly faster adaptation. On the other hand, the 
larger errors are bound to be more noisy and less relevant to the region of state space 
where the desired behaviour should ultimately be performed.

Sensorimotor adaptation experiments using rotated visual feedback as perturbation, 
have shown that adaptation is more complete [112] and might even involve different 
areas of the brain [206] when the perturbation is introduced gradually rather than 
fully at the beginning of the experiment. However, no experiment to date has tested 
the effect of gradually introducing a perturbation on adaptation to dynamic loads and 
the experiments in this chapter aim to fill this gap. Both a difficult (adaptation to 
switching force-fields, experiment SWITCHRAMP) and a relatively easy (adaptation 
to a fixed force field, experiment SINGLEGRADUAL) task were studied, allowing to 
investigate differential effects of gradually increasing the perturbation depending on the 
underlying task difficulty. The results show that for the switching force-fields gradually 
introducing the perturbation had a small, but statistically significant, beneficial effect 
on adaptation. However this was not the case for the experiment using one fixed force- 
field, where a surprisingly large adverse effect, that is a large increase in performance 
error, was found when the force-field was introduced gradually.

5.2 M ethods

All experiments in this section were carried out using a virtual reality set-up similar to 
the one described in section 3.2. The set-up further comprised of force-producing ma- 
nipulandum, but used a Phantom 3.0 robot for force production and a rear-projection 
system for the visual feedback and is described in more detail in [74]. The three di
mensional position of the manipulandum held by the subject with the rigth hand was 
measured at 1000 Hz and stored at 200 Hz on a hard-drive for later analysis. In order 
to produce velocity dependent force-fields, hand velocity was calculated online using a 
40*  ̂ order low-pass differentiating filter with an attenuation of — 20dB at SSHz^. For 
position-dependent perturbations, the unfiltered raw data was used.

A total of 14 right-handed, healthy subject (eight for experiment SWITCHRAMP 
and six for experiment SINGLEGRADUAL) participated in this study and gave their 
informed consent. All subjects were naive to the purpose of the study. Four of the eight 
subjects subjects who participated in experiment SINGLEGRADUAL subsequently

^The filter was designed using the MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc.) function firls for least-square design 
of finite impulse response filter using a transition region of 5-15 Hz. A differentiating filter was used to 
calculate velocity, since simply using a large differentiating time window (effectively applying a moving 
average to the position data) resulted in either unacceptable noise rejection or an overly sluggish 
response.
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also participated in a short experiment (SWITCHPOS) testing adaptation to switching 
position-dependent force-fields.

5.2 .1  E xperim ent S W IT C H R A M P : sw itch in g  force-fields

The SWITCHRAMP experiment tested the effect of gradually introducing a perturba
tion consisting of an alternating sequence of opposed force-fields, similar to the ones 
used in chapter 3.

Task

Subjects were asked to make straight reaching movements from a start to a target sphere 
while holding the handle of the robotic manipulandum, as described in chapter 3. In 
order to help with the task, a straight line between start and target, as well as a set of 
arrows indicating the direction of force, were displayed. The extent of the movement 
was 12 cm, instructed movement duration was 400 ms and subjects were given error 
messages when the movement lasted for less than 325 ms or more than 475 ms.

The manipulandum could produce a velocity dependent force given by

where /x, fy and fz  are the x, y and z components of force produced by the manipu
landum, the coordinate system is defined in Fig. 5.1.b and B  is the field strength with 
a maximum value Bmax of 5iVsm~^. The angle a  defines the direction of the force 
and is measured counter-clockwise with respect to the horizontal direction. In this 
new notation, the force-fields F r  and F l  used in chapter 3 correspond to F q and F \so , 

respectively. As in chapter 3, the angles a  of the force-fields on subsequent trials were 
always separated by 180°, forming an alternating sequence of opposed force-fields.

Experim ental design

Each subject experienced two exposure blocks of 160 trials, either introducing the 
perturbation immediately at its maximum value Bmax (step condition) or ramping it 
from a minimum value of lN sm ~ ^  up to Bmax in 80 steps of 0.0bNsm~^  increasing 
the force every second trial {ramp condition). At the end of the exposure phase the 
force-field was held constant at its maximum value for another 20 post-exposure trials 
used to measure the adaptation during the exposure phase. Each block ended in 10 
trials with the force switched off (null-field). The first two of these 10 null-field trials 
were used as catch trials by showing the arrows indicating the presence of the force 
according to the sequence although the robot was switched off.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Design. A: Force schedules for the ramp and step conditions showing 
pre-exposure and exposure phases and indicating the trials used in the analysis by grey boxes. 
B: Three-dimensional plot of the two sets of force-fields shown by the red and blue arrows.

Each exposure block was preceded by a sequence of 20 null-field trials, followed by 

2 0  pre-exposure trials with the force-field at Bmax and again 2 0  null-field trials (see 

Fig. 5.1.a). The pre-exposure trials were required in order to compare the improvement 

during the exposure block to initial performance, since in the ramp condition the force- 

field is initially much weaker than in the step condition, thus precluding any direct 

comparison with the step condition. To avoid excessive fatigue, 15 seconds rest periods 

were enforced every 50 trials and a break of three minutes was given between the two 

blocks.

In order to minimise any order effects, two different sets of opposed force-fields were 

used for the first and second block: the direction of the force switched either between  

45° and 225° or between 135° and 315° from one trial to the next (see Fig. 5.1.b). 

An angle of 90° between the two sets was chosen in order to minimise the effect of 

both positive and negative interference between the two exposure blocks. Both experi

mental condition and force direction were counter-balanced for order, resulting in four 

experimental groups with two subjects each, as shown in table 5.1.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

1st Block R45o/225° Ri35°/315° 8450/ 225° 81350/3150

2nd Block S 1350/3150 8450/ 225° R l35°/315° R45°/225°

Table 5.1: Experimental design. Counter-balancing the two experimental factors of condition (S 
for step or R for ramp) and force direction (indicated by subscripts) results in four experimental 
groups.
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Figure 5.2: Average trajectories in the y-direction. Each line represents the average trajectory 
of one subject and the dotted lines show the times at which the experimental measures were 
derived (200, 350 and 500 ms).

D ata  analysis

To calculate a measure of error, trajectories were aligned on the movement onset defined 
by a velocity threshold of 2cms~^ and the distance to the straight line between start 
and target was calculated for each sample point. Since the aim of the experiment was to 
investigate the effect of ramping up the force-field, the absolute magnitude of the final 
level of error was not the principal quantity of interest. Instead the fractional decrease 
in error relative to the pre-exposure phase, or relative improvement, was measured as:

relative improvement = 1 —(error during post-exposure) 2 0  

(error during pre-exposure) m
(5.2)

where (•)„ indicates averages over the last n trials. This measure of adaptation can be 
expected to normalise away any between-subject differences by comparing the final error 
in the post-exposure phase after adaptation is assumed to have occurred to the initial 
error when experiencing the force-fields at their full magnitude during the pre-exposure 
phase. This implicitly assumes that no significant adaptation occurs during the (short) 
pre-exposure phase, a reasonable assumption given the slow rate of adaptation for 
switching force-fields (see chapter 3). The relative improvement was calculated using 
only the last 16 trials of the pre-exposure phase to avoid an increase in variance due to 
the effect of surprise at the abrupt onset of the fields.

The relative improvement measure of adaptation was analysed at three points dur
ing the trajectory, equally spaced in time. These points correspond to an early, late 
and stopping phase of the movement (see Fig. 5.2). Statistical significance of the 
effect of experimental condition (ramp or step), the direction of the force-fields and the 
order of presentation was tested using Student’s one-sample t-tests by calculating the 
difference between, for example, ramped and stepped blocks for each subject, implic
itly averaging out the effects of order or direction of force-fields. Analyzing the data
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with a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA with factors of condition and field direction 
and a purely additive model resulted in equivalent findings and will therefore not be 
presented further.

5.2 .2  E xperim ent SIN G L E G R A D U A L : one single force-field

The aim of this experiment was to test the effect of gradually introducing a force-field 
perturbation on adaptation to a single force-field, rather than two switching ones. The 
main problem in designing this experiment is the ease with which the human motor 
system adapts to a single force-field. More precisely, it would be hard to detect a ben
eficial effect of gradually introducing a perturbation which in itself is already relatively 
easy. A relatively large number of control subjects, who always experienced the full 
force-fields, was available from previous experiments run in the lab for both velocity- 
(n=18) and position-dependent (n=18) force-fields Within this group of subjects it 
was found that the position-dependent force-field resulted in a slower learning curve, 
and therefore a position-dependent, rather than a velocity-dependent force-field, was 
used for this experiment.

Task

Apart from the different schedule of the force-field strength, the task used for the 
ramp condition was identical to the task performed by the control subjects obtained 
from previous experiments (see above). Subjects were asked to make rapid reaching 
movements from a centre position to one of eight visual targets and back to the centre. 
The requested movement duration of 450 ms  was measured from the time the distance 
from the centre exceeded 2 cm and timing feedback was given by flashing the centre 
position red and sounding a beep at the time when the hand was supposed to be back 
at the centre. The eight targets were arranged on a circle of radius 15 cm centred on 
the centre position and spaced 45° apart (see Fig. 5.3).

The manipulandum produced a position-dependent force-field that always pushed 
the hand in a counter-clock-wise tangential direction (Fig. 5.3) and was defined by:

where the coordinate system with its origin at the centre is defined in Fig. 5.3 and K  
is the field strength with a maximum value Kmax of 40 Nm~^.

^Courtesy of Paul Bays and Daniel Wolpert.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Set-Up. Top-down view of the workspace showing the arrangement 
of targets and the position-dependent force-field. The numbers next to the targets indicate the 
sequence of targets and the z-axis points out of the plane of the paper.

E xperim ental design

During the experiment, targets were presented as sets of eight in a fixed sequence 
(see Fig. 5.3). The experiment lasted for 30 sets of targets and a break of 15 seconds 
duration was given every five sets. Catch trials were used to assess the contribution 
of feedforward control, switching off the force before movement onset on the first trial 
(always to target 1) of sets 5, 13, 21 and 29. Unlike in the control paradigm, the 
force-field was not introduced at full strength from the beginning, but rather gradually 
based on the performance of each subject. The field strength started at a minimum 
value OÏ K  = 10 Nm~^ and was increased by 10 7Vm“  ̂ each time the median error of a 
set of targets (see section 5.2.2) dropped below a threshold of 1.5 cm. K  was increased 
up to a maximum value of 40Nm~^, but never decreased.

To familiarise subjects with the task and to ensure good baseline performance, 
subjects performed 10 sets with the robot switched off before starting the experiment. 
Within these 10 familiarization sets all subjects learnt to perform the task within the 
timing constraints (±100 ms) and with a set error smaller than 1 cm.

D ata  analysis

For both on-line evaluation of the movement error for the purpose of ramping up the 
force-field, as well as for later analysis, the error was measured by the root of the mean 
of the squared (RMS) distance between the hand and the straight line connecting the 
centre and target. Since at the beginning of the movement errors were small compared 
to their variability, only those samples with a distance from the centre larger than 
2.5 cm were used in calculating the RMS distance.

Both online calculation of error and further analysis were based on the set error, 
calculated as the median of the errors of all eight movements within a set. Statistical
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significance of the difference in adaptation between the control group (n =  18) and the 
group experiencing the gradual perturbation (n =  6) was assessed using Wilcoxon’s 
rank-sum test for the difference of the median.

5 .2 .3  E x p e r im e n t S W IT C H P O S

Experiment SWITCHPOS was designed as an additional short experiment in order to:
(a) test whether alternating sequences of position-dependent force-fields are difficult 

to learn (as axe the velocity-dependent field studied in chapter 3).

(b) observe the effect of the switching sequence on adaptation acquired during ex
periment SINGLEGRADUAL.

Four of the subjects who participated in experiment SINGLEGRADUAL stayed on 
to perform a set of 100 out and back movements to target 1 (see Fig. 5.3). For this 
short experiment, the robot produced a sequence of alternating force-fields (switch
ing on every trial between the field used in experiment SINGLEGRADUAL and the 
opposed field) for the first 80 trials, followed by 20 trials of the same field as in 
the SINGLEGRADUAL experiment. The same measure of error as in experiment 
SINGLEGRADUAL was used.

5.3 R esu lts

5.3 .1  E x p e r im e n t S W IT C H R A M P : a l te rn a t in g  fo rcefie lds

Subjects found the task easy to do and quickly settled down to make straight reaching 
movements of the correct duration within the first 20 null-field trials of the experiment. 
Subsequent exposure to the switching force-fields resulted in a significant reduction in 
movement error at 350 ms into the movement for both the first and second block of 
each experiment (see table 5.3.1), suggesting only a small carry-over effect from one 
block to the next. Interestingly, the late measure of error at 500 ms showed a significant 
increase in error during the second block of exposure, possibly suggesting that the effect 
of muscle fatigue is more pronounced for the stopping phase of the movement.

Fig. 5.4 shows some example trajectories at the end of the pre-exposure and ex
posure phase for one subject of each of the experimental groups 1-4, qualitatively 
illustrating the improvement in movement control after exposure. As the bottom plots 
in Fig. 5.4 show, the visual cues present during catch trials could indeed induce curved 
movements suggesting that some subjects (the first and third from the left) were pro
ducing corrective motor commands in response to the presence of the visual cue. After 
the first block, such catch-trials indicating cue-based corrective motor commands were 
observed for three subjects (two after a stepped block, one after a ramped block), and
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Figure 5.4: Example Trajectories. Two trajectories for each force-field during pre- (top) and 
post-exposure (middle) phases, as well as catch trials (bottom). The data is taken from the 
first block (trials 37-40, 237-240 and 241-242, respectively) of one subject from each of the 
four experimental groups 1-4.

for five subjects after the second block (three after a stepped block, two after a ramped 
block). However, the suggested difference between the ramped and stepped conditions 
is far from being statistically significant due to the small sample size, and moreover two 
of the subjects exhibiting corrective catch-trials did so after both the ramp and step 
condition.

Fig. 5.5 shows the learning curves for the ramp and step condition averaged over all 
subjects. As expected, in the step condition, the error is initially large, but decreases 
during exposure. In the ramp condition on the other hand, the error is initially small 
and grows as the force is ramped up. During the post-exposure phase the force has 
the same strength in both conditions and there is no discernible difference between the 
average error during post-exposure, suggesting that ramping up the force-field had no 
effect on adaptation.

However, as discussed in the Methods section, the relative improvement, rather than 
the absolute error, can appropriate measure of adaptation. The absolute error will be 
influenced by such factors as a subject’s strength or overall skill, whereas the relative 
improvement measures the change in motor behaviour before and after adaptation
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Figure 5.5: Learning curves for the ramp and step condition. The data shown is the between- 
subject average of the smoothed individual learning curves (mean-smoothed with a bin-width 
of 2 0  trials).

for each subject. As shown in Fig. 5.6, analyzing the data in terms of the relative 

improvement showed that there is a consistent effect of ramping up the held strength  

on the relative improvement at 200 and 350 m s, resulting in a marked increase in 

relative improvement when the force-held was introduced gradually. In addition, the 

difference between the ramp and step conditions was statistically signihcant for the 

measure taken at 350m s into the movement(p <  0.05, =  2.5).

The fact that the relative improvement measure showed an effect when the over

all performance of subjects showed not even the smallest difference between the ramp 

and step conditions suggests that between-subject differences were signihcant. The dis

crepancy between the two measures can be explained by assuming that the benehcial 

effect of ramping up the force-held was offset by an, on average, lower performance of 

subjects in the ramp group as compared to the step group. As a result, the implicitly  

underlying assumption that subjects for the two conditions came from the same statis

tical population seems questionable, and the above results need to be interpreted with  

caution.

No signihcant effect of force-held direction was detected (p >  0.44, <  0.9 for all

measures), and the blue bars in Fig. 5.6 in fact show that the variations due to the 

direction of force are not consistent across measurement times. Although there was a 

consistent trend of less adaptation during the second block of exposure (red bars in 

Fig. 5.6), the difference was only signihcant for the stopping phase of the movement 

(p <  0.05,(^ =  3.3, relative improvement at 500 m s), when the error actually increased, 

resulting in the negative relative improvement during the second block.

In summary, although no overall effect of ramping up the force-held strength on 

the average performance of the six subjects was detected, when the performance in 

the ramp and step conditions were normalised with respect to each subject’s initial 

performance, a benehcial effect of ramping up the force-helds was evident. However,
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1st Block 2nd Block

pre post difF p-value pre post diff p-value

error at 2.49 2.02 -0.47 0.06 2.61 2.24 -0.38 0.17
200ms (0.18) (0.26) (0.21) (-2.25) (0.44) (0.27) (0.25) (-1.52)
error at 2.17 1.65 -0.52 0.001 2.17 1.67 -0.49 0.04
350 ms (0.20) (0.22) (0.09) (-6.03) (0.22) (0.16) (0.20) (-2.44)
error at 0.98 0.74 -0.23 0.12 0.73 0.84 0.11 0.02
500 ms (0.17) (0.07) (0.13) (-1.75) (0.05) (0.06) (0.04) (3.02)

Table 5.2: Average error during pre- and exposure phase. Between-subject averages for the 
pre- (pre) and post-exposure (post) phases and their difference (diff) along with the p-value for 
a non-zero difference. Values in bracket are s.e.m for averages and the ty statistics for p-values. 
P-values smaller than 0.05 are marked in red.

this needs to be interpreted in the light of the large between subject-differences evident 

from the results, as discussed above.

5.3.2 E x p e rim e n t S IN G L E G R A D U A L : one force-field

In contrast to experiment SWITCHRAMP, experiment SINGLEGRADUAL tested  

the effect of gradually introducing a perturbation consisting of only one (position- 

dependent) force-held. Fig. 5.7.a,b shows all of 30 sets for both a subject from the 

control group and a subject experiencing a gradually increasing force-held. The time- 

course of the strength of the force-helds for the two subjects is shown in Fig. 5.7.c,d, 

illustrating that the held strength in the gradual paradigm increased after each set with  

a median error smaller than 1.5 cm.

The difference in adaptation between the (full exposure) control group and the sub

jects experiencing the gradually introduced force-held is quantihed in Fig. 5.8, showing 

learning curves for both conditions. The plot clearly shows that, although the force-held 

reached the maximum level approximately halfway through the experiment (set 16), 

the gradually introduced force-held lead to worse performance at the end of adaptation. 

Averaging over the last 10 sets for each subject the difference in error was signihcant 

at p <  0.001 (W ilcoxon’s rank-sum test). In contrast to perturbation trials, gradually 

introducing the force-held had no signihcant effect on catch trials once the maximum  

held-strength was reached, as shown by the error bars in Fig. 5.8.

One possible explanation for the decrement in performance could be that subjects 

experienced less force (integrated over the duration of the experiment) when the force- 

held is introduced gradually, and hence have less integrated error to learn from. W hile 

this hypothesis cannot be ruled out completely, I re-analysed the data to take account of 

the different amounts of the integrated force experienced. The total force-held strength  

summed over the whole experiment was 40 Nm~^sets~^  x 30 sets  =  1200 Am"^ for 

the control condition and 1035 A m '^  (the integrated area under the bottom  trace in
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Figure 5.6: Effect of condition, order and force-direction. The panels show the effect of condi
tion, order and force-direction (sec box) for the relative improvement in error measured at 2 0 0 , 
350, and 500 ms into the movement (left, middle and right panel, respectively). Statistically 
significant differences (p < 0.05) are indicated by *.
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Figure 5.7: Example trajectories and force schedules. A,B: Trajectories for the 30 sets of eight 
targets; numbers on top of the plots indicate the set (the set error). Catch trials are shown in 
red. C,D: The strength of the force-field as a function of set number.
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Figure 5.8: Learning curves and average force schedule. Learning curves for the gradually 
introduced force-field and the control group experiencing the full force-field from the beginning, 
along with average errors during catch trials. The average force-field strength is shown for the 
gradually introduced force-field. All subjects reached the full field strength by set 16 (indicated 
by the dotted line).

Fig. 5.8) for the gradually introduce force-field. This corresponds to an equivalent 

1035 -i-40 Nm~^sets~^  =  25.9 sets at full force-field strength or, rounding up, a

shift of five sets between the conditions. Comparing the averages over the last 10 sets 

(set 21-30) for the gradually introduced force-field to the averages over set 16-25 of 

the control group, the averaged error was still significantly lower for the control group 

(p <  0.005, M ann-W hitney’s rank sum test). The difference remained statistically  

significant at p <  0.05 for shifts up to nine trials, i.e. comparing set 21-30 (gradually 

introduced force-field) to set 1 2 - 2 1  (control group).

5.3.3 E x p e rim e n t S W IT C H P O S

The aim of this short additional experiment was to compare adaptation to switching  

position-dependent force-fields to the case of velocity-dependent force-fields and to test 

whether exposure to the switching fields led to unlearning of the previously learnt 

perturbation.

The average learning curve in Fig. 5.9 shows that the improvement during the 

80 trials of exposure to the switching force-fields was only minor, indicating that the 

switching position dependent force-fields were not learnt easily. W hile this result could 

be expected from the findings of chapter 3, it confirms that there is som ething intrin

sically difficult about rapidly switching sequences of force-fields and that this effect is 

not specific to velocity-dependent force-fields.
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Figure 5.9: Learning curves for switching position-dependent force-fields. Error against trial 
for individual subjects and smoothed (bin size 5 trials) average over the four subjects.

After the perturbation returned to the force-held used in experiment SINGLE- 

GRADUAL, subjects quickly returned to previous levels of performance. In fact aver

aging over the last 13 trials to target 1 of experiment SINGLEGRADUAL (15 trials of 

the second half of the experiment less two catch trials) and over the last thirteen trials 

of the hxed force-held period of experiment SW ITCHPOS, no signihcant difference be

tween the two averages was detected {p >  0.3, =  1.2). W hile this could be expected

from the small number of subjects, table 5.3 shows that three out of the four subjects 

actually made smaller errors after experiencing the switching force-helds.

5.4 Discussion

This chapter investigated the effect of gradually increasing the perturbation strength for 

hxed and switching force-held experiments. A previous experiment testing adaptation  

to rotated visual feedback [1 1 2 ] has shown that gradually increasing the discrepancy 

between the veridical and the displayed feedback resulted in better hnal performance 

and larger aftereffects as compared to a condition where the rotation was introduced 

immediately. In addition, a inactivation study [206] has provided evidence that inacti

vation of the dentate nucleus differentially affects adaptation to gradually and step-wise 

rotation of the visual feedback. More specihcally, inactivation of the dentate nucleus 

was found to lead to a signihcant decrement in adaptation only when the perturbation  

was introduced gradually.

SI S2 S3 S4

error before 2.1 1.8 2 .2 2.4
switching [cm] (0 .1) (0.3) (0.3) (0.3)
error after 2 .0 2 .2 1.6 1.5
switching [cm] (0 .2 ) (0 .2 ) (0.3) (0 .2 )

Table 5.3: Error before and after exposure to the switching force-helds.Average (s.e.m.) error 
during the last 13 movements to target 1 of experiment SINGLEGRADUAL (before switching) 
and SWITCHPOS (after switching) for four subjects (Sl-4).
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Chapter 5 Gradual practice and motor adaptation

The authors interpreted their findings by noting that the gradually introduced per
turbation elicits purely implicit learning, while subjects would be more aware of the 
step-like perturbation, resulting in an increased explicit component of learning. In this 
view, the cerebellum would mostly contribute to the implicit learning of subtle changes 
in the environment or the body itself, while other brain areas are responsible for explicit 
learning. This is consistent with functional imaging studies of motor adaptation to a 
force-field, where an initial increase in blood flow was observed in pre-firontal cortex, 
followed by a subsequent shift of activity to pre-motor, posterior parietal and cerebellar 
brain areas [180,220].

From a computational perspective, there are two effects associated with a gradually 
increasing perturbation. On the one hand, the small perturbation at the beginning of 
adaptation leads to smaller errors and it could be argued that the resulting smaller 
training signal should lead to less adaptation, compared to when the perturbation 
is introduced fully from the beginning. On the other hand, if the perturbation is 
introduced fully from the outset, the resulting large error signal might be inappropriate 
from the point of view of adaptation, so that gradually introducing the perturbation 
might lead to faster adaptation [212]. Large errors necessarily imply that the resulting 
movement is far from the desired region of state-space where the movement should take 
place. The effect of the distance between the region of state-spaee where errors are 
made and the desired region of state-space depends on how well the adaptive changes 
generalise across the workspace: for a linear system, generalization is global and errors 
anywhere in the workspace should lead to appropriate adaptive changes, while in a 
highly non-linear system errors do not necessarily generalise across the workspace.

Although the two experiments using switching and fixed force-fields (SWITCHRAMP 
and SINGLEGRADUAL) cannot be compared directly, since they involved different 
force-fields, ways of ramping up the perturbation and different tasks, it is still inter
esting to note that the task that subjects found more difficult to adapt to (switching 
force-fields) benefited from the gradually introduced perturbation, while the opposite 
trend was observed for the easier task. The computational approach outlined above is 
unlikely to explain this difference, since the adaptive system is of course the same in 
both cases and the magnitude of errors made is smaller than the range of generalization 
observed for force-field adaptation [158].

Possible tentative explanations for the increased adaptation for the switching force- 
field experiment when the perturbation was introduced gradually could be a more 
consistent pattern of errors or, alternatively, less fatigue during the course of the ex
periment. The first effect would be due to the high variability of movements when 
subjects are exposed to the switching force-fields at full strength from the beginning, 
so that gradually increasing the force-field could result in a more consistent training
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signal. The latter would explain the observed increase in adaptation by a decrease in 
fatigue (due to the decreased overall force-strength), which could otherwise offset the 
effect of adaptation.

The performance decrease when a single force-held was introduced gradually could 
be explained by the associated smaller overall error made at the beginning of the 
experiment, as discussed above. However, controlling for the overall strength of the 
perturbation did not account fully for this difference, as it was still signihcant when trial 
from the gradual condition were compared to earlier trials from the control group such 
that the total amount of force experienced was the same or even larger. An alternative 
explanation could be that the smaller forces at the beginning of the experiment resulted 
in a higher level of error that was acceptable to the subject; in other words, experiencing 
the “easy” perturbation at the beginning could have biased the subjects to become more 
“sloppy”.

In summary, I found that gradually introducing the perturbation resulted in a sig
nihcant improvement in adaptation for the more difficult switching force-held task, but 
not for the easier hxed force-held task. However, these conclusion have to be interpreted 
in the light of the large between subject-differences in experiment SWITCHRAMP and 
the differences between the two experiments SWITCHRAMP and SINGLEGRADUAL. 
In order to conhrm the differential effect observed in this chapter it will be necessary to 
make the two tasks mutually consistent, using the same force-held, ramping schedule 
and task. In order to better understand the underlying cause of this differential effect 
(if it is found to hold), it would be necessary to rule out the more obvious explana
tions like decreased fatigue or cognitive effects like an increased tolerance to errors, by 
systematically varying factors such as experiment duration and instruction or feedback 
given to subjects.
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Chapter 6

A Bayesian view of motor 
adaptation

6.1 Introduction

A range of experimental results on reaching movements under fixed [234] and randomly 
varying [218] force-fields, as well as the results from chapters 3 and 4, suggests that 
adaptation to dynamic load perturbation is at least partially based on a feedforward 
controller learnt from past errors. In addition, the results for adaptation to sequences of 
opposed force-fields in chapters 3 and 4 underline the importance of not only feedback 
from past trials, but also online feedback received during the movement.

These results raise the question of the relationship between feedforward and feed
back control, and how it may change when the motor system has to deal with non- 
stationary environments. This question can be approached from a theoretical point of 
view by interpreting the task of the motor system as inferring the nature of the per
turbation from sensory feedback in order to be able to produce feedforward corrective 
motor commands. This view is somewhere in between pure model-based feedforward 
control, which would ignore online feedback altogether, and a pure model-free feedback 
system, which would only react to errors once they occur. The hybrid solution sug
gested in this chapter uses an internal model for feedforward control, while at the same 
time inferring the correct model of the environment using feedback online.

Recognizing that, in general, sensory feedback is noisy and the way in which an 
environment might change is uncertain, a probabilistic approach to the problem of 
inferring the properties of an environment (e.g. for producing appropriate corrective 
motor commands) results in principled constraints on how past experience and new 
feedback should be combined. This chapter applies these ideas to a highly simplified, 
linear model of inference about the environment in general, and force-field adaptation
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in particular, resulting in a simplified version of the Kalman filter [114]. Following a 
general discussion of Kalman filtering for motor adaptation, a particular implementa
tion of the model is used to model the result of the switching force-field experiments 
in chapter 3 and the dual adaptation results of chapter 4

6.2 Bayesian inference for m otor adaptation

6.2 .1  M otor adaptation  and th e  d e lta  rule

In chapter 2 motor adaptation was discussed in terms of learning an inverse model for 
feedforward control. The goal of adaptation was to find a function /  that would return 
the correct motor commands to achieve a desired trajectory based on sensory input. In 
this view, the motor system is described by a function, or internal model, f  that maps 
sensory feedback, internal estimates of the state of the system and goals (e.g. a desired 
trajectory) to motor commands u  that achieve the goals:

ut =  f (w, s t ) ,  (6.1)

where for convenience s summarises all sensory and other relevant information, such as
internal state estimates and desired trajectories, the index t indicates that both u and
s are a function of time and w is a vector of parameters.

If the desired output u* is known, the goal of adaptation can be described by 
minimizing a measure of the difference between desired and actual output of the system 
by tuning the parameters w (see Eq. (2.4) and (2.5)). In order to focus the discussion 
on the qualitative aspects of the problem of adaptation to non-stationary environments, 
I will assume that / ,  s and w are scalar numbers^ and that /  is linear in w:

u t  =  W ' S t  (6 .2)

Such a system could, for example, implement a simplified controller that corrects for a 
velocity-dependent perturbation of reaching movements based on an internal estimate 
of the velocity. In this case, u* corresponds to the force required to compensate for 
the perturbation, u is the actual force output of an adaptive controller implemented 
by the motor system and s corresponds to an internal estimate of the velocity of the 
hand. In spite of its simplicity, this model is actually quite similar to the model used 
by Thoroughman and Shadmehr [234] to capture adaptive behaviour when subjects 
interacted with a force-producing manipulandum. *

^Italic rather than bold font will be used for symbols to indicate scalar numbers.
*The authors used a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system and an expansion of the velocity 
of the hand in terms of radial basis functions; however, the model is still linear with respect to the
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For the simple linear model in Eq. (6.2) the delta rule (Eq. (2.5)) governing how w 
changes in response to errors becomes

"̂ new — '^old "b T] * (îX̂ ÎXf) • St (6.3)

This form of the delta rule makes intuitive sense for changing the parameters w 
of the adaptive system, since it correlates the sensory input with the resulting error 
in the output. This gives it a biologically plausible interpretation as hebbian learning 
between sensory neurons and neurons encoding an error signal. The learning rate rj 
in this description is a free parameter that has to be set by hand, which is fine as 
long as one is only interested in reproducing a certain experimentally found adaptive 
behaviour. However, when adapting to a noisy environment that can change over time, 
the temporal statistics of such environments result in constraints on how to set 77 if 
the motor system is to make efficient use of the information contained in the errors it 
makes.

6.2 .2  M otor ad ap tation  and system  identification

In the previous section I discussed motor learning from a perspective of function ap
proximation. While this approach results in simple rules of how to change a controller 
based on past errors, it ignores the problem of how the learning rate for such a system 
should be set. Below, I will show how noisy and time-changing environments result in 
principled constraints on the learning rate.

To address the question of how fast the adaptive system should learn in noisy and 
time-changing environments, I will rephrase the motor adaptation problem in terms of 
system identification: in order to compensate for the dynamics of external objects the 
motor system builds an internal model of the environment, characterised by a state 

. In system identification, a model is identified by feeding a signal (e.g. white noise) 
to a system and observing the output. In this view adaptation consists in inferring 
(identifying) an estimate w of the “true” coefiicient w that best describes the external 
environment. Assuming a linear dependence of an external force produced by the 
environment on the sensory feedback s, the model to be identified becomes:

= W f  St+ C,t\ 0  ~  ^  (0 , crl) (6.4)

where Ç represents noise in the sensory feedback and (O, or̂ ) means that the noise Q

parameters.
^The state w describes the relevant features of the environment that the motor system interacts with and 
should not be confounded with the state of, for example, the arm described by the angular positions 
and velocities at the joints.
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is Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and variance Og. Again such a model can easily 
capture the type of velocity-dependent force-held perturbations discussed above. Once 
a model for the external force has been identihed, a simple feedforward controller can 
use this information to compensate for the perturbation by producing a motor (force) 
command given by ut = — ft = —wt • st-

Since the external force /® can be assumed to be measurable by sensory feedback 
(e.g. as Golgi tendon afference) Eq. (6.4) can be rewritten by dehning yt = ft  Ist:

yt = wt + t̂] Ct ~  ^  (O, (tI) (6.5)

In this form y is simply an observation of the state w of the environment, corrupted 
by Gaussian noise. Although I started with a relationship between desired output and 
a model of the environment, Eq. (6.5) is a general observation model capturing the 
fact that the motor system receives noisy sensory information about the environment. 
However, in the special case given by Eq. (6.4), <Ty is not a constant, but varies with 

I will come back to this issue in the simulation studies.
In order to analyse the more general case of a time-varying environment, the way the 

state of the environment w evolves with time needs to be described. I again chose a very 
simple model assuming that the state of the environment drifts randomly (modelled by 
a random walk with Gaussian input noise)

wt+i = w t + xt\ (0, o-y (6.6)

where cr^, the variance characterizing the random walk, models how fast the environ
ment changes.

A small value of cr  ̂means that only small changes are likely to occur from one time 
step to the next and as a result w will drift slowly over time, while an environment 
characterised by a large cr  ̂ varies erratically from one time step to the next.

If the sensory observations would be noise free (i.e. ^ =  0 in Eq. (6.5)), then inferring 
w would be trivial, since in that case w = y. However, in the presence of noise it 
becomes necessary to average sensory feedback y in order to obtain a reliable estimate, 
w, of w. This can be done onhne as sensory information arrives:

wt =  wt-£ 4- Kt {yt -  wt-e) (6.7)

where is a learning rate that determines how much the current estimate is changed
by sensory feedback, thereby setting the effective number of observations being used in

^Constantly drifting or decaying dynamics are equally easy to implement within the linear framework, 
but the random walk was chosen for simplicity.
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time

  true value • noisy observation   estimate

Figure 6.1: The trade-off between noise rejection and responsiveness. The correct setting of K  
ensures that an online estimate (Eq.(6.7)) based on noisy observations tracks the true underlying 
value and rejects observation noise.

the averaging, wt is the motor system ’s estim ate of w,  based on feedback received up 

to tim e t, and wt-e  is the estim ate just before the last observation yt is received.

Setting K  for inferring the state of a time-varying environment from noisy sensory 

feedback involves a trade-off between the amount of noise in the estim ate, and the 

ability to track the changes in the environment (see Fig. 6.1). Setting K  to a small 

value will lead to good noise-reject ion, as each individual observation contributes only  

very little to the estim ate, so that the estimator is effectively averaging over many 

observations (or equivalently a long time-scale). On the downside, since for small K  

each observation has little effect on the estimate, a lot of observations are necessary 

to “convince” the estimator that a large change has occurred in the environment. In 

other words the long time-scale of averaging prevents the estimator from following rapid 

changes in the environment. Conversely a large value of K will result in an estim ator 

that can respond to rapid changes, but will be much more variable. In summary the  

best setting of K should be large enough to track the changes in the environment, while 

rejecting as much noise as possible.

Can the intuition about this trade-off between consistency and responsiveness of 

the adaptive system  be captured in a mathematical framework? In the next section  

I will discuss how this question can be addressed on a general level by considering 

the probability distributions over sensory feedback and the resulting estim ate. For the  

case of a system with linear dynamics and Gaussian noise, these considerations lead to 

the Kalman filter [115,116], which implements online averaging (Eq. (6.7)) optimally. 

In addition to setting K in a principled way by taking account of the variability of 

the estim ate and sensory feedback, the Kalman filter also incorporates the information  

from a predictive model (Eq. (6 .6 )) of the likely evolution of the state. This results in 

the optimal linear estimator that minimises the squared estim ation error.
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Yo

t-2,

Figure 6.2: A graphical representation of the causal relationships implied by Eq. (6.5) and (6 .6 ). 

6.2.3 O p tim a l in ference an d  th e  K a lm an  filte r

The statistical dependence relationships implied by Eq. (6.5) and (6 .6 ) can be com pactly  

summarised in the graphical model shown in Fig. 6.2. This graph represents the internal 

model the motor system  is assumed to have built of the environment. The environment 

or object the motor system  interacts with is represented by the hidden parameter w 
and causes the observed sensation y (see Eq. (6.5)) as indicated by the direction of the 

downward arrows. In addition the arrows between successive states w represent the 

dependence of w on previous tim e steps, given by Eq. (6 .6 ).

The goal of the adaptive system is to calculate the best estim ate of wt  given all 

previous sensory feedback yt...o (i.e. all instances of sensory feedback yr  from the current 

tim e step t — t back to the first time step r  =  0). To find an optimal estim ate the 

system  needs to compute the posterior probability distribution of the state given all 

sensory feedback, P{wt\yt...o)i which can be calculated in terms of the distribution  

of the estim ate given previous sensory feedback P{wt\yt-\...o) (the prior over states 

given previous sensory feedback), and the distribution of the current sensory feedback 

P{yt\wt) (the likelihood of observing sensory feedback y given that the true state of the 

environment at time t is wt) using Bayes rule:

P(wt\vt...o) oc P(yt\wi) • P(w(|yt_i...o) (6 .8 )

The horizontal arrows in Fig. 6.2 show that the current value of w depends only on 

the value at the previous time step and the transition probability P{wt\ wt-i)- The 

predicted distribution of w based on previous feedback, P{wt\ yt-i...o)^ can therefore 

be found by averaging over the likely development of all possible values of the previous 

parameter Wt-i ,  weighted by their posterior probabilities:

(6.9)

Eq. (6 .8 ) and (6.9) result in recursive formulas for updating the posterior probability 

P{uJt\yt...o) at each time step. Given the assumptions of linear dynamics and Gaussian
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noise for the evolution of w (Eq. (6.6)), this distribution will also be Gaussian. Since 
w is assumed to follow a random walk with no consistent trend, P  {wt\yt-i...o) is also a 
Gaussian with the same mean and increased variance as compared to P(wt-i\yt-i...o)~ 
To emphasise that this is the distribution representing the knowledge about w just 
before the current measurement is taken into account, the time index t — e is used 
instead of t:

P  {wt-e\yt-i...o) ~  ^  (m-e, i (6.10a)

p t - e  = O t-e  = ^ t-1  + (6.10b)

The sensory feedback is given by the state of the world corrupted by Gaussian noise
and we therefore also get a Gaussian (centred on w and with variance given by the
feedback noise) for the likelihood of observing a given sensation y:

P{yt\wt) ^ 'N{wt,(rl)  (6.11)

The posterior probability P{iVt\yt...o) is simply given by the product of two Gaussian 
distributions (Eq. (6.10) and (6.11)). Since the product of two Gaussian distributions 
is given by a Gaussian distribution centred on the average of the individual centres 
weighted by the inverse of the respective variances and with a variance equal to the 
geometric mean of the individual variances, the posterior distribution is given by:

P  {wt\yt...o) ~  X (/if, a?) (6.12a)

m V': = v.?_. + (6-i2b)

where the second equation can be rewritten as:

How an estimate of wt is extracted from the posterior distribution depends on the 
sense in which the estimate should be optimal. One possibility is to simply pick the 
value of Wt for which the posterior probability is maximised (MAP estimate), i.e. the 
mean of the distribution in the Gaussian case. Alternatively one could seek to minimise 
the estimation error. If the squared estimation error is chosen as a cost function, it is 
easy to show that the resulting (least square) estimate is again the mean of the posterior 
distribution.^ Given that all distributions involved in this derivation are Gaussian, the 
optimal (least square and MAP) estimate of the state of the environment, w, is given by

În the Gaussian case the MAP and least square estimates coincide, but this is not generally the case.
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the mean p  with an associated uncertainty given by a^. In combination, Eq. (6.13), 
describing how sensory information is integrated, and Eq. (6.6), describing the predicted 
evolution of the state of the environment, result in a recursive procedure for calculating 
the optimal estimate and the associated uncertainty.

First, the estimate and variance from the previous time step are updated according 
to the assumed dynamics of w given by Eq. (6.6). Note that in the present case only 
the variance is updated, since the model assumes that w follows a random walk, and 
there is hence no information on how w is likely to develop in the absence of sensory 
feedback:

Wt-e = Wt-l] +  (tJ (6.14)

Second, the estimate and the associated uncertainty are updated to account for the
newly arrived sensory feedback:

Wt = W t- t  +  Kt (yt -  wt-e) (6.15)

= ô f - , ( l - K t ) ,  (6.16)

where the Kalman gain K  determines how much an individual instance of sensory 
feedback influence the estimate of the underlying w and is deflned by:

Kt ^  (6.17)

in order to make Eq. (6.15) and (6.16) consistent with Eq. (6.13).

These equations also make sense intuitively. The updating step in Eq. (6.14) always 
increases the uncertainty in the estimate, which is reasonable, since w has evolved 
randomly since the last observation. On the other hand, observing any sensory data 
(even with a very large variance) will always reduce the variance of the estimate (see 
Eq. (6.16)) and, conversely, the variance of the estimate can never be larger than the 
variance of the sensory feedback (see Eq. (6.12)).

The Kalman gain determines how much an individual instance of feedback influences 
the estimate, and hence sets the time-scale over which sensory inputs are averaged. If 
the sensory feedback is very noisy relative to the uncertainty in the estimate, K  is small 
{Oy »  => K  % «  0) and the Kalman filter averages over many time steps,
reducing the noise. If on the other hand the feedback is relatively reliable, K is large 
{Oy o-t-e => K  % 1) and larger changes to the estimate are made at each time step, 
resulting in a faster response of the estimator to changes in the environment. If no 
sensory feedback is available (equivalent to setting Oy —̂ oo) the Kalman gain becomes 
zero and the only effect of the recursive update is to increase the uncertainty in the 
estimate due to the drift in the state of the environment.
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The above procedure for optimal estimation is a special case of the Kalman filter 
for the assumption of a very simple dynamical system for w. In general the Kalman 
filter is applicable to any linear system (with an arbitrary number of state variables) 
with Gaussian noise, and its derivation is along the same lines as presented here, using 
vectors and matrices to represent the state variables and their dynamics [75]. For 
the cases of non-linear dynamics, the system can be linearised around the previous 
estimate, resulting in the extended Kalman filter that, although not guaranteed to 
perform optimally, is generally a good approximation for systems with benign non- 
linearities. In an interesting example, Singhal and Wu [226] have applied the extended 
Kalman filter to learning non-linear problems using a multi-layer neural network; this 
resulted in superior learning performance when compared to standard back-propagation 
algorithms. In this setting the Kalman filter can be seen as a way of finding the optimal 
learning rates for the neural network.

Although the Kalman filter uses the simplifying assumptions of linear dynamics 
and Gaussian noise, the principle of recursively applying Bayes rule (Eq. (6.3) and 
(6.4)) to optimally infer properties of the environment applies to arbitrary systems. It 
is however important to note that any optimal estimation procedure can only be said 
to be optimal given the knowledge of — and the assumptions about — the system in 
question. As a result, it is crucially important to choose an appropriate model for the 
desired level of description: when the main interest lies in exploring very general ideas 
of how the brain might deal with time-varying environments as in the present study, the 
highly simplifying assumptions seem justified. On the other hand, a study interested 
in detailed kinematic features of trajectories, e.g. [15], have to consider the nonlinear 
dynamics of the arm; a study focusing on the eflFect of noise properties of the motor 
system on trajectory planning, for example [83], has to consider the signal-dependent 
nature of the noise in force-production by muscles.

6.3 M odelling adaptation to  non-stationary environm ents

While it is clear that any deterministic sequence of switching force-fields, such as the 
alternation between two opposed force-fields on every trial, cannot be captured by a 
random walk model of how the environment develops (Eq. (6.6)), the experimental 
results of chapters 3 and 4 show that subjects did not use the predictable sequence of 
force-fields for prediction. One possible interpretation of this result is that, at the level 
addressed by the above experiments, the motor system has an implicit assumption that 
properties of the environment drift slowly and randomly. Such an assumption would be 
consistent with ecological experience, since properties of the body itself usually change 
gradually and slowly (e.g. muscle fatigue), and different objects one might interact with
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usually have fixed dynamical properties.
Making the assumption that the motor system implicitly assumes that dynamic 

properties change as a random walk according to Eq. (6.6), this section will attempt 
to reproduce the experimental results of chapter 3 based on the simple Kalman filter 
model described above in this chapter and test if this simple model could simultaneously 
capture both the results of chapters 3 and 4. The basic hypothesis put forward by 
the model described below is that exposure to the switching environments leads to a 
gradual increase in the motor systems estimate of how rapidly the world can change 
(i.e. the internal estimate of the variance of the random walk in Eq. (6.6)), while the 
noise associated with sensory feedback stays the same. As a result, the Kalman gain 
(Eq. (6.17)) increases over time, which gives bigger weight to the feedback corrections 
in Eq. (6.15), qualitatively reflecting the increased influence of online feedback observed 
experimentally.

6.3 .1  A ssu m p tion s  

Arm and controller model

The interaction of the subject’s arm with the perturbation produced by the manipu
landum is modelled as a second order linear dynamical system in x, the displacement 
perpendicular to the target direction (see Fig. 6.3):

m x + bx + kx = Fl/ r + Fc
. — fo.lej

= p • fo • vel — w • fo • vel

where the viscosity, 6, and stiffness, k, represent a lumped model of skeleto-muscular 
impedance and low level feedback-loops implementing the low-level servo in Fig. 6.3. 
^L/R = w- fo- vel is the perturbing force produced by the manipulandum as a function 
of the state (direction) of the perturbation w {-1 for L, 1 for R trials), and the velocity 
of the hand in the target direction vel] Fc =  —w - fo • vel is the output of a controller 
implemented by the motor system that combines the estimate w o iw  based on sensory 
feedback and an internally available estimate vel of vel to compensate for Fj^jfi- The 
link fo between these two variables describes to what degree the CNS has learnt about 
the velocity dependence of the force fields.

The estimate w is hence an estimate of the external context of the movement, while 
fo models a slower process of motor learning. For simplicity I assumed an exponential 
learning curve for fo, governed by a learning rate rj and saturating at a level given by

fmax-
fo{n +  1) =  /o(n) -I- rj - (fmax ~ fo{n)), (6.19)
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the simulated system. The plant, consisting of the human arm 
coupled to the robot, is controlled by a low-level servo-controller and by an adaptive feedback 
loop (gray box), consisting of an internal model of the perturbation and an estimator which 
calculates the best estimate of the current perturbation. See section 6.3.1. for a definition of 
the symbols.

where n is an index over trials and the saturating level is chosen as f m a x  <  fo in order 

to reflect the non-zero error even after substantial amounts of exposure, as observed 

experimentally.

In terna l models

To capture the absence of sequence prediction and the dependence of subsequent move

ments on previous trials, the internal representation of the evolution of the state of the 

perturbation w  was modelled as:

w{n,  f  -t- 1 )  =  w{n, t) 4-  Xw/i{^)\ 

w{n  -f l , t  =  0 ) =  w{n, t =  d) Xbin)] Xb{n)  ~  N ( 0 , a f )

(6 .2 0 a)

(6.20b)

where n indexes trials and t indexes the time during a trial. This assumes that w  does 

not, on average, change by the same amount within a trial and between trials (cr  ̂ in 

section 6.2.3 is replaced by and cr̂ , respectively). This representation allows to  

model larger changes between trials than within trials (as is certainly the case for the 

switching force-fields), without considering the time that has elapsed between trials. 

This is consistent with recent results showing that the prediction of the properties of a 

virtual object did not depend on the interval between trials [265].

The only source of information available to estim ate the state w  is sensory feed

back y, corrupted by zero mean white Gaussian noise with variance and delayed 

by A  =  70 m s  to model sensory-motor conduction delays and delays due to sensory 

processing and muscle activation:

y { n , t  +  A)  =  w { n , t ) T ] { t ) ;  r /~X (0 ,(T y) (6 .21 )
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Since under the model in Eq. (6.18) w is given by and vel is assumed to be avail
able internally, the observation y is basically a measurement of the externally applied 
perturbation force Fl/ ji, assumed to have a constant noise level . However, vel
varies throughout the trajectory, and hence the observation noise is not constant
during the movement but varies as:

" k /R  1
^ fQ'veP{ t )  veF{tY

where vel{t) is an explicit function of time. The sensory observation noise was therefore 
assumed to be modelled by the brain as

<̂1;(i) =  Vyi • vel ^{t) -f Vyo, (6.22)

where Vyi and Vyo are parameters and the constant offset was introduced to model 
uncertainty in the observation, which is independent of the velocity of the hand. In
tuitively this means that at small velocities and forces the sensory feedback contains 
no information on the perturbation and the Kalman filter consistently sets K  0 
as <7y —*■ oo. Using a sharp cut-off time, before which no sensory information was 
made available in conjunction with a fixed Oy produced very similar results so that the 
corresponding simulations are not presented further.

Kalman Filter

Based on Eq. (6.14)-(6.17) and Eq. (6.20a), the optimal update equations during a 
trial, integrating information from one time-step to the next, are given by

a^{n,t-\-1) =  <7^(n,t)(l -  K )  +<7^/^ (6.23a)

w{n, t 4-1) =  w{n, t) K (y(n, t) — w{n, t)) (6.23b)

where <7̂  (Eq. 6.23b) is the variance of w, measuring how confident the motor system 
is about w and this simple form applies in spite of the feedback delay, since I assumed 
noise models that are temporally uncorrelated. Between trials, no additional sensory 
information is taken into account, but the variance of the estimate increases to take 
account of possible changes occuring between trials (see Eq. (6.24)):

â^(n -f 1, i =  0) =  t = d) -\-crl (6.24a)

w{n -t-1, t =  0) =  w{n + l , t  = d) (6.24b)

To model the process of adaptation to the switching force fields, an appropriate
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value of al  is learnt by averaging over past experience:

(jl{n + 1) = (l — p) • al{n) + p • (u)(n, t =  0) -  w{n, t = d)Ÿ  (6.25)

where p is a learning rate. If w is nearly stationary between trials, then w)(n, i =  0) w 
w (n,t = d) so that is small and does not increase much between trials. As a 
result, the Kalman gain is small (Eq. (6.17)) and sensory feedback is averaged over many 
trials. If on the other hand w changes between trials, as in the case of an alternating 
switching sequence, increases, resulting in a progressively larger Consequently 
the Kalman gain increases, in particular at the beginning of the movement, giving more 
weight to sensory feedback as it arrives.

Simulation parameters and procedure

All parameters of the model were adjusted by hand in order to achieve qualitative 
agreement between the simulations and the experimental data, as detailed in table 6 .1 . 
Since the parameter governing motor learning, 77, had little impact on the results of the 
simulation emulating experiment SWITCH 1, it was set to reproduce the time course of 
the asymptotic error (see section 4.2.1) for the dual adaptation experiment. Movement 
duration and extent, as well as the way that error was measured, were identical to the 
ones used in experiment SWITCHl (see section 3.2).

To simulate our experimental findings when subjects are interacting with an alter
nating sequence of opposed force fields (experiment SWITCHl), I initialised the simu
lation with an estimator which fully integrates past experience between trials (<t̂  =  0 ) 
and has had no prior experience of the force-fields (/o =  0). The simulation used a 
sequence of perturbation, kick and catch trials generated in the same way as for exper
iment SWITCHl and velocity and force signals were obtained by averaging the data 
from all subjects in group SWITCHl. Since the simulated system is linear, the mean 
behaviour could be obtained by simulating the system without adding any sensor noise 
to the observations. The variability of the simulated movements was estimated by 
pooling several runs of the simulation with added sensor noise.

Additionally, in order to test how well the model can simultaneously capture the 
experimental results of both experiment SWITCHl (chapter 3) and the dual adaptation 
experiment (chapter 4), the model was simulated using a sequence of trials typical for 
the dual adaptation experiment. The same parameter settings as above were used, with 
the exception for the stiffness and viscosity of the arm, which were reduced by 2 0 % to 
better fit the experimental data. Since the model did not capture the effects of kick 
and catch trials correctly (see below), the comparison was made on a sequence without 
kick or catch trials. A separate simulation with a typical sequence of kick and catch
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value units description set based on
m 0.4 kg effective mass of the combined 

arm and robot system
initial and final error of experi
ment SWITCHl

h 7.0 Nm~^s arm viscosity idem

k 110.0 Nm-^ arm stiffness idem

f m a x 4.0 Nm~^s asymptote of f o  representing 
motor adaptation idem

V 0.04 — rate of motor adaptation learning curve of asymptotic er
ror for dual adaptation experi
ment

Vyi 0.001 CTn̂ s~̂ velocity dependent sensor noise learning curves (catch, kick, 
perturbation trials) for experi
ment SWITCHl

VyO 1.0 cm^ constant sensor noise idem

^ w / i 0.001 cm^ random walk variance during a 
trial idem

0.002 — learning rate for cr̂  (between 
trial variance) idem

Table 6.1: Simulation parameters.

trials was run to further investigate the model’s failure in this case.

6 .3 .2  S im ulation  resu lts  

Alternating force-fields

Fig. 6.4 shows that the simulation reproduced the correct trends for the error on per
turbation trials, as well as for the other three measures which indicate a shift from 
feedforward to feedback control: error during catch and kick trials and the difference 
in error on perturbation trials before and after catch trials (Fig. 6.5).

The simulation also produced trajectories that were similar to the observed be
haviour in catch, kick and perturbation trials (Fig. 6.4.a) and provided an explanation 
for the changes in the shape of kick trials during learning. Throughout the experiment 
the estimator is very confident about identifying the perturbation by the end of each 
trial (<ĵ  «  10“^), since it continuously received sensory evidence during the trial. At 
the beginning of the experiment the estimator believes that the perturbation stays con
stant between trials (cr̂  =  0) and it therefore takes a lot of sensory evidence on the 
current trial to override the prior estimate based on the previous trial (Fig. 6.4.b).

At the beginning of the simulation the model still believes in a slowly changing 
world (small Ob), and accordingly averages sensory feedback on a relatively long time-
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Figure 6.4: Simulated trajectories and learning curves. A: S.p.d. against movement time for 
catch, kick and perturbation trials, respectively. Vertical bars indicate the time when the error 
is measured (the error is defined in section 3.2.3 as the s.p.d. at t — 180 ms) and have a length of 
1 cm. B: Evolution of the context estimate w during the movements in A. C: Learning curves 
for catch, kick and perturbation trials, comparing the simulation to the data from Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 6.5: Unlearning during catch trials. A: Mean trajectories for catch trials (ct) and 
perturbation trials before (ct-1) and after (ct+1) a catch trial during block 1. B: Difference 
between trials before and after catch trial (A error) comparing simulation and experimental 
data (see Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 6 .6 : Learning to rely on feedback. A: Prior estimate w{n, t =  0) before the start of a 
trial and the associated uncertainty v{t =  0) against trial. The axes are scaled such that the 
dotted line shows the asymptote for both curves. The shaded inset shows the corresponding 
time course of the Kalman gain. B: Distribution of catch trial error during baseline and after 
exposure for the simulation (pooled data from 6  runs of the simulation) and experimental data 
from experiment SWITCH 1 (see Fig. 3.5).

scale due to the small Kalman gain. For the alternating sequence of force fields this 

results in a small bias towards the previous perturbation at the beginning of a trial 

{w{t =  0 )) that takes relatively long to be “overruled” by sensory feedback, explaining 

the positive bias of catch trials (see Fig. 6 .4 .a-c). On experiencing the alternating 

sequence, the model increases the estim ate of the between trial variance, resulting 

in an increased variance of the estim ate at the beginning of a trial, cr^(t =  0 ), and 

hence an increased Kalman gain (see Fig. 6 .6 .a). The increased Kalman gain results 

in a more direct influence of sensory feedback on the estim ate in general, thus rapidly 

increasing the bias of w {t  =  0) towards the previous trial, as shown in Fig. 6 .6 .a.

At first glance, the increased bias seems to be inconsistent with the decrease in catch 

trial magnitude during the simulation, but this apparent inconsistency is resolved by 

considering that the increased Kalman gain acts throughout the movement. Thus, the 

increase in the initial bias is more than compensated for by the more rapid detection of 

the absence of the force during catch trials, resulting in the observed decrease in catch 

trial magnitude. In other words, in the model, exposure to the alternating sequence 

leads to larger initial estim ates based on the previous trial, which are at the same time 

less certain (larger cr̂ ) and therefore more easily changed by sensory feedback.

The increasing Kalman gain makes the prediction that the variability of move

ments on otherwise identical trials should increase during learning, since the estimator 

effectively uses less averaging to reduce the noise associated with sensory feedback. 

Comparing the distributions of perpendicular displacements during simulated baseline
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Figure 6.7: Simulation results for dual adaptation experiment. A: Movement error against trial 
number. B,C: Within-set learning rate and asymptotic and final error against set-number. See 
section 6.3.1 for details of the simulation.

and catch trials (Fig. 6 .6 .b) shows that this is indeed the case in the simulation and 

is also observed experimentally. Although in the actual experiments other sources of 

noise (e.g. neuro-muscular) are present, the increase in variance between baseline and 

catch trials could be modelled by an increasing use of feedback online.

D u a l a d a p ta tio n

W hen using the same parameters as the simulation of experiment SW ITCH 1 to sim 

ulate the dual adaptation experiment, which used the same force-fields as experiment 

SW ITCH 1 but switched less frequently (see chapter 4), movement error was consistently 

underestimated compared to the experimental result. However, as shown in Fig. 6.7, 

reducing arm stiffness and co-contraction by 2 0 % gave rise to simulation results that 

were an astonishingly good fit to the observed errors during the perturbation trials of 

the dual adaptation experiment described in chapter 4. However, this result has to be 

looked at carefully, as the interpretation of the results of the simulation has to take 

into account two problems of the model:

•  As in chapter 4, the analysis of the simulated adaptive changes was based on 

model-free measures (see section 4.2.2), rather than the exponential fit used in 

analyzing the experimental data.

•  The model did not reproduce kick or catch trials for the dual adaptation exper

iment with respect to either magnitude or overall trends. Since the measure of
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Figure 6 .8 : Dual adaptation — simulated catch and kick trials. Block-aver aged simulated catch 
and kick trials in the same format as in Fig. 4.4.

within-set learning rate could not be calculated sensibly in the presence of catch  

trials, Fig. 6.7 shows the results of a simulation without catch or kick trials.

While the simulation results for runs without catch or kick trials reproduce the  

experimental data remarkably well, simulations including catch or kick trials resulted  

in a less good fit due to an exaggerated effect of catch or kick trials on the subsequent 

trial. Moreover, the simulation failed nearly completely to reproduce the correct trends 

observed in the experimental data. Although the simulated kick trials were offset to 

be more corrective (more negative error) than catch trials (see Fig. 6 .8 ), as observed in 

the data, the simulation did not produce the correct ratio between kick and catch trial 

errors and failed to produce the right trends with respect to the amount of exposure.

In contrast to the experimental data (see Fig. 4.4), simulated catch trials at both  

the beginning and end of a set showed a decrease in error magnitude (Fig. 6 .8 ). W hile 

the decrease of the simulated errors for kick trials that come right after a switch of force- 

fields is in principle consistent with the experimental data, the most clear discrepancy is 

seen for kick trials occurring at the end of a set. W hile the experimentally observed error 

of kick trials occurring on trials 7-9 of a set showed a clear and statistically significant 

linear trend, increasing in magnitude with the exposure to the alternating sets of force- 

fields, the corresponding simulated error showed only a small initial decrease, followed 

by a small increase over the remainder of the simulation.

6.4 Discussion

At the outset of this chapter I discussed how interpreting motor adaptation in terms of 

system  identification can help to understand how the motor-system should integrate its 

experiences over time in order to act optimally in a noisy and non-stationary environ

ment. At the core of this approach is the idea that the motor system  has to estim ate  

(identify) certain characteristics of the environment in order to interact with it success

fully. Applying this idea to a simple linear and Gaussian model of the environment and
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the motor system’s sensory experience, I derived a simple version of the Kalman filter, 
which in essence sets a learning rate depending on the noise properties of the environ
ment. In spite of the simplicity of the model, it qualitatively captured all experimental 
observations made when subjects interacted with a switching environment (chapter 3). 
With only minimal changes to the parameter settings, the model also captured some 
features observed in the experimental data on dual adaptation (chapter 4) but failed 
to correctly account for adaptive changes to catch and kick trials.

6 .4 .1  A ltern atin g  force-fields

Using a simple model which assumed that
• sensory observation are corrupted by Gaussian noise
• the perturbation changes as a random walk
• changes during a trial and between trials are independent of eaeh other

and that modelled the interaction between the perturbation force and the hand as 
a second order linear dynamical system, simulations of the experimental protocol of 
experiment SWITCH 1 (opposed force-fields alternating on each trial) qualitatively re
produced all experimental observations. Although not quantitatively accurate, the 
simulation reproduced the decreasing error on perturbation and catch trials, the in
creased response to kick trials, as well as the increase in movement variability and the 
decreased unlearning during catch trials, all of which were observed experimentally.

The model explained the adaptive changes in response to the exposure to the alter
nating force-fields by adaptation on two different time-scales. On a shorter time-scale, 
the model learnt about the velocity dependence of the perturbation, representing motor 
adaptation, while on a longer time-scale the model updated its belief about how rapidly 
the environment is likely to change between trials. Under the model, the alternating 
sequence of perturbation is interpreted as a rapidly and randomly changing environ
ment, and based on the discussion in section 6.2, the weight given to online feedback 
is increased (as a result of the increased Kalman gain) in order to be able to track 
the rapidly changing environment. In fact this interpretation is consistent with the 
experimental results, showing that most subjects did not use the predictable sequence 
of forces to predict the appropriate control and suggesting that the influence of early 
online feedback increased during the movement.

The results of the simulation suggest that the motor system is relatively slow at up
dating the estimate of how rapidly the environment changes. In fact, in the simulation 
the learning rate for updating the variance of the associated random walk was set to a 
value of 0.002, which results in an recursive averaging procedure that takes into account 
the last 500 trials. A possible explanation for the slow rate of change might be physio
logical constraints that the motor system has to cope with adjusting the hypothesised
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long-latency feedback loop that would compensate for the perturbation. However, the 
findings that postural reflex responses to perturbation at the ankle joint could rapidly 
adapt based on the type of perturbation [179] or prior expectations [91], suggest that 
physiological constrained might not explain the slow rate of change of the feedback re
sponse. On the other hand, an alternative, albeit abstract, explanation might be that 
the motor system has a strong prior belief that the world is usually stable and changes 
only slowly, so that environments with rapidly changing dynamics without associated 
sensory cues are unlikely. In the light of the assumptions made by the model, the slow 
learning rate of the enhanced feedback response could be explained by the conjecture 
that the motor system requires a large amount of data in order to override this strong 
prior belief.

6 .4 .2  D ual adaptation

The dual adaptation experiment described in chapter 4 used the same set-up as the 
switching experiments, but differed in as much as it used a less frequently switching 
sequence of force-fields. With only minor changes to the parameter setting (correspond
ing to a decrease in muscle co-activation) the model fitted to the alternating force-field 
experiment also produced the correct trends for the dual adaptation experiment when 
considering only perturbation trials. On the other hand, the model failed to capture 
the experimental findings for kick and catch trial. Most strikingly, the response to kick 
trials occurring between six to nine trials after a switch of the forcefield showed only a 
small increase during the first block, followed by a small and slow decrease for the rest 
of the simulation, while experimentally the response to these kick trials showed a clear 
and highly significant increase throughout the exposure.

In order to advance a possible explanation for the observed discrepancy, it is nec
essary to consider how the increase in the Kalman gain during adaptation affects the 
response to kick trials. Since the increased Kalman gain increases the weight given to 
sensory feedback throughout the movement, two opposed effects have to be considered.

During the initial phase of the movement, when the perturbation is switched on, 
the increased use of feedback results in an earlier detection of the direction of the 
perturbation, but it also results in an earlier detection of the absence of the perturbation 
once it is switched off. In the case of the alternating force-fields, or for kick trials right 
after a switch in the dual adaptation experiment, i.e. when the prior estimate of the 
perturbation is incorrect, the first effect dominates and the increasing Kalman gain 
results in an increased kick response.

On the other hand, when the prior estimate is already correct, such as in the case 
of kick trials towards the end of a set, the initial kick does not add much information, 
so that the second effect dominates and the kick response decreases as the absence of
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the perturbation is detected progressively earlier. Finally, the initial increase in kick 
response can be explained by the initial overall increase of the corrective motor com
mands due to motor learning as captured by the model as an increase in the parameter 
describing the velocity-dependence of the perturbation.

6 .4 .3  E stim ation  and pred iction

The model in this chapter assumed that the motor system implicitly represents the 
temporal statistics of the environment as a random walk. Under this model, the motor 
system has no information about the future development of the state of the environ
ment. However, the Kalman filter is not limited to estimation of external variables, but 
can also be used to estimate the state of the controlled system (e.g. the arm). In this 
case, information about the likely evolution of the body’s state is available as an effer- 
ence copy, since it depends on the motor commands sent by the motor system. Using 
a forward model of the arm, for example, the efference copy of the motor command 
u could be used to predict the next state of the arm given the current state and the 
previous motor command (i.e. P{w t-e\w t-i,u t-i)). This prediction can be combined 
with the sensory feedback using Bayes rule, which (for a linear system) again results in 
the Kalman filter. Experimentally, a study requiring subjects to estimate their arms 
position after making reaching movements under various load conditions [269] found 
experimental evidence for such an estimation scheme based on internal models.

While the motor system cannot make use of an efference copy signal for predicting 
the evolution of the state of the external environment (e.g. a force or visual pertur
bation), it could still make assumptions about the likely next state. A range of such 
assumptions can easily be encoded in the linear, time-invariant Kalman filter frame
work, such as decreasing magnitude (t^t+i =  a-iüf +  ^t; a < l ) ,  increasing magnitude 
(lüf+i = a-Wt+Ct'i o > l ) ,  linear trends (changes at a fixed velocity, Wt+i = wt + a+^t), 
or with fixed higher order derivatives for higher order systems. Again experimental ev
idence exists that the motor system is able to capture at least linear trends in an 
experiment where subjects had to track a target, while being subjected to a slowly 
sinusoidally varying visual perturbation [252].

6 .4 .4  T h e K alm an filter as a m odel o f  adaption

In the previous section, 1 briefly discussed some experimental evidence that the motor 
system does indeed combine predictions, or prior expectations, with sensory feedback 
in order to estimate the state of the body or the environment. While this is consistent 
with the use of a Kalman filter like estimator, the question remains whether such an 
estimator is actually used in motor adaptation. The Kalman filter model as set out in
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this chapter maJces the strong prediction that the motor system takes account of the 
temporal statistics of the environment.

An interesting study using perturbed visual feedback of the endpoint of a reaching 
movement provided good evidence that the motor system does indeed take account of 
temporal statistics when adapting to an external perturbation [94]. The experiment 
used a perturbation with a magnitude that varied as a superposition of a random walk 
signal and a white (uncorrelated) noise signal. Since visual feedback was only available 
at the end of a movement, subjects had to base their movements solely on previously 
received instances of feedback, and the results showed that subjects indeed used the 
averaging strategy in Eq. (6.15), integrating past feedback to form a new estimate of 
the perturbation. The authors varied the relative weight of the random walk and white 
noise signals, and, as predicted by Eq. (6.14)- (6.17)), the Kalman gain increases (i.e. 
the number of trials efiFectively used in the averaging decreased) with an increase in 
the correlated random walk component and decreased with an increased white noise 
component of the sequence of perturbations. As explained above, this makes sense, 
since for the random walk the feedback on one trial contains useful information on 
the next perturbation, while for a white noise sequence subsequent perturbations are 
independent.

The above experiment gives striking example of the motor system taking into ac
count the temporal statistics of the environment when adapting to a visual perturba
tion. In order to test if this is also true for the interaction with dynamical objects, I 
designed an experiment where subjects had to lift a virtual object whose mass was under 
experimental control. The experiment described in the next chapter tested whether the 
experience of different temporal statistics changed the way subjects integrated experi
ence over time and the results supported this hypothesis: the motor system was found 
to rely more on predictions based on previously experienced feedback for a infrequently 
switching environment and less for a more frequently switching environment.

6 .4 .5  Sum m ary

This chapter demonstrates how ideas of probabilistic inference can be applied to motor 
adaptation using a number of simplifying assumptions. In spite of its simplicity, the 
model reproduced qualitatively the results of the alternating force-held experiment 
in chapter 3 and some of the results on dual adaptation in chapter 4. The model 
contributes a principled probabilistic explanation for the experimentally observed shift 
from feedforward control to an increased reliance on feedback in the non-stationary 
environment of chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 7

Grip force prediction takes 
account of tem poral statistics

7.1 Introduction

Previous studies both in this thesis (chapters 3, 4 and 6) and elsewhere [218, 234] 
have modelled motor adaptation by assuming that the motor system integrates sensory 
feedback information in order to adapt to changes in the environment. In time-varying 
environments, however, the temporal statistics impose principled constraints on how 
feedback information is to be integrated over time. Considerations of these constraints 
in chapter 6 of this thesis led to a Kalman filter model of adaptation that captured 
most features of adaptation data when subjects were exposed to switching force-held 
environments. Central to this Kalman hlter model is the prediction that the integration 
of sensory feedback should depend on the temporal statistics of the environment.

When people lift small objects, their grip-force (perpendicular to the gripped sur
faces) is accurately scaled with the load-force (tangential to the gripped surface) re
quired to lift the object, such that the grip produces just enough frictional force to 
prevent the object from slipping with only a small safety margin [103-105]. For a given 
movement, the level of grip-force required to prevent the object from slipping depends 
on the physical properties of the object, such as its weight and surface texture. Given 
appropriate prior knowledge of the object, e.g. when the object is visible, the appropri
ate scaling of the grip-force is achieved before sensory feedback is available, indicating 
that the motor system has an internal representation or model of the properties of 
the object (see [101,102] for reviews). Moreover, the initial grip-force profiles reflect 
the surface texture [58] and weight [79,80,107] of the previous lift, showing that the 
internal model of the object is based on past experience, while the fact that these 
representations transfer from one hand to the other [77,108] supports the notion that
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object properties rather than sequences of motor commands are represented. While the 
internal model initially predicts object properties based on past experience, when there 
is a mismatch between predicted and actual object properties the grip-force profile is 
adapted to the new circumstances within approximately 100 ms [106] revealing that 
feedback is in fact integrated online.

In the framework of the Kalman filter model of chapter 6, the above findings can be 
interpreted as evidence that the motor system maintains a parametric representation 
of manipulated objects and updates this representation by combining sensory feedback 
over time. At the beginning of a trial, the estimate of a parameter like the object’s 
mass is given by the prior expectation based on one or more previous trials. During 
the lifting movement, sensory feedback about the physical properties of the object 
becomes available and is used to update the estimate, while the final estimate becomes 
the new prior expectation for the next trial. The idea introduced by the Kalman 
filter model is that the way prior expectations and newly arriving sensory feedback 
are combined depends on the relative amount of uncertainty associated with the two 
sources of information.

Sensory signals are inherently noisy, giving rise to an uncertainty in the feedback 
based estimate. Since the uncertainty associated with the sensory feedback decreases 
as feedback information accumulates during the movement, the prior estimate will be 
over-written by sensory feedback as the movement progresses, as previously observed 
experimentally [106]. Unlike the uncertainty associated with sensory feedback, which 
is assumed to be given by the quality of the sensors available to the motor system, 
the uncertainty associated with the prior expectation also depends on the temporal 
statistics of the environment: if the manipulated object is unlikely to change between 
trials, then the expectation prior to the start of the movement is likely to be appropriate 
(low uncertainty). Conversely, the prior expectation has a high uncertainty associated 
with it if the object is likely to change. Therefore, the Kalman filter model of motor 
adaptation proposed in chapter 6 makes the strong prediction that the influence on the 
previous trial on the control of a manipulated object decreases as the probability that 
the object changes increases.

The fact that for a given movement trajectory the grip-force profile exerted by sub
jects depends on the physical properties of an object makes grip-force an ideal measure 
of the motor system’s internal estimate of these physical properties. Unlike the move
ment error in force-held adaptation experiments, the grip-force is perpendicular to the 
force exerted by the manipulated object and therefore only depends on controls ap
plied by the motor system. Previously, virtual objects created using a robotic interface 
have been used to study internal model formation and structure by analyzing grip-force 
profiles [19,264-266]. The present study used a robotic manipulandum that allows the
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physical properties of the manipulandum to be changed by adding a simulated, virtual 
mass to the physical mass of the manipulandum. This set-up allows the mass to be 
changed at will without subjects being aware of this change before interacting with the 
manipulandum and was used to produce sequences of trials for which the elective mass 
of the manipulandum switched randomly between being light (virtual mass switched 
off) and heavy (virtual mass switched on).

The experiment tested three conditions during which the mass was either less likely 
to change (i.e. the mass was correlated between trials), changed at chance level (i.e. 
the mass was uncorrelated between trials) or was more likely to change between trials 
(i.e. the mass was anti-correlated between trials). In this context, the probabilistic 
inference model makes the predictions that a) grip-force levels should initially reflect 
the mass of the previous trial or trials but reflect the mass of the current trial as 
feedback accumulates during the course of the movement and b) the influence of the 
mass experienced on the previous trial should decrease as the probability that the mass 
switches between trials increases between the three conditions.

7.2 M ethods

7.2 .1  Set-up

The set-up consisted of a Phantom 1.5 robot (see section 3.2) with a custom-made ma
nipulandum mounted at the tip of the distal link as shown in Fig. 7.1.a. Fig. 7.1.1b shows 
a top-down view of the manipulandum, which is attached to the robot by means of a 
mounting plate and comprises two symmetrically mounted force-transducers equipped 
with suede-covered grip surfaces. The effective mass of the manipulandum was mea
sured to be 80 g by weighing the assembled manipulandum at the rest position.

Subjects gripped the manipulandum between the thumb and index finger of their 
right hand while the forearm was loosely fixed to the table using two restraining straps. 
A horizontal bar indicated the minimum height above which the manipulandum had to 
be lifted, and in order to facifltate accurate repositioning of the manipulandum after a 
trial, the manipulandum was equipped with a repositioning foot (see Fig. 7.1.a). On 
setting down the manipulandum, this repositioning foot slides to the bottom of a cup 
which is fixed to the table, ensuring consistent repositioning of the manipulandum.

The six-axis cylindrical force transducers (Nano, ATI) allowed three translational 
force to be measured with an accuracy of 0.05 N  and were used to calculate load force 
(the sum of the vertical forces measured by eaeh force transducer) and grip force (the 
average of the horizontal forces measured by each force transducer). The position of 
the manipulandum was measured by the optical encoders of the Phantom robot and
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1 - restraining straps
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robot
3 - manipulandum equipped 

with two force transducers
4 - repositioning foot
5 - repositioning cup
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lift height
7 - grip surfaces 
8 - force transducers 
9 - mounting plate

Figure 7.1: Experimental set-up. A : Subjects were seated at a table and gripped a robotic ma
nipulandum capable of simulating a virtual mass with sufficient realism. B: Detailed schematic 
of the manipulandum.

all measured quantities were sampled at 1000 Hz  and stored on hard-disc at 500 Hz  for 

later analysis.

Acceleration p(t) was calculated by filtering a copy p /( t )  of the position p(t) 

at tim e-step t through a 40^  ̂ order FIR filter^ and applying the difference equation  

p{t) = (p{t) -  2 • p / ( t  — 10) -1- p f{t — 40})/0 .03^ . This difference equation effectively 

implements numerical differentiation with a differentiation window of 30 ms: the first 

term is the unfiltered zero delay raw position signal, the second term is the filtered 

position delayed by 30 m s (20 samples group delay of the filter and an additional delay 

of 1 0  samples at 1 0 0 0  Bz) and the third term is the filtered position delayed by 60 m s 

(20 samples group delay of the filter and an additional delay of 40 samples at 1000 Hz). 

This implementation reduces the stability problems associated with high-order filters 

by absorbing the filters group delay into the differentiation window. However, the re

duced overall delay comes at the cost of slightly higher signal noise, since the unfiltered 

raw-position is used for the first term of the difference equation.

Based on the acceleration signal and assuming a gravitational acceleration of 9.81 m s“ ,̂ 

a simulated mass mgim could be added to the physical mass of the manipulandum by 

applying the corresponding weight {Freight =  9.81 •msim) and inertial forces {Finertia =  

p-msirn) to the manipulandum using the torque motors of the Phantom robot. To avoid

^Minimum order Kaiser window designed using the MATLAB function fdatoof pass and stop band 
(attenuation): 15 Hz {IdB),  66 Hz {37dB)
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overheating the torque motors, the simulated force was switched off when the manip
ulandum was replaced in its rest position and neither finger nor thumb touched the 
grip surface. As soon as finger contact was detected at the grip surface, the force was 
ramped up to its full value (given by the weight of the simulated mass) over 50 ms. 
This force ramp avoided the transient vibration and clicking noises associated with an 
abrupt switch of the force output but was kept short enough to be completed before 
subjects started to lift the manipulandum.

7 .2 .2  Task and experim enta l design

Five naive subjects and the author participated in this experiment and gave their 
informed consent. Subjects were asked to briskly lift the manipulandum above the 
horizontal bar indicating the requested minimum height of 3 cm, wait for a click played 
through a set of headphones 300 ms after passage of the requested height, set down 
the manipulandum and let go of it. After a further 300 ms a second click was played 
to indicate that the next trial could start. To ensure brisk lifting movements and 
timing consistency of the initial part of the lift, subjects were required to pass the 
horizontal bar no later than 80ms and no earlier than 50 ms after the beginning of the 
lift as defined by the manipulandum crossing a height of 0.5 cm. Automated warning 
messages were given through the headphones when a trial violated the task constraints 
in order to facilitate consistent performance. Setting the task constraints by specifying 
a minimum lift height rather than a well defined target-zone ensured that the task was 
easy enough to be performed rapidly and without an excessive amount of error, while 
at the same time ensuring that movements were sufficiently consistent both within and 
between conditions, as measured by the mean and standard deviation (s.d.) of the 
maximum lift height (see table 7.1).

On each trial, the manipulandum could be in one of two states, determining its 
effective mass. In the fight state the Phantom did not produce any forces, and the 
effective mass of the manipulandum was 80 g given by its physical properties, while in 
the heavy state the Phantom simulated an additional mass of 300 g. The experimental 
design consisted of three conditions (performed by each subject in balanced order) that

SI 82 S3 S4 S5 S6
average height [cm] 
cond 1: q = 0.8
average height [cm] 
cond 2: q = 0.5
average height [cm] 
cond ô: q = 0.2

6.32 6.66 5.64 8.18 5.92 7.38 
(0.74) (0.70) (0.59) (0.66) (0.62) (0.67)
8.82 6.25 6.18 8.05 5.44 6.86 

(0.87) (0.65) (0.55) (0.67) (0.62) (0.68)
8.45 7.10 6.19 7.84 5.55 7.89 

(0.69) (0.66) (0.58) (0.75) (0.75) (0.55)

Table 7.1: Average lift height (s.d.) across subjects S1-S6 and conditions.
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varied the probability q that the state (mass) of the manipulandum would stay the 
same from one trial to the next. In particular, the three values of q were:

• q=O.S— resulting in a correlated environment, since the mass was likely to stay 
the same from one trial to the next.

• q=0.b— resulting in an uncorrelated environment, since the mass was equally 
likely to switch or stay the same between trials.

• q=0.2— resulting in an anti-correlated environment, since the mass on any given 
trial was likely to be different from the mass on the previous trial.

A separate experimental session was used for each of the conditions, with a minimum 
interval of 24 hours between sessions. For consistency across sessions and to further 
minimise carry-over effects, each session consisted of 50 baseline trials (25 blocked light 
trials and 25 blocked heavy trials) followed by 400 experimental trials for which the 
effective mass of the manipulandum switched according to the condition. The three 
sequences of experimental trials were sampled once according to the probability q and 
held fixed for all subjects. In order to ensure that the samples were representative 
of typical trial sequences, samples were rejected if they violated any of the following 
constraints:

• The number of times the mass switched was not within one switch of the expected 
number of 400 x (1 — g),

• The number of switches from light to heavy and from heavy to light was different 
by more than one switch,

• The number of heavy trials was different from the expected number of 400 4- 2 by 
more than one trial.

7 .2 .3  D a ta  analysis

For the purpose of data analysis, movement onset (t = 0) was defined as the point in 
time when the load force exceeded 0.5 N. This time lies well within the time span where 
sensory feedback could not be used to distinguish between the two different masses, 
since for both masses a higher load force was required for lift off: approximately 0.8 N  
for the light mass (Phantom motors switched off) and 3 N  for the heavy mass (Phantom 
motors active).

In order to assess the influence of the effective mass of previous trials and the 
current trial, grip force was recorded at t — {40,80,120,160,200} ms giving rise to 
five observations go, gi, g2 , gs and ^4 . Since sensory feedback was available only after 
i =  0 , there is not sufficient time for it to influence the first measurement of grip force go 
(taking account of conduction delays and the time course of muscle activation), so that 
go should give an estimate of only the influence of the expectation based on previous
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trials. The subsequent observations have had more time to be influenced by sensory 
feedback and should therefore reflect more the influence of sensory feedback from the 
current trial.

The first 50 trials of each condition were excluded from the analysis, to allow sub
jects to adapt to each of the conditions. Moreover on a small number of trials, subjects 
let the manipulandum slip, so that these trials had to be excluded. Such trials were 
detected by requiring that on a valid trial the mass had to be lifted at least 0.5 cm; 
less than one percent (for each subject) of trials were excluded this way. To ensure a 
continuous time series, excluded trials were filled in using the MATLAB function mis- 
data^ which estimates missing data by fitting a 10*̂  order state-space model. Although 
estimating missing data this way can be problematic, filling in for missing data has a 
negligible effect in the present case due to the small fraction of excluded trials.

Average grip»-force levels

Average grip force levels were assessed as a function of mass and condition (averaging 
over all five observations go-g^ for each subject), as well as a function of time (observa
tions go~g4 a t t  = {40,80,120,160,200} ms) and mass (averaging over all conditions for 
each subject). For comparison, baseline grip-force levels were calculated by averaging 
the last 10 light trials (trials 15-25) and the last 10 heavy trials (trials 40-50) of the 
familiarisation period. The statistical significance of the effect of mass and condition 
was assessed using a 2 x 3 within-subject ANOVA with factors of mass (two levels: 
light and heavy) and condition (three levels: g =  0.8, g =  0.5 and g =  0.2).

Influence o f current and previous mass

In order to assess the influence of the mass of the current trial, m^, and the previous 
trial, mn_i, on the grip force measures go, gi, g2 , gs and g4 , on trial n, the trials 
were split into four groups depending on the mass on the current and previous trial. 
Accordingly, the four groups were light —* light, for trials where both the current and 
previous masses were light, heavy —> light, where the current mass was light and the 
previous one was heavy and analogous for light —* heavy and heavy —> light. For 
further analysis it is convenient to organise the four group averages into a contingency 
matrix with rows encoding the mass of the current trial and columns encoding the mass 
on the previous trial:

i f e    I { 9 k ) l i g h t —flight { Ç k ) h e a v y —flight  j  _
\ { 9 k )  l igh t—̂ heavy  { 9  k )  h eavy -*  h eavy  J

/c =  0, 1, . . .  ,4, (7.1)

where {-)x signifies the average over all trials in group x.
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A convenient measure for the influence of, for example, the current trial, is the 
difference between the groups with diflFerent masses on the current trial relative to 
their average magnitude, averaging over the effect of the previous trial. More formally, 
influence can be measured by the average of the column-wise differences relative to the 
column-wise mean of C^:

“influence of current trial on measure =  -P  P  4- -P  jr, (7.2)
1̂1 +  2̂1 +  c§2

where indexes the row (from top to bottom) and the column of C^. Similarly, 
the influence of the previous trial can be measured by the average of the row-wise 
differences relative to the row-wise means of C^:

Co — Co“influence of previous trial on measure =  - p  P  +  - P — ^  (7.3)
C { , + C * 2

The influence differential (i.d.), the difference between the absolute value of the 
influence of the current and previous trials, indicates which of two sources of information 
dominates. A positive i.d. indicates that feedback from the current trial has a larger 
influence than prediction based on the previous trial, and vice versa for a negative value 
of the i.d.

Impulse response and linear regression analysis

The impulse response of a dynamical system estimates how much an impulse in the 
input at any given time affects the output of the system at other times. In the context 
of this chapter, I used the impulse response to estimate how much the five grip force 
measures of the current trial n (the output) depended on the mass of the manipulandum 
at trial n, n — 1, . . . ,  n — 10 (i.e. at lags 0, 1, . . . ,  10).

The impulse response was calculated for each subject using the MATLAB function 
impulse of the System Identification Toolbox (with pre-whitening of the data disabled^). 
This essentially calculates the impulse response using multiple linear regression to fit 
a high-order finite impulse response (FIR) model to the data. The model coefficients 
directly specify the impulse response, regardless of the input used. An estimate of the 
ensemble impulse response was obtained by averaging the impulse responses obtained 
for each subject.

The comparison of the impulse response across conditions is potentially confounded 
if the variability of the grip-force is not the same across conditions. For example, 
if the overall difference in the grip-force levels for the light and the heavy mass is

 ̂Pre-whitening of the data is only necessary if the impulse response is estimated from the cross-covariance 
function, as this assumes white-noise inputs.
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larger in a given condition, this will inflate the regression coefficients globally, thus
confounding a comparison to the other condition. Therefore, I performed an additional
linear regression analysis for the dependence of the grip-force on the mass of the current 
and two previous trials using normalised data (translated and scaled to have zero mean 
and a standard deviation of 1 ). Since this is a linear transformation of the data, 
the dependence of the grip-force on the regressors (the mass on current and previous 
trials) is not affected. Moreover, since the data is normalised, the regression coefficients 
provide a measure for how much of the variability of the data is explained by the 
regression coefficients. The following regression equation with coefficients a , p  and 7  

and residuals was fitted to the normalised data:

9 k n  ~  OlTTIji 4- P ïT lfi—X -j- 7 ^ n — 2  4” ^ — {0? 1 j 2,3, 4}, (7.4)

where n is an index over trials, and k indexes the observations po~5 '4 -

7.3 R esults

7.3 .1  M ean grip-force levels

A possible strategy to deal with the time-varying mass of the manipulandum would 
be to adjust the grip-force to a level that prevents slipping of the manipulandum re
gardless of whether the additional simulated mass is active or not. Such a strategy 
would correspond to the use of muscle co-contraction when subjects experience a novel 
dynamic environment, such as in a force-field adaptation experiment. If subjects relied 
solely on this "co-contraction like” strategy to control the grip-force in response to the 
non-stationary mass of the manipulandum, the level of grip force would not be expected 
to vary between trials, irrespective of whether the manipulandum was light or heavy.

Averaging over the five grip-force measure and grouping the trials by condition 
and mass of the manipulandum showed that there was a significant effect of the mass 
of the manipulandum (see Fig. 7.2.a and table 7.2), contrary to the prediction of a 
pure “co-contraetion hke” strategy. Moreover the interaction between the mass of 
the manipulandum and condition was highly significant, suggesting that the difference 
between the grip-force on light and heavy trials depends on the condition, i.e. whether 
the mass was correlated, uncorrelated or anti-correlated across trials. On the other 
hand, comparing the grip-force levels to the baseline (horizontal bars in Fig. 7.2.a) 
showed that the average grip-force increased during the exposure to the non-stationary 
mass of the manipulandum, although only for trials where the mass was light.

Fig. 7.2.b shows that this further difference between light and heavy trials is ex
plained by the fact that grip-force levels during light trials were raised to the same
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Figure 7.2: Average grip-force levels. A: Average grip force levels as a function of condition 
and mass of the manipulandum, pooling all grip-force measurements gO-p4. B: Average grip 
force as a function of movement time and mass, pooling all conditions. All error-bars are s.e.m. 
for the average over subjects.

level as for the heavy trials during the initial part of the movement, but subsequently 

dropped to a level closer to baseline. This grip-force profile ensures a safe level of grip- 

force at the beginning of the movement, preventing slip of the momentarily unknown 

mass of the object, while decreasing the overall force-output by lowering the grip-force 

on light trials as sensory feedback becomes available.

7.3.2 In fluence o f c u rre n t an d  p rev io u s m ass

The results of the previous section have shown that while subjects used a safe grip-force 

level at the beginning of a movement, there was a clear effect of the mass during a trial.

Source Sum Sq. d.f. Mean Sq. F p (> F )

condition 7.45 2 3.72 2.18 0.16
err(condition) 17.1 10 1.71

mass 8&9 1 8&9 41.9 0.0013
err(mass) 10.4 5 2.07

condition X mass 4.95 2 2.47 9.98 0.0041
err(condition x mass) 2.48 10 0.248

subjects 171.5 5 34.1

Total 300.0 35

Table 7.2: Analysis of variance. Mass(2)xCondition(3) ANOVA (within-subjects) of average 
grii>force levels.
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reducing the grip-force for light trials as feedback became available. Since the analysis 
in the previous paragraph averaged over trials irrespective of the history of the mass on 
preceding trials, any effect of the mass experienced on previous trials is averaged out. 
To address the question of the influence of previous trials on performance, and more 
specifically grip-force, it is necessary to analyse the data from each trial based on the 
history of the previous trial or trials.

Fig. 7.3 shows the average position, load-force and grip-force trajectories for a typ
ical subject for both heavy and light trials. The plots also show the averages of all 
trials for which the last 1,2 or 3 trials were either different or the same as the current 
trial for both heavy and light trials. It should be noted that these plots are only shown 
for the condition for which trials were uncorrelated {q = 0.5) since correlation between 
the masses on subsequent trials would introduce spurious biases into the data: for the 
correlated condition {q = 0.8) trials preceded by one trial with the same mass were 
more likely to be preceded by more than one trial with the same mass than in the 
anti-correlated condition {q = 0.2), inflating the effect of the previous trial.

The effect of the previous trials is clearly seen in the traces of position and grip- 
force, where the different histories led to different trajectories. During the initial part 
of the grip-force trajectory of both light and heavy trials, the grip force is lower for 
trials that were preceded by light trials and higher for trials that were preceded by 
heavy trials, indicating an expectation of the motor system that the mass was hkely 
to remain the same between trials. However, later in the movement the effect of the 
previous trial decreases, as can be expected as at later times during the movement 
feedback from the current trial becomes available. The grip-force measurements (see 
Methods, section 7.2.3) that will be used for the further analysis below were chosen to 
fall within the time-window during which the interaction of the expectation based on 
the previous trials and the sensory feedback from the current trial is most apparent, as 
indicated by the numbered arrowheads in Fig. 7.3.c,f.

In order to quantitatively analyse the effect of both the current and previous trials 
on grip-force, the five grip-force measurements were averaged in four groups based on 
the mass of the current and previous trials. For further analysis it is convenient to ar
range these four averages in a contingency matrix such that the rows encode the mass 
of the current trial and the columns encode the mass of the previous trial as described 
in section 7.2.3. Fig. 7.4.a shows the graphical representation of these matrices for 
each subject. The figure represents the entries of the contingency matrices for all 
grip-force measurements gk {k = {0,1,2,3,4}) as gray-scale patches arranged accord
ing to Fig. 7.4.b. This graphical representation provides a visual approach to assess 
the relative influence of the mass of the manipulandum on the current and previous 
trial as represented schematically in Fig. 7.4.c,d. If the previous trial predominantly
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Figure 7.3: Effect of previous trials on position, load and grip>-force trajectories. Average posi
tion, load and grip-force trajectories for a typical subject. Averages were calculated contingent 
on whether the last 1,2 or 3 trials were the same as, or different from the current trial for both 
light and heavy trials. The arrowheads in C and F indicate the times at which the grip-force 
measurements used for further analysis were taken (see Methods, section 7.2.3).

determines grip-force on the current trial, then the average grip-force level should be 

similar irrespective of the current trial resulting in a vertical pattern as in Fig. 7.4.C. 

Analogously, a predominant influence of the mass of the current trial would result in 

a horizontal pattern as in Fig. 7.4.d. Visual inspection of the contingency matrices in 

Fig. 7.4.a suggests that the mass of the previous trial is predominant in determining the 

grip-force for the first two measurements at 40 and 80 m s, with a transition at 120 m s  

and a clearly predominant effect of the current trial for the last two measures at 160 

and 2 0 0  m s.

Quantifying the observation made by visual inspection of the contingency tables. 

Table 7.3 shows the column- and row-wise relative differences averaged over subjects 

as measures of the influence of the mass on the previous and current trial on the grip- 

force during the current trial (see M ethods). Using these measures, the influence of 

the previous trial was statistically significant for all measurements of grip force and the 

influence of the current trial was significant for all measurements but the one at 80m s.
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Figure 7.4: Graphical representation of grip-force contingency tables. A: Table entries are 
shown as gray-scale patches laid out according to B. White represents the lowest value and black 
the highest value of each contingency table. C,D: Schematic representations of a predominant 
influence of the previous and current trial, respectively. E: Influence differential (meanis.e.m; 
see Methods, section 7.2.3).

mean relative difference (s.e.m.) p-value (one-sample t-test, n=6)
9o 9 i 92 43 44 4o 4i 42 43 44

influence of 
previous trial

0.13
(0.03)

0.18
(0.03)

0.18
(0 .0 2 )

0.13
(0 .0 2 )

0.09
(0.01)

0 .0 0 2  0 .0 0 2  0 .0 0 1  0 .0 0 2  0 .0 0 2

influence of 
current trial

-0.05
(0 .0 1 )

0.05
(0 .0 2 )

0.29
(0 .0 2 )

0.61
(0.06)

0.78
(0.09)

0.012 0.054 0.001 0.0002 0.0006

Table 7.3: Average influence of the previous and current trial (see Methods, section 7.2.3) and 
the corresponding p-values.
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However, the influence of the current trial on the grip-force at 40 m s was found to be 
negative, meaning that at 40 ms the grip-force go is lower on heavy than on flght trials, 
as confirmed by Fig. 7.4.a.

In previous studies, subjects holding an object with a precision grip showed a grip- 
force response to load-changes with a latency of 60 to 90 ms [28] and another study 
found a response latency of 74 ±  9 ms (meanis.d.) in response to small slips of a 
lifted object [106], making it unlikely that sensory feedback about the current mass 
could account for the observed increase of the grip-force at the beginning of a light 
trial. Moreover, a control strategy that reduces grip-force for the heavier load would be 
counter-productive, suggesting that the negative influence of the current mass on go is 
an artefact of the experimental set-up or task. This view is supported by the fact that 
at the time go is measured the light mass is already moving while the heavy mass is 
still stationary (c.f. dotted and solid red lines in Fig. 7.3.a), so that some mechanical 
interaction could be responsible for the increased grip-force on the light trials.

In summary, grouping trials based on their history (i.e. the mass on the current 
and previous trials) showed that there is a significant effect of the previous mass on 
the current grip-force throughout the first 200 ms of the movement, and an increasing 
influence of the current mass on the current grip-force that becomes signiflcant after 
80ms into the movement (discounting the initial negative influence as an artefact). In 
other words, the influence on the grip-force shifts from the previous trial to the current 
trial as feedback becomes available during the first 200 ms of the movement. Finally, 
to quantify the relative importance of the previous and current trial on the grip-force, I 
introduced the influence differential (see Methods, section 7.3.2) defined to be positive 
if the influence of the current trial is larger and negative if the influence of the previous 
trial is larger. Consistent with the observations in previous paragraphs, the influence 
differential was negative up to 80 ms and positive thereafter, as shown in Fig. 7.4.e, 
indicating an increasing influence of sensory feedback at the expense of an expectation 
based on previous trials.

7 .3 .3  Effect o f  tem p oral s ta tis tics  on  sensory in tegration

The previous section demonstrated that while during the initial part of a movement 
grip-force levels are determined by prior expectations based on previous experience, the 
grip-force shifts to reflect the mass on the current trial as progressive amounts of sensory 
feedback becomes available progressively. Based on the discussion in chapter 6, this 
raises the question if and how the temporal statistics of the environment (the robotic 
manipulandum in the present case) affect the balance between prior expectations and 
sensory feedback. To address this question, subjects participated in three experimen
tal conditions varying the temporal statistics of the mass of the manipulandum: on
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subsequent trials the mass was either correlated {q = 0.8), uncorrelated (q =  0.5) or 
anti-correlated {q = 0.2).

The impulse response of a dynamical system is a frequently used tool in the engi
neering literature that measures how much an impulse shaped input to the system at 
time zero affects the output of the system at subsequent times. In this chapter I used 
the impulse response to assess how the mass of the manipulandum (m, “the input”) 
affected the grip-force measurements {go~g4 , ’’the output”) on subsequent trials. In the 
previous section I analysed only the data from the q = 0.5 condition, since the diflFer
ent correlation structures prevented pooling over conditions. However, calculating the 
impulse response as a linear regression of a FIR model, as described in the Methods, 
avoids this problem, allowing the three conditions to be compared directly.

Fig. 7.5.a shows the impulse responses of the five grip-force measures for a typical 
subject, with positive lags corresponding to an eflFect of the mass at that lag on the 
grip force (lag 0 for the current trial, lag 1 for the previous trial, . . .  ). The first thing 
to note is that there is no significant response at negative lags, which would indicate 
feedback from the output (the grip force) to the input (the mass of the manipulandum). 
The second point to note is that only very few responses at lags larger than two are 
statistically significant indicating that the infiuence of previous trials decay relatively 
quickly. Finally, consistent with the findings in section 7.3.2, the response at lag zero 
increases for later measurements, while the response at lags one and higher is larger 
for earlier measurements. In other words, the early grip-force is influenced by the mass 
of the previous trials, while later in the movement feedback about the current mass 
determines grip-force.

Comparing the impulse response for the diflFerent conditions, shows that the re
sponse to the mass at lag 1 and higher is larger for the correlated condition {q = 0.8), 
smaller for the uncorrelated condition {q = 0.5) and smallest for the anti-correlated 
condition {q = 0.2). The average impulse response for all subjects (Fig. 7.5.b.) shows 
these trends more clearly, suggesting a consistent decrease in the infiuence of the pre
vious trials in the more frequently switching conditions with g =  0.5 and q = 0.2. 
The statistical significance of this trend is assessed below using a more detailed linear 
regression analysis. In spite of the decreased infiuence of the previous trial, it is clear 
from the impulse response in the anti-correlated condition {q = 0.2) that the motor 
system did not capture the correlation structure of this condition, as this would imply 
a negative infiuence at lag 1, capturing the fact that the mass is more likely to switch 
than to stay the same between trials in this condition. In fact the infiuence the previous 
trial for the anti-correlated condition is significantly larger than zero for the first three 
time-points (Fig. 7.6.b; p < 0.02 at 40 ms, p < 0.01 at 80 ms and 120 ms; two-sided 
t-test).
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Figure 7.5: Impulse response. The impulse response of the five grip-force measurements Qq-Qa 
is plotted for lags from -5 to 10. The responses at lags 0,1 and 2 are analysed further below 
and marked by the grey shading in the figures. A: Impulse response for a typical subject. The
associated 99% confidence interval is shown a s  . B: Average impulse response of the six
subjects with 1 s.e.m. error bars.
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Figure 7.6: Linear regression analysis. Regression coefficients from a linear regression on pre
filtered, normalised data for the effect of the current mass (a, A), the previous mass {/3, B) 
and the mass at lag 2 (7 , C).

90 9x 92 93 94

Pa 0.9 0.3 0.09 0.0005 0.06
(Fh) (0.03) (1 .1) (3.3) (23) (4.2)

Pp 0 .0 2 0.09 0 .0 0 0 1 0.0075 0.003
(Fh) (7.0) (3.5) (40) (10 ) (14)

P. 0 .2 0 .2 0.5 0.7 0 .6

{Fix) (1.7) (2 .2 ) (0.46) (0 .2 1 ) (0.26)

Table 7.4: Effect of condition. Statistical significance of the linear trend in the regression 
coefficients a, (3 and 7  with respect to condition. P-value (F-statistics) for a within-subjects 
linear regression (wsLR, s section 3.2.3) with respect to condition.

90 9\ 92 93 94

q = 0.8 0.38 0.63 0.77 0.84 0.82
(0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

9  = 0.5 0.16 0.30 0.52 0.74 0.78
(0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.05)

q = 0.2 0.10 0.13 0.40 0.74 0.78
(0.02) (0.03) (0.05) (0.06) (0.05)

Table 7.5: Mean (s.e.m.) statistics for the linear regression in Fig. 7.6 averaged over subjects.
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For a more detailed analysis of the effect of condition on feedback integration, i.e. 
how grip-force levels depend on the history of experienced masses, I linearly regressed 
the grip-force measures on every trial with respect to the mass on the same and the 
two previous trials. This analysis was performed on normalised data (see Methods, 
section 7.2.3) avoiding the potential confound of overall response variability when com
paring the impulse response across conditions. Fig. 7.6.b shows that this analysis 
confirms the decreasing influence of the previous trials. The trend of the effect of the 
previous trial was found to be highly significant for all measurements of grip-force ex
cept at 80 ms, were the trend was nearly significant (see table 7.4). On the other hand, 
the influence of the current trial showed a significant trend only for the last two mea
surements at 160 ms and 200 ms and a near-significant trend at 120 m s (see table 7.4). 
No significant trend was found for the influence of trials at lag 2.

Including masses up to lag 10 in the fit increased the statistics of the linear 
regression (see table 7.5) by less than 0.03 for all conditions and measures, indicating 
that the linear fit up to lag 2  captured most of the information on the relationship 
between the mass of the manipulandum and the grip-force. Moreover, the residuals were 
not significantly correlated with the mass at the lags used in the regression (p > 0.05), 
indicating that the interaction between mass and grip-force is well described by a linear 
relationship. Consequently, the low statistics for early measurements, in particular 
for the anti-correlated condition {q = 0 .2 ) is most likely due to high noise-levels in 
the data and not due to structured information not captured by the linear regression. 
However, the residuals showed significant autocorrelation up to lag 2 in most subjects 
and up to lag 6  for some subjects. This indicates that the implicit white noise model 
for the error term does not capture the reality of the data. Since the model is linear, 
the failure to capture the stochastic variations of the data does not invalidate the 
deterministic part of the model, captured by the regression coefficients a, P and 7 .

7.4 D iscussion

This experiment studied grip-force responses when subjects lifted a virtual object whose 
mass switched randomly between light and heavy states from one trial to the next. In 
response to this random sequence of object masses, the average grip-force at the be
ginning of a movement was identical for both heavy and light trials, ensuring a safe 
amount of firictional force to support the object irrespective of its mass. During the 
movement, however, as sensory feedback became available, the grip-force during light 
trials dropped to a level closer to the baseline level of grip-force for the light object. 
Presumably this online feedback strategy enables the motor system to conserve energy 
while ensuring a safe level of frictional force at the same time [102]. Additionally, be
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cause of the signal dependent nature of neuro-muscular noise, smaller motor commands 
can be expected to result in more accurate and reliable control [25,83].

In addition to these overall adjustments in the level of grip-force, analyzing the grip- 
force response by grouping trials based on their history (i.e. the mass of the current and 
previous trials), calculating the impulse response and using a linear regression approach 
all showed that grip-force levels early in the movement were influenced by the mass on 
the previous trial. The same analysis also revealed that the influence of feedback about 
the mass on the current trial on the grip-force level increased during the first 200 m s of 
the movement, starting to dominate over the influence of the previous trial between 80 
and 120 ms. Assuming that the level of grip-force reflects an internal estimate of the 
mass of the object, these findings indicate that the motor system initially predicts the 
mass of the object based on previous experience and updates this estimate as sensory 
feedback becomes available during the course of the movement.

A large body of experimental evidence has established that the grip-force scales in 
a predictive manner with the load-force; the scaling relationship depends on the phys
ical properties of the manipulated object (object weight, surface texture, shape, etc.; 
see [102] for a review) suggesting that the motor system maintains an internal repre
sentation of object properties. This view that predictive grip-force generation is based 
on an internal model of the manipulated object is further supported by experimental 
results showing that grip-force profiles are adapted to altered object dynamics [55]. 
Furthermore, a large number of experimental studies have found that for lifting move
ments and other manipulatory actions the grip-force profiles have both a predictive 
component based on the experience of previously manipulated objects and a reactive 
component based on sensory feedback [101,102,106-108], and that the influence of 
previous experience is not limited to the directly preceding trial [266].

The main focus of this experiment was to test the prediction made by the model 
in chapter 6 that the way feedback is integrated with prior expectations depends on 
the temporal statistics of the environment or manipulated object. Comparing the data 
from the three conditions for which the mass of the object was likely to stay the same 
between trials (correlated condition), varied at chance levels (uncorrelated condition) or 
was likely to change between trials (anti-correlated condition) showed that the weight 
given to the prediction based on the previous trial decreased as the probability that 
the mass would stay the same decreased while the weight given to sensory feedback 
reporting the mass of the current trial increased, as predicted by the probabilistic model 
of chapter 6. Interpreted in the framework of chapter 6, the initial prediction is a prior 
estimate of the mass likely to be encountered on the next trial. The uncertainty of this 
prior estimate depends on how likely the mass is to have switched between trials: as 
the probability that the mass stays the same decreases, the uncertainty associated with
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the prior estimate increases, and is therefore given less weight with respect to sensory 
feedback, whose uncertainty is assumed to remain constant. Thus the probabilistic 
model of chapter 6 explains the decreasing influence of the previous trial by assuming 
that the motor system takes account of the temporal statistics of the environment.

The finding that existing internal representations and sensory feedback are com
bined by the motor system to adapt to its environment is of course a quite general 
idea and should apply to a wider range of behaviour than only grip-force regulation 
for object manipulation. Recent studies on adaptation to force-fields produced by a 
robotic manipulandum have shown that adaptation in both stationary [234] and ran
domly varying [218] setting were well described by a simple model that updated an 
internal representation of the environment based on past errors, i.e. the discrepancy 
between the current internal representation and sensory feedback. As demonstrated 
in chapter 6, the related Kalman filter model can explain adaptation to sequences of 
switching force-fields (chapters 3 and 4) by assuming that the motor system expects the 
world to be only slowly varying. A recent study on adaptation to visual perturbation 
of endpoint of reaching movements [94] showed that adaptation in this case can also be 
described by the updating of an internal model of the perturbation by an error signal 
and that this integration process depends on the temporal statistics of the perturbation 
as discussed in chapter 6.

In summary, this chapter has demonstrated that the motor system takes account 
of the temporal statistics of the environment, as predicted by the Kalman filter model 
in chapter 6, using a paradigm where subjects were asked to lift a randomly varying 
mass. The experimental findings show that the predictive component of the grip- 
force, which was based on previously experienced masses, decreased significantly as the 
probability that the mass would change from one trial to the next increased. This result 
shows that the motor system was able to inhibit the predictive control of grip-force, 
as predictions became progressively unreliable. At the same time the motor system 
was unable to capture correctly the statistics of an anti-correlated environment, as a 
positively correlated predictive component was always present in the grip-force profiles. 
This clear limitation on adaptation might bear witness to a strong, implicit prior belief 
of the motor system, that, based on ecological operating conditions, the properties of 
an object are generally stable or vary only slowly and smoothly.
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Chapter 8

Kendama— learning of a com plex  
skill

8.1 Introduction

A majority of studies of the control of goal-directed movements in humans have fo
cused on a small number of simple tasks such as pointing and reach to grasp; this is 
particularly true for computationally motivated studies. The reason for this is clear: 
studying the control of movements is complicated enough even for these simple tasks, 
in particular if the goal of a study is to build a quantitative model of some aspect of 
movement control to be tested using quantitative predictions. While this approach has 
created a large body of knowledge about how the motor system behaves in these tasks, 
it runs the risk of being limited in its scope to the class of movements studied. For 
example reaching movements in the horizontal plane are generally straight [57,173] and 
this is interpreted as evidence for the existence of a movement plan to which the motor 
system tends to return if subjected to an external perturbation [222]. However if the 
class of allowed movements is only slightly extended to include pointing movements in 
the vertical plane, then the “law of straight reaching movements” breaks down [7].

One feature distinguishing human motor control from state of the art industrial 
robots is our ability to finely manipulate objects and perform complex tasks with our 
limbs. Given our specialisation for complex tasks and the above discussion of the fact 
that insights gained from one class of movements do not necessarily generalise to other, 
even quite similar movements, studying only simple movements and tasks bears the risk 
of missing the essence of what makes our motor systems special. On the other hand, 
no insight can be gained from studying tasks and movements that are so complex and 
variable that they become impossible to analyse, such as simply recording a day’s worth 
of movements associated with everyday activities. The challenge hence lies in finding
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Figure 8.1: The game of Kendama. A successful trial of Kendama filmed using a digital camera 
at 15 frames per second.

“good” tasks to study that are complex and rich enough to be interesting, yet simple 

enough to be susceptible to interesting analysis.

Kendama is a Japanese game of skill, also known as “cup and ball” and similar to 

the French game of Bilboquet. The game consists of a wooden ball attached with a 

string to a cup and handle as seen in Fig. 8.1. The aim of the game is to yank up the 

ball by a brisk movement of the handle and catch the ball in the cup as the ball falls 

back down again, as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Playing Kendama is a non-trivial task, as 

it requires careful synchronisation of the movement of the hand with the movement of 

the ball, avoiding the ball on its way up and positioning the cup underneath the ball 

to catch it on the way down.

This chapter examines learning and control of a virtual reality version of Kendama 

using high quality visual and haptic feedback. Using a realistic simulation instead of 

the real task has the advantage that movements of both the hand and the ball are 

easily recorded and that both visual feedback and the dynamics of the task can easily 

be manipulated. Moreover there is an increasing interest in the use of virtual reality 

for learning and training applications for both healthy subjects and patients (see [87] 

for a review).

In addition to investigating overall learning of virtual Kendama, the experiments in 

this chapter also investigated the role of visual feedback and the effect of unexpectedly  

perturbing the physics of the task by changing the mass of the virtual ball. The main 

results of this study showed that subjects were indeed able to learn to play virtual 

Kendama, were able to adapt to the absence of visual feedback and were remarkably 

tolerant to unexpected changes in the physical parameters of the task. Eye-movements 

were recorded in addition to movements of the hand and ball and statistical analysis 

of eye-hand coordination revealed some interesting preliminary results.
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Figure 8.2: Experimental set-up. A: Cross-section through the set-up used for simulating 
virtual Kendama. The drawing shows the simulated virtual ball and string by dotted lines. B: 
Front view of the monitor screen showing the visual display just before the start of a trial.

8.2 M ethods

8.2.1 S e t-u p

Subjects were seated in front of a virtual reality set-up consisting of a Phantom robot 

(see section 3.2) and a dat-screen monitor mounted in a frame (Fig. 8 .2.a). The set-up  

was used to simulate a two-dimensional virtual ball and cup connected by a virtual 

string. As shown in Fig. 8 .2.a, the virtual cup with the attached ball was simulated  

at the tip of a handle attached to the Phantom robot and the subject could control 

the simulation by moving the handle, which directly moved the cup in the simulation. 

The trajectory of the ball in turn was calculated by taking into account the interaction 

forces between the ball, string and cup. Visual feedback was given in the same plane 

as the simulation but translated upwards with respect to the position of the subjects 

hand by approximately 50 cm, as shown in Fig. 8 .2.a. Vision of the arm was blocked 

by an opaque sheet, so that the monitor was the only source of visual feedback about 

the position of the hand.

V irtual K endam a

The virtual cup was simulated by five points at positions Pcupk  ̂ ^ =  { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 } ,  

arranged on a horizontal arc of 70° and radius 3 cm, with the position of the central 

point, Pcup3 , given by the position Phand =  [xhand^VhandV the tip of the phantom, 
sampled at 1000 Hz.  Since the simulation was run two-dimensionally in the plane of the  

monitor (see Fig. 8.2 for a definition of the coordinate system ) the z-component of the
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position the Phantom tip, was ignored for the purpose of the simulation. The
virtual ball of radius r  =  3 cm and mass m =  0.075 kg was attached with a simulated 
string of length I = 20 cm to the centre of the cup and hence subject to interaction 
forces fi/a depending on the relative position of the ball, pbaii = [xbaii,ybaiiV^ with 
respect to Phand’̂

5

^i/a ~  ^string +  ^   ̂ ĉupk ’ (8.1a)
fc=l

^string = ^  ~ P6a/z) l|P/iond ~  PWZII > ^
10 otherwise

(p™p* “  %%%?-%!!II ' >f iipcup* - P ioiiii <W k  =  {  ||P ..P .-P W ,|| (8 .1c)
0 otherwise

where ||x|| =  (x^x)^ is the magnitude of vector x  and ka = kc = 600 Nm~^ are the 
stiffnesses of the string and the cup, respectively. In effect the above equations set up 
the virtual environment by implementing very simple collision detection for the cup 
and the ball.

In addition to the interaction force, the ball was subject to a frictional force f/ric 
given by f / ^ c  =  —P ball  • 2 x 1 0 ~ ^  N m ~ ^ s .  Given the forces acting on the ball, its 
trajectory was calculated online using first-order hold integration with a step-width 
dt = 0.001 s:

Pt+i = P t + P t  " dt
(  1 \  (8.2) 

PZ+I — Pt +  I —(ft/a +  f/rtc) — go 1 • dt,

where go =  [0,9.81 is the gravitational acceleration. Finally, the interaction
forces between the cup and the ball are transmitted to the handle held by the subject by 
the Phantom’s three torque motors as {phantom = ~{i/a according to Newton’s second 
law. For later analysis the position of the hand and the simulated ball was saved to a 
hard-disk at 200 Hz. In addition, each sample was saved with a time-stamp to facilitate 
combining simulation and eye-tracking data.

Eye-tracking

In order to calculate gaze position on the screen, i.e. the intersection of the gaze and the 
monitor screen, eye-position was measured using an infrared camera and light source 
(ISCAN Inc., MA) mounted on a headband (see Fig. 8.2.a). The position and orienta
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tion of the camera in relation to the monitor screen were measured using an Optotrak 
(Northern Digital, Ontario) motion tracking system with three infrared markers. After 
calibration (see below) the gaze position on the screen, Peye = [xeyeiVev^-, was calcu
lated by finding the gaze direction in camera coordinates, 6 = [Oxi^yV ■> transforming 
it to a coordinate system fixed on the monitor using the position and orientation data 
obtained from the three infrared markers and finally intersecting the gaze vector with 
the plane of the monitor screen.

Following a recommendation by ISCAN Inc., calculation of the camera-centred gaze 
angle was based on the difference 5 =  between the centre of the pupil and the
primary reflection of the infrared light-source on the cornea (the corneal reflection) as 
measured by the eye-tracking camera. Using the difference between these two measure
ments has the advantage of making the measurements of gaze-position relatively stable 
with respect to small slips of the head-mounted camera, since such slips tend to move 
both the centre of the pupil and the corneal reflection with respect to the camera.

Gaze direction measured by 0 was calculated as a linear regression based on 5, 
the difference between the centre of the pupil and the corneal reflection in camera- 
coordinates:

e  =  /3[4, Sy, S^Sy, Si, 5l, SlSy, (8.3)

where is a 2 x 8 matrix of regression parameters. In order to find the regression 
matrix /3, the gaze measurements were calibrated before every block of 100 trials. For 
calibration 25 targets were displayed sequentially on a 5 x 5 grid covering most of the 
area of the screen and subjects were required to align a cursor on the target with a 
precision of 1 m m  using the Phantom as an input device. Since accurate positioning of 
the cursor required fixation on the target, the calibration procedure could be carried 
out fully automatic.

In addition to these calibration targets, three calibration targets were presented 
every 10 trials at the approximate starting positions of the ball and the hand and in 
between in order to test the accuracy of calibration. Fig. 8.3 shows the averageis.d. 
of the associated test error for each subject. Calibration was successful for only five of 
the six subjects participating in the study (S1-S5), while for the last subject, S6, gaze 
could not be calibrated, since the eye-lid continually interfered with the recording. At 
the upper (hand) and intermediate test fixation targets, the level of error was relatively 
low given that subjects were free to move their heads (0.45 ±0.58 cm for the x-direction 
and 0.30 ±  0.72 cm  for the y-direction; average absolute mean and s.d. for all five 
subjects for which eye-position data was available). Although the calibration error was 
significantly higher at the lower (ball) fixation target (0.71 ±0.80 cm for the x-direction 
and 1.9 ±  2.1cm for the y-direction; average absolute mean and s.d. as above), only
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Figure 8.3: Eye calibration. Average calibrated gaze position (±  s.d.) at the three test fixation 
targets for each subject for whom eye-position data was obtained. The difference with respect 
to the fixation target (•) indicates the systematic error and the s.d. indicates the variable error. 
The legend gives the fraction of samples recorded in the region below the intermediate target 
and below a y-position halfway towards the lowest (ball) target.

a small fraction of eye-position samples recorded during the movements were actually  

below the region for which good calibration was achieved, as shown in the legend of 

Fig. 8.3.

The raw position of the centre of the pupil and the corneal reflection, as well as the 

measured diameter of the pupil, were sent from a dedicated eye-tracking computer to 

the computer running the experimental design and simulation via a serial link at 60 Hz 

corresponding to the NTSC video signal of the eye-tracking camera. These samples 

were saved to disc together with a high-precision time-stamp and the three-dimensional 

position of the Optotrak markers defining camera position and orientation. A similar 

separate file was written for all calibration data and calibration was performed off-line 

after the experiment.

8.2.2 E x p e rim e n ta l design  an d  ta sk

Six healthy, right-handed subjects participated in the experiment and were informed 

that the experiment tested their ability to learn the game of Kendama simulated using 

the virtual reality set-up. Before participating in the experiment, subjects were given 

a demonstration of how to play by the experimenter and asked to try and play the real 

game of Kendama (i.e. using a real cup, ball and string) for 20 trials. This was followed 

by four blocks of 100 trials on the virtual Kendama task and 20 trials of real Kendama  

at the end of the experiment to check for transfer from virtual to real Kendama. For 

the last 1 0  trials of each block, visual feedback was removed at movement onset and 

switched back on when the trial was over (see below) in order to test the importance 

of visual feedback. Each block was followed by a rest period of at least one minute.
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Three subjects, SI, S2 and 86 participated in a second session of 520 trials in four 
blocks, testing in more detail the effect of removing visual feedback and introducing 
additional dynamic perturbations for which the mass of the ball could switch to either 
m  = 0.025 kg or m  = 0.125 (i.e 33% or 166% of the original mass) at the beginning 
of the movement (defined below) to test the effect of non-visual feedback. The second 
session consisted of four blocks of 130 trials, 30 warm-up trials followed by 490 trial for 
which visual feedback was only available on every second (i.e. even) trial. In addition, 
the mass was perturbed on 20 pseudo-randomly selected trials in each of the last three 
blocks, subject to the constraint that half of the perturbed trials had no visual feedback, 
half of the perturbed trials used the lighter mass and that not more than two consecutive 
perturbed trials had the same mass.

In order to keep the starting position of the hand consistent, subjects had to start 
a trial by placing the ball inside the start box shown in Fig. 8.2.b; once positioned 
correctly, the ball turned from white to red indicating that the trial could start. In 
order to facihtate repositioning, friction was increased by a factor of 250 when the ball 
entered the box. To facilitate repositioning perpendicular to the plane of the monitor, 
the robot simulated a cubic spring to produce a restoring force, only active between 
trials, that ensured that the z-position of the hand was close to the plane of the screen.

The beginning of a trial was detected as the time when the virtual string exceeded 
its resting length by more than 1 mm. During the trial, friction was increased 250-fold 
at times when the ball was in contact with the cup in order to facilitate catching. If the 
subject caught the ball in the cup and the ball stayed in the cup for more than 200 ms, 
the trial was counted as a success and the ball turned green. Subsequently the subject 
had to drop the ball, which turned white to signal the end of the trial. If at any point 
the height difference between the ball and the cup was less than half the length of the 
string, but the ball subsequently dropped down again, the trial was counted as a failure 
and the ball turned white to signal the end of the trial. Each trial lasted until either 
success or failure was detected. In order to motivate subjects, the number of successes 
out of the last 10 trial was displayed as a score by a continuously updated bar graph 
as shown in Fig. 8.2.b.

8 .2 .3  A nalysis

Movement onset was defined using hand-acceleration in the y-direction calculated by 
numerical differentiation of the filtered (zero-phase second order Butterworth filter, cut
off frequency IQHz) y-position data. Before the start of the movement, acceleration 
fiuctuates around zero but rises above zero when the hand accelerates upwards in order 
to pull up the ball. Movement onset was therefore defined as the time of the last 
positive zero-crossing of hand acceleration while the virtual string attaching the ball
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to the cup was stretched. The end of the movement was defined as the time after the 
upward moving ball passed the cup when the distance between the ball and the cup 
was at a minimum. For trials where the ball did not pass the cup, the time at which 
the ball reached its maximum height was used as the end of the movement.

Learning

Learning performance was assessed using two different measures — the probability of 
success P{S), which can only be calculated reliably for a set of trials of a reasonable size, 
and a continuous, single-trial error measure. This second error measure was calculated 
as the linear combination of the horizontal and vertical distance. A x  and Ay, and the 
relative speed, Avx, Avy, of the cup and the ball, recorded 25 ms before the end of the 
movement:

error = [Ax, Ay, Avx, A, Avy]ot (8.4)

where a  =  [ax,oty,av^,avJ'^ is a weight vector.
The weight vector a  was calculated using the MATLAB function manoval and 

maximises the ratio of the variance explained by success or failure of trials ( “between 
group variance”) and the remaining variance (“within group variance”) of the linear 
combination. In other words, the Unear combination in Eq. 8.4 maximises the separa
tion of the error measure for successful and unsuccessful trials in the sense of maximising 
the F-statistics that would be used in a one-way ANOVA for success or failure. The 
resulting error measure is therefore the most sensitive error-measure that could be ob
tained by a linear combination of the four measures Ax, Ay, Avx, Avy. Since the 
base measures were normalised for this analysis, the mean of the error measure over all 
trials is zero and the coefficients a  indicate the relative influence of each of the base 
measures.

Learning curves were calculated for the probability of success and error on trials 
with and without visual feedback. In order to calculate the error curves, trials were 
averaged over either two equally sized bins per block (visual feedback trials) or entire 
blocks (no visual feedbaek trials). Statistical significance of learning was assessed using 
wsLR as described in section 3.2.3.

While learning curves measure learning on a relatively long time-scale, I also in
vestigated the short-term effects of learning by calculating the probability of success 
given that the previous trial was successful or not. The statistical significance of the 
difference in these probabilities was tested using a 2 x 2 contingency table that cross
tabulated success Sq and failure Sq on the current trial as columns and success S\ and 
failure S\ on the previous trial as rows. Independence of rows and columns was tested 
using Fisher’s exact test [4,259].
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SI 82 S3 84 85

eye blink 14 132 26 0 7
duration 11 0 2 2 0

total 25 132 28 2 7

Table 8.1: Excluded trials for each subject (out of a total of 400 trials in session 1) broken down 
by reason for exclusion. Gaze calibration did not work for subject 86.

A potential confound in testing the dependence on the previous trial is that the 
overall trend due to the improvement in performance over the course of the experiment 
also introduces dependence between adjacent trials: at the beginning of the experiment 
trials are likely to fail in general and hence adjacent trials are hkely to fail; similarly at 
the end of the experiment adjacent trials are likely to be successful as trials are overall 
more successful. To control for this potential confound, the contingency table was re
calculated using reshuffled data. The trials were randomly reshuffled within each block, 
eliminating any trial-to-trial effect while not affecting the effect of the overall effect of 
improved performance during learning. The rationale behind this additional test is 
that if any observed effect is mainly due to overall learning, then reshuffling should not 
affect the result.

Eye-movements

Eye-movement data (gaze position on the screen) was combined with hand and ball 
position records by calculating the hand and ball position corresponding to each eye- 
movement sample by linear interpolation using the saved time-stamps of both data-sets. 
Average trajectories were obtained by re-sampling the data for each trial at 100 equally 
spaced time-points between movement onset and end. For the analysis of eye-hand 
coordination, trials were excluded if an eye-blink occurred during the trial (detected 
by a drop in the pupil diameter) or if a trial was shorter than 12 samples (200 ms) 
to ensure good data for calculating the auto- and cross-correlation functions described 
below. As can be seen from table 8.1, for most subjects only a few trials were excluded.

Using the aligned data sets, the cross correlation functions between eye and hand 
and eye and ball were calculated for lags from -12 samples to -|-12 samples (-200 to 
200 ms) for each trial individually and averaged over all trials for each subject to 
obtain and estimate of the cross-correlation functions as a measure of eye-hand coor
dination. Ideally, one would like to be able to calculate the impulse response of the 
eye-position with respect to the hand and ball in order to find which of the two is 
driving eye-position (and at what temporal delay). Unfortunately, the small number of 
samples in each trial and the near-cyclical nature of the movement prevent successful
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pre-filtering to whiten the input data (both for hand and ball position) as required by 
the assumptions involved in calculating the impulse response. Instead I also obtained 
the cross-correlation between ball and hand position and the auto-correlations for ball 
and hand position for a more qualitative analysis, as discussed below. Additionally, I 
linearly regressed gaze position with respect to hand and ball position for each trial, 
again averaging over all trials to get an estimate of the regression coefficients and B? 
statistics for each subject.

8.3 R esu lts

Subjects found the task of virtual Kendama natural to perform and rapidly acquired 
the basic strategy of throwing the ball up by pulling upwards with the cup and subse
quently moving downwards again to catch the ball. Although no instruction relating 
to movement duration were given, movement duration was consistent both within and 
between subjects with mean 422 ±  15 m s and standard deviation 59 ±  4 m s (averaged 
across subjects 81-86, meamhs.e.m) for the first session. The range of movements 
is illustrated by Fig. 8.4 that shows example trajectories throughout the duration of 
session 1 for subject 81.

Comparing the performance on the 20 trial of real Kendama game before and after 
practice did not show any clear improvement, with three subjects succeeding in more 
trials, two subjects succeeding in less trials and one subject showing no change after 
training on the virtual Kendama. None of these changes were statistically significant 
(p > 0.1, M  =  40; Fisher’s exact test). Due to the clearly low statistical power of these 
comparisons, care should be taken not to over-interpret the lack of a significant effect 
of the virtual training, although these results indicate that there is no large beneficial 
effect of the virtual training in this case.

The remainder of this chapter will investigate in some more depth the learning of 
the virtual Kendama task and address the question of eye-hand coordination based on 
the data from session 1. The data of session 2 will be used to test for adaptation to 
the absence of visual feedback and probe the use of non-visual feedback in the virtual 
Kendama task.

8.3 .1  Learning

The most obvious measure of performance is to simply count the number of successful 
trials for which the ball was caught in the cup out of a given number of trials. Appealing 
by its simplicity, the fraction of successful trial, or in other words the probability of 
success P(S), has the disadvantage that each trial contributes only less than one bit of 
information. It is therefore desirable to have a graded measure of success that measures
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Figure 8.4: Example trajectories. 32 movements of subject SI equally space over the 400 trials 
of session 1. The arrows shown for trial 310 indicate the direction of movement.

how close a trial might be to success or failure. The error measure chosen here is the 
linear combination of the relative position and velocity differences between the cup and 
the ball 25 ms before the end of the trial, as described in section 8.2.3.

The measure is calculated such that difference between successful and unsuccessful 
trials is maximised in the sense of maximising the Fggg statistics that would be used 
in a one-way ANOVA. Fig. 8.5.a shows that Fggg is indeed markedly larger for the 
combined error measure than for the constituent measures for all subjects and that the 
most important contribution to the linear combination comes, on average, from the 
relative x-position of the ball and cup. This makes intuitive sense, since a ball which 
is too high or fast can still be caught, while a ball that falls significantly off-centre of 
the cup is a definite loss.

Fig. 8.6 shows learning curves for both measures of performance for trials with 
visual feedback (trials 1-90 of each block) and for trials without visual feedback (trials 
91-100 of each block). There is clear trend for both experimental measures for trials 
with visual feedback (probability of success: p < 5 x 10~®, = 27.8, wsLR; error:
p < 4 X  10“®, 7̂ 4̂  = 28.4, wsLR) indicating that subjects got more proficient at doing 
the task. For trials without visual feedback, on the other hand, no significant trend
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Figure 8.7: Effect of the previous trial. Probability of success for trials preceded by successful 
trial, P{Sn\Sn — t), or by an unsuccessful trial, P(5„|.S„ -  t), for subjects S1-S6 and averaged 
over subjects. The null-hypothesis that success is independent of the previous trial is also shown 
and error bars show 95% confidence intervals derived from the binomial distribution.

was observed using either measure (probability of success: p  >  0.39, =  0.78, wsLR;

error: p >  0.24, =  1.50, wsLR). Moreover, there was a marked decrement in

performance (smaller probability of success, larger error) for the trials without visual 

feedback. This suggests a key role of visual feedback for success at the task and this 

issue will be addressed in more detail below.

The results of the previous paragraph show that performance changes w ith practice 

over a relatively long time-scale. An alternative question to ask is how errors during 

one trial influence the chances of success on the following trial. Fig. 8.7 shows the 

probability of success given the failure or success of the previous trial along with the 

null-hypothesis that the probability of success is the same independent of the previous 

trial. Using Fisher’s exact test for independence, the null-hypothesis that success on 

the current trial is independent of the previous trials could be rejected at p <  0 .0 2  

in four out of the six subjects and at p <  0.0005 for data pooled across subjects (see 

Fig. 8.7).

In order to control for the effect of an overall improvement in performance during 

learning (see Methods, section 8.2.3), the analysis was repeated using reshuffled data. 

Using the reshuffled data the above effect disappeared, resulting in p-values of p >  0.2 

for all subjects and p >  0 .1  for the averaged data. As discussed in section 8.3.1, this 

indicates that the originally observed trial-to-trial dependency is not simply an artefact 

of the overall improvement in performance.
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Figure 8 .8 : Eye-hand coordination. Three plots illustrating eye-hand coordination are shown for 
each subject. A: 1000 random samples sampled uniformly from the approximately 12000 gaze- 
position sample obtained during a session superimposed on the mean ball and hand trajectories.
B: Sample trajectories of a failed ( ---- ) and successful ( -------  ) trial. C: Two dimensional
histogram of vertical (y) gaze position with bins 50 ms wide and 1.5 cm high and the base 10 
logarithm of sample counts coded by bin colour.

8.3.2 E y e-h an d  c o o rd in a tio n

In performing a task that offers rich visual feedback like playing virtual Kendama, it 

is an important question to ask where the eyes are looking while the task is executed. 

Fig. 8 .8 .a shows that while there was considerable variability in the average ball and 

hand movements between subjects, gaze position during the movements was even more 

varied. For example, subject S3 showed a wide range of vertical gaze positions, while 

subject S4 stayed locked on to the area where the ball could be expected to be caught 

and other subjects showed intermediate behaviour.

The between subject variability is further illustrated by single trial data in Fig. S.S.b 

and the histogram of the vertical gaze position in Fig. 8 .8 .C .  Fig. S.S.c shows a histogram  

of all gaze samples as a function of the vertical gaze position and time aligned on
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movement onset (t=0). Again subject S4 can be seen to be locked onto the cup position 
(the expected place of catching) about 500 ms before movement onset, while other 
subject shift their gaze to the cup over a range of times around movement onset. An 
interesting consistent pattern is shown by subject S2, with clear saecades from the cup 
to the ball around 300 ms before and just after movement onset.

Correlation structure

In spite of the large variability of the observed patterns of eye-movements, the cor
relation structure of the data was astonishingly consistent both within and between 
subjects as can be seen by comparing the covariance functions shown in Fig. 8.9 for a 
single subject (Fig. S.Q.a) and the ensemble average (Fig. 8.9.b). In order to assess 
the temporal relationship between gaze position and the position of the hand or ball, 
one would ideally want to calculate the corresponding impulse responses. However, as 
explained in section 8.2.3, this was not possible due to the nearly cyclical nature of the 
movements involved and the small number of samples for each movement.

The correlation data can be interpreted in a straightforward manner by making an 
assumption about causality. The causal model shown in Fig. 8.10 assumes that the 
ball and the hand are correlated due to the task constraints and that eye-movements 
are caused by either movements of the hand (Fig. 8.10.b), movements of the ball 
(Fig. 8.10.a) or both but not vice versa. Under this model, the positive correlation 
at positive lags and the negative correlation at negative lags in the ball-hand correla
tion function (Fig. 8.9.fl,2) is an artefact due to the near cyclical nature task of the 
task: hand and ball correlations are positively correlated as the hand travels up to 
throw the ball and negatively correlated as the hand moves down in order to catch the 
ball.

Moreover, under the causal model in Fig. 8.10.a, the correlation structure suggests 
that the y-component of eye-movements is driven by the position of the ball at lag 0. 
Supposing that eye movements are driven by the hand (Fig. 8.10.b), the eye-hand cross
correlation function (Fig. 8.9.bl,2) should be a filtered version of the hand-hand auto
correlation (Fig. 8.9.hl,2) function and the eye-ball cross-correlation (Fig. 8.9.dl,2) 
function should be a filtered version of the hand-ball cross-correlation (i.e. the ball- 
hand cross-correlation (Fig. 8.9.fl,2) mirrored about the vertical axis). If, on the other 
hand, eye-movements are driven by the position of the ball (Fig. 8.10.a), the eye-hand 
cross-correlation function (Fig. 8.9.bl,2) should reflect the ball-hand auto-correlation 
(Fig. 8.9.fl,2) function and the eye-ball cross-correlation (Fig. 8.9.dl,2) function should 
reflect the ball-ball auto-correlation (Fig. 8.9.jl,2). The data presented in Fig. 8.9 
strongly suggests that vertical (y) eye-movements are driven by vertical movements of 
the ball (the second of the two hypotheses) and this conclusion is further supported by
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the large magnitude of the eye-ball cross-correlation at lag 0 (Fig. 8.9.dl,2) as compared 
to the eye-hand cross-correlation (Fig. 8.9.bl,2).

Considering, in turn the horizontal (x) component of hand, ball and eye move
ments, an analogous argument to the one presented in the previous paragraph would 
suggest that the horizontal component of eye-movements is correlated with horizontal 
hand-movements and that the eye leads the hand by a small amount less than 20 ms. 
Although the large difference between the magnitudes of the correlations of the eye and 
the hand and the eye and the ball support this view, the non-significant correlations 
with respect to the ball are easily explained by the fact that the ball hardly moves in 
the x-direction. As a result the above interpretation is in fact less clear cut for the 
horizontal direction, since even if the horizontal eye and ball movements were in fact 
highly correlated, the noise in the measurements could wash out this correlation due 
to the small magnitudes of horizontal ball movement.

R egression analysis

The correlation analysis in the previous section showed that horizontal gaze position 
was correlated with the horizontal position of the hand and that vertical g£ize position 
was correlated with the vertical position of the ball. However, this analysis does not 
tell us anything about how these quantities are related. To address this question, eye- 
position was linearly regressed against both hand and ball position; Fig. 8.11a-d shows 
the corresponding regression lines for two characteristic trials taken from subject SI.

The negative slope of the regression line (Fig. 8.11.e) of eye y-position against hand 
y-position and the large variability of the slope for eye x-position against ball x-position 
are consistent with the conclusion of the previous section showing the lower correlations 
between the hand and eye in the y direction and between the ball and the eye in the 
X direction. Not surprisingly, the statistics for the regressions (Fig. 8.11.g) is also 
consistent with the discussion in the previous section as it is mathematically equivalent 
to the square of the correlation coefficient at lag 0. While these observations confirm 
the results of the previous section, they also add new information about the relationship 
between eye and hand or ball movements. Focusing on the relationship between the 
vertical component of eye movements and vertical movements of the ball in particular, 
the data suggests that the eyes consistently follow the vertical movement of the ball, 
but with a gain of only about 0.2 (slope. Fig. 8.11.e, yeb) and that gaze is, on average 
located above the position of the ball at a height of y =  0, roughly corresponding to 
the height where the ball is caught (Fig. 8.11.c,d,f).

Taking the 12 measures (4 slopes, 4 offsets, 4 statistics) from Fig. 8.11 as a 
compact description of eye movements, one can ask the question if the pattern of eye 
movements change for successful and unsuccessful trials or trials with or without vision.
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hand) for two characteristic sample trials of subject SI. E G: Regression coefficients and 
statistics for each subject S1-S5. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Neither success or failure nor the presence or absence of visual feedback led to any 

detectable changes in the regression parameters {p >  0.47 and p >  0.16, respectively; 

one-sample t-test, Bonferroni correction [4] for 12 comparisons). It is interesting to 

note that in both comparisons the effect of the vertical gain showed the most significant 

difference, although a larger sample size would be required to have sufficient power to 

decide whether such effects are actually present. In addition, the absence of an effect 

of visual feedback on eye movements is further supported by the remarkable similarity 

between the correlation structures for trials with or without visual feedback ( and - 

in Fig. 8.9). This result indicates that, somewhat surprisingly, visual feedback appears 

to make a negligible contribution to the correlation structure of eye-hand coordination.
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Figure 8.12: Learning curves for eye movements. Curves are shown for subjects S1-S5 for the 
two regression measures that showed a (near) significant trend (see section 8.3.2).

In order to test whether the learning evident from the performance measures in 

Fig. 8 .6  is also reflected in changes to eye movement pattern, I tested each of the 12 

regression measures for a significant trend over the course of the session using a within- 

subject linear regression. This analysis detected a significant decrease in the for the 

x-component {p <  0.02, F34 =  13.0; wsLR, Bonferroni correction for 12 comparisons; 

Fig. 8 .1 2 .a) and a near significant increase in the for the y-com ponent (p <  0.07, 

F34 — 8 .8 ; wsLR, Bonferroni correction for 12 comparisons; Fig. 8.12.b) of the eye-ball 

relationship. For all other regression measures no significant or near significant trends 

over the duration of the session were detected (p >  0.97, F 34 <  3.2; wsLR, Bonferroni 

correction for 12 comparisons). Although statistical significance was assessed using a 

conservative correction for multiple comparisons [4], a potential worry regarding this 

result is that it is not clear to what extent the Gaussian noise model underlying linear 

regression is met for a relatively small sample with large variability as witnessed by 

the single subject data in Fig. 8.12. However, repeating the analysis on ranked data  

confirmed the results found above (x-component: p  <  0.05, F34 =  9.7; y-component: 

p <  0.25, F34 — 6.1; wsLR on ranked data, Bonferroni correction for 12 comparisons)

8.3 .3  V isual a n d  non-v isual feedback

Three of the subjects (S1,S2,S6) participating in the first session returned 24 hours 

later to complete a second session where trials with and without visual feedback were 

interleaved as described in the methods. Comparing the blue bars in Fig. 8.13.a and 

Fig. 8.13.b shows that performance (as measured by the probability of success) with 

visual feedback was not significantly different for the three subjects between the end of 

the first session and all of the second session (p >  0.15, p  >  0.3, p >  0.35; continuity
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Figure 8.13: Performance comparison. Performance (measured by the probability of success) of 
the three subjects participating in both session 1 and 2 is compared across sessions. In session 
2 visual feedback was available only on every second trial. Error bars show 95% confidence 
intervals based on the binomial distribution.

corrected z-test based on the binomial distribution for N  =  90 (session 1) and =  215 

(session 2 ); see section 10.3.2 in [4]). A regression analysis showed that there was 

no significant change of performance over the second session (p >  0.43, Fg =  0.67; 

wsLR), indicating that performance reached a saturation level during the first session 

and justifying averaging over the whole second session.

Contrary to trials with visual feedback, the performance on trials without visual 

feedback increased markedly between the two session for all subjects as can be seen by 

comparing the red bars in Fig. 8.13.a and F ig.8.13.b. This clear difference in perfor

mance in session 1 and 2 was statistically significant for all subjects SI, S2 and 8 6  at 

p <  0.01, p <  2 X 10“ ® and p <  0.005, respectively (z-test as described above for =  40 

(session 1) and A" =  215 (session 2)). Moreover, no significant trend was detected for 

the probability of success on trials without visual feedback during the second session 

(p >  0.43, Fg =  0.67; wsLR), suggesting that the alteration between trials with and 

without visual feedback during the second session led to rapid adaptive changes that 

facilitated better performance in the absence of visual feedback.

The previous section suggests adaptive changes to the movement control policy that 

allows subjects to achieve the virtual Kendama task in the absence of visual feedback. 

For the purpose of understanding these adaptive changes, I will assume that subjects 

can use three sources of information to perform the task: visual feedback, som ato

sensory feedback as long as the virtual string is under tension and internal, implicit 

knowledge of the physics of the task that can be used to plan ahead for a feedforward 

mode of control. If visual feedback is removed, the motor system  can com pensate either
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Figure 8.14: Movement variability in the presence and absence of visual feedback. Movement 
variability measured by the trial-to-trial standard deviation of the time-normalised relative 
position of the ball and hand for trials with and without visual feedback. Data from subjects 
SI, 82 and 8 6  from sessions 1 and 2.

by relying more on feedforward control, somato-sensory feedback or both.

Considering data from the first session and subjects 81 and 82 in Fig. 8.14 shows 

that when visual feedback was removed, the variability of the movement decreased 

consistently, in particular for the y-component of the movement. 8 ince the increased 

variability in the presence of visual feedback showed at a latency of 1 0 0 - 2 0 0  m s into 

the movement, a consistent explanation is to assume that the additional variability is 

due to corrective movements driven by visual feedback. The two-peaked shape of the 

x-com ponent of the variability profiles further supports this hypothesis: the first peak 

arises as the cup has to avoid the ball on its way up and the second peak arises as 

the cup has to be positioned in order to catch the ball. It is important to note that 

contrary to the usual association of increased variability with increased noise and worse 

performance, the observed larger variability for visual feedback trials is associated with 

better performance (c.f. red and blue bars in Fig. 8.13.a). In other words, in the 

present case variability is a good thing, as it is witness to a feedback response due to 

the requirements of the task.

Interestingly, during the second session, the variability of two of the subjects during 

trials with visual feedback decreased to the level of variability of trials without feedback 

during the first (and second) session, so that the variability profile was nearly the same, 

independent of the presence or absence of visual feedback. These observations suggest
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Figure 8.15: Effect of visual feedback and perturbations. Probability of success for the three 
subjects S i, S2 and S6 as a function of the visual feedback and perturbation condition of given 
trials.

that subjects SI and 82 learnt to rely more on feedforward control to  successfully 

perform the task independent of visual feedback. Contrary to the pattern observed for 

subjects 81 and 82, subject 8 6  showed an increase of the variability of trials w ithout 

visual feedback in the second session to a level close to the variability of trials with  

visual feedback, rather than a decrease of the variability of visual feedback trials, as 

observed for the first two subjects. This makes the tentative suggestion that subject 

8 6  might have learnt to use early somato-sensory feedback and an efference copy signal 

to predict the trajectory of the ball and adjust the ongoing movement accordingly.

Finally I investigated the role of somato-sensory feedback by assessing performance 

on trials where the mass of the ball was unexpectedly altered by a factor of 0.33 or 

1.66 at movement onset. If subjects relied only on feedforward control, the effect of this 

change should be expected to be catastrophic. If visual feedback is also used for control, 

the effect of the perturbation should be a lot stronger for perturbed trials w ithout 

visual feedback. W hile only two of the three subjects showed a significant decrease in 

the probability of success on perturbed trials, all subjects were less successful when  

visual feedback was not available during perturbed trials (see Fig. 8.15). Although  

the combined effect of the absence of visual feedback and the perturbation was large, 

the fact that subjects still achieved a success rate of, on average, around one third, 

suggests that they were able to use the somato-sensory feedback about the mass of the  

ball available at the beginning of the trial to correct for the perturbation.

Although the mass of the ball varied considerably on perturbed trials (see sec

tion 8 .2 .2 ), subjects were entirely unaware of this manipulation when questioned after 

the experiment. All three subjects answered negatively when they were asked (in that
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order) if they had a) noticed anything unusual, b) noticed anything unusual about 
how the simulation behaved and c) noticed that the mass of the ball changed on some 
trials. The feict that subjects were entirely unaware of this manipulation suggests that 
corrections for the changed mass of the ball occur on a fairly low, non-cognitive level.

8.4 D iscussion

This chapter investigated learning and eye-hand coordination in a novel complex task. 
In addition to a first session learning the task, a second session with alternating presence 
and absence of visual feedback and random dynamic perturbations tested for adaptation 
to altered feedback conditions.

8.4 .1  Learning

Although subjects rapidly acquired the basic movement pattern required to successfully 
complete the task, learning was ongoing throughout the experiment as witnessed by 
highly significant trends for both the probability of success and an error measure derived 
from a linear combination of horizontal and vertical position and velocity errors. This 
error measure was derived just before contact between the ball and cup by maximising 
the predictive power for success or failure. Although the horizontal position error 
made the largest contribution to this error measure (c.f. [171]), the remaining errors 
also made a marked contribution to the combined error signal. Thus, while a successful 
trial clearly required the cup to be positioned just underneath the ball at the end of 
the trial, the behaviour with respect to the relative velocity was more varied: for some 
subjects trials with higher relative velocity before impact were more successful, while 
for others successful trials had lower relative velocities. This is surprising, since it could 
be expected that matching the velocity of the cup and the ball at the time of impact 
more closely should always lead to better performance.

Performance did not only show a long-term improvement over the course of the 
experiment, but also had an interesting trial to trial structure, since most subjects 
were significantly more likely to succeed following a previous successful trial than after 
a failed trial (Fig. 8.7). Another way to look at this result is to realise that success and 
failure were positively correlated between trials, raising the question of what underlying 
learning mechanism could produce such a correlation structure. A tentative explanation 
for this observation could be that success or failure of a trial is not predominately 
determined by sensorimotor noise interfering with the execution of a fixed strategy, but 
rather due to a process of active exploration (see for example chapter 9 in [36]).

On the one hand, one could assume that the motor system rapidly develops a fixed 
strategy for the task and that the subsequent improvement is due to improved motor
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execution. In that case failure would be the result of (uncorrelated) sensorimotor noise 
interfering with the execution of the fixed strategy. Under these assumptions, success 
and failure should be uncorrelated between trials, because the underlying noise model is 
uncorrelated between trials. This is clearly not what was observed. On the other hand, 
assuming that the motor system rapidly acquires only an approximate strategy for the 
task and subsequently continues to make small random changes to the initial strategy 
could parsimoniously explain the observed correlation: as the motor system randomly 
explores the space of possible strategies, it moves between regions (in strategy space) 
of successful strategies and regions of unsuccessful strategies leading to small series 
of consecutive trials more likely to be successful or unsuccessful. The driving force 
behind such an exploratory behaviour is the continuous search for a better strategy, 
which can lead to worse performance in the short-term due to the random nature of 
exploration. This dilemma is known as the exploration-exploitation trade-oflF and is 
succinctly discussed in chapter 9 of [36].

A study by Miyamoto and colleagues [171] has studied implementing playing Ken
dama on a robotic arm (as opposed to the present study using the robot to simulate 
the task). Their approach for training the robot is in many ways similar to the learning 
paradigm used in this chapter, since the robot was given an initial set of via-points 
defined by human performance. A Newton-like method was then used to “tweak” these 
via points until the robot could perform the task successfully. The correspondence 
with the present study lies in the way subjects were instructed about the task, with 
a demonstration by an expert on the real Kendama and a computer animation based 
on expert performance, providing subjects with an overall movement pattern. While 
in the present study this element of imitation was introduced to speed up learning and 
make performance more consistent between subjects, it is clear that humans can “figure 
out” how to play Kendama, given just the instruction to catch the ball in the cup. The 
real challenge for a Kendama playing robot would therefore be to also discover how to 
play Kendama given just a reinforcement signal that could, for example, relate to how 
close the ball got to the cup.

8.4 .2  E ye-hand coord ination

Eye-movements in natural tasks have been extensively studied for a wide variety ac
tivities such as driving [142,144,145], walking [189], sporting activities such as putting 
in golf [253], batting in cricket [146], throwing a basketball [254] and playing table 
tennis [207], but also music reading [76,126,143], typing [95], and tea making [147]. A 
common observation in these studies is that eye-movements are actively organised to 
gather task-relevant information [109]. This is illustrated by experiments in which sub
jects were asked to pick up blocks and arrange them according to a given pattern [9]:
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gaze was directed to the block before picking it up and to the desired position of the 
block before putting it down. A careful study of eye-hand coordination in a object 
manipulation task where subjects were asked to move an object around an obstacle 
showed that fixations were directed to a set of landmarks just before they became rele
vant to the task [109]: the object was fixated before picking it up, followed by a saccade 
to the obstacle and then to the target location with gaze always leading the hand /  
object. Moreover, when this pattern of fixations was prevented, task performance, as 
measured by a number of measures, dropped and hitting the obstacle became more 
likely, demonstrating the importance of these fixations for performance of the task.

The observations in these previous studies discussed above make intuitive sense if 
one considers the eye as an information gathering organ. How do these findings compare 
with the results of the present studies? Overall, all but one subject fixated the ball as 
they repositioned it at the start position to begin a trial and shifted their gaze to the 
vicinity where the conteict between ball and cup occurred. This gaze shift occurred on 
average between about 0.5 seconds before up to movement onset. The remaining subject 
hardly ever fixated the ball for repositioning, keeping gaze on the average location of 
ball-cup contact. These observations are consistent with the literature discussed above, 
as subjects kept their gaze in the region where most of the task relevant observation 
was available as the cup had to avoid the ball travelling upward and subsequently 
catching it on its way down. These results are to some extent comparable to eye-hand 
coordination in table tennis [207], where the eye initially tracked the approaching ball 
and subsequently fixated at a location ahead of contact between the paddle and the ball. 
However, gaze patterns were highly variable in the present experiment, with additional 
gaze-shifts downwards to the ball and back the region of caching after movement onset 
occurring more or less fi-equently in different subjects.

In addition to the large range of gaze shifts, I observed a smooth-pursuit like pat
tern of vertical eye-movements which was highly consistent. As a result, vertical eye- 
movements were highly correlated with the movement of the ball at negligible latency. 
However, the eye did not track the bail nor the hand, but rather copied the ball move
ment with a gain of around 0.2, while gaze position was a few centimetres above the 
position of the ball in the region of catching, as revealed by a linear regression analysis. 
While the negligible delay between vertical eye and ball movements suggest that the 
motor system uses an internal model of the dynamics of the ball to overcome feedback 
delays [214,215], the small gain of eye-movements with respect to the movement of 
the ball is surprising. However, a tentative explanation might be that this small gain 
represents a trade-off between keeping the ball close to the fovea for high accuity, while 
at the same time avoiding the loss of vision associated with saccadic suppression [188].

Although the present experiment provided some interesting results on eye-hand
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coordination in a virtual skilled task, there are some methodological concerns with re
spect to the eye-tracking. First, due to the relative low sampling rate of the eye-tracking 
camera used, reliable detection of saccade onset was not possible. The possibility to 
reliably detect saccades would allow a more detailed analysis of geize behaviour in terms 
of fixation points and well-defined periods of smooth pursuit. Fortunately, eye-tracking 
systems with higher sampling rate are available (see e.g. [109]), so that these concerns 
could be addressed in future experiments. The second concern is with respect to the 
accuracy of gaze calibration.

While the average standard deviation of the calibration error in the region of contact 
between ball and cup was around only 0.6 cm horizontally and vertically, the standard 
deviation of the vertical calibration error at the lower bound of the workspace was 
around 2 cm, clearly leaving room for improvement. However, in order to improve 
calibration, it might be neccessary to fix the head with the use of a bite bar, which 
would make the task less natural and less comfortable for the subject. Although there 
clearly is room for improvement in calibrating gaze measurements, it should be noted 
that the variable error of 0.6 cm is small compared to the range of vertical smooth 
pursuit eye movements of approximately 6 cm, so that the most puzzling result of the 
low gain smooth pursuit movement are unlikely to be explained as a spurious result 
due to calibration errors.

8 .4 .3  Suppression  o f  v isual feedback

When a ball is dropped into a subject’s hand, EMG patterns reveal an anticipatory 
response that enables catching the ball [141]. If vision of the ball is prevented and 
subjects are instead cued to the release of the ball by an auditory signal, the anticipatory 
response disappears but is replaced with a specific set of refiexes that is cued by the 
auditory signal [140]. Moreover, these adaptive changes are extremely rapid and take 
effect after only one trial of blind catching. The present experiments also revealed 
adaptation to the absence of visual feedback, although on a slower time-scale.

During session 1, visual feedback of the ball was not provided during the last ten 
trials of each block of 100 trials. For these blind trials subjects were significantly less 
likely to succeed, indicating that no adaptation to the no visual feedback condition 
occurred when visual feedback was prevented only sporadically. In session 2, on the 
other hand, visual feedback of the ball was prevented every other trial and the three 
subjects participating in this session showed a marked improvement in the probability 
of success on blind trials, indicating that they adapted to the absence of visual feedback. 
A parsimonious explanation of this observation would be that subjects adapted to the 
absence of visual feedback by shifting from a feedback based strategy to a feedforward 
mode of control based on an internal model of the physics of the task.
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This view is supported by the pattern of between-trial variability (measured by the 
standard deviation) for, at least two of the three subjects. During session 1 variabil
ity was consistently higher when visual feedback was present, which can be explained 
by assuming that visual feedback based corrections were responsible for the increased 
variability, while in the absence of visual feedback, variability levels reflected the vari
ability of the feedforward control. Given this interpretation, it is most interesting that 
in session 2 variability of both visual and bhnd trials dropped to the level of variability 
of blind trials in session 1 for each subject, and this indicates that the two subjects did 
indeed switch to a more feedforward mode of control. While the third subject showed 
the same pattern for session 1 and had also equal variability patterns for blind and vi
sual trials in session 2, variability of blind trials in session 2 increased for this subject, 
in contrast to the other two subjects.

As the previous paragraph discusses, subjects clearly did adapt to the absence of 
visual feedback, although further experiments using more subjects will be necessary 
to positively identify a mechanism for this adaptive behaviour. However, the results 
discussed above make an important point with respect to the variability of movements. 
Based on the predominant view of rapid motor control as a feedforward control process 
based on a desired trajectory, variability is often perceived as a negative, but inevitable, 
by-product of the presence of motor noise that interferes with the execution of a desired 
trajectory. However in the present task, increased variabihty was associated with the 
more successful trials that had visual feedback available, while the more consistent bhnd 
trials were by far less successful. While the reason for this is obvious in the present 
example — visual feedback allows for online-correction that can compensate for errors 
of the predictive part of control — these observations advocate a view of motor control 
closer to the framework of optimal feedback control (see e.g. [236]).

8 .4 .4  V irtu al reality  tra in ing

The results of this chapter are potentially relevant to the growing use of virtual reality 
technology for training of complex skills (e.g. surgical training [2,6,96,159]) or for 
patient rehabilitation (e.g. rehabilitation of stroke patients [88,98,163]) and a recent 
review of the fleld can be found in [87].

A study of a simple virtual task (moving and replacing a number of cans) showed 
no transfer of learning to the real world even though performance in the virtual setting 
improved [130]. Similarly, in the present study no signiflcant transfer of virtual learning 
to the real world was observed, in spite of a more realistic simulation using convincing 
haptic feedback. However, the statistical power of this comparison was limited by the 
small number of comparison trials in the real world and the relatively small number of 
subjects, so that a more rigorous investigation of the question of the transfer of learning
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could well uncover a more subtle transfer eflFect of virtual learning. On the other hand, 
studies specifically designed to coach a difficult task with the help of a virtual reality 
environment both in healthy subjects [241] and also stroke patients [88,98,163] provided 
evidence of transfer from the virtual to the real world. One key difference between these 
studies and the present experiment was that the above studies were specifically designed 
to use virtual reality as a training tool, while in the present study transfer to the real 
world was only a “by-product” of the main investigation — this crucial difference could 
potentially explain the different observations pertaining to the transfer of learning.

8 .4 .5  Sum m ary

In summary, this chapter demonstrates that a virtual reality implementation of the 
Japanese game of Kendama can be learnt sufficiently rapidly to enable its use for 
motor psychophysics studies. Investigation of eye-hand coordination showed consistent 
coupling between the eye and the movement of the ball, possibly providing evidence that 
the motor system has an internal model of the dynamics of the task. However, more 
thorough experimentation with a set-up better adapted for eye-movement measurement 
will be required to establish any safe conclusions. Altering the feedback conditions 
showed that the motor system can change its strategy to cope with the absence of 
visual feedback and this observation opens up a range of possible manipulation that 
can be used to probe how the motor system learns complex and novel skills.

The novel task studied here, Kendama, cup and ball or Bilboquet in French, is ide
ally suited for the study of skill learning and eye-hand coordination, because although 
the goal is clearly and simply defined (catch the ball in the cup) the movement pattern 
itself is not explicitly specified. In this study I have found that the resulting movements 
and pattern were variable enough between subjects to be interesting, but at the same 
time consistent enough to allow the data to be analysed. The main advantage of using 
the virtual Kendama paradigm is to allow feedback conditions to be altered easily. In 
this study, visual feedback of the ball was blocked, but a wide range of other visual 
perturbations are implemented equally easily. In addition the effect of altering the 
dynamics of the task can also be studied with ease, and this aspect was also explored.

The results of this chapter are in many aspects preliminary findings that would 
need further experiments, possibly with an improved experimental set-up, in order to 
rigorously investigate learning of this novel task. However, the results obtained clearly 
demonstrate that movement psychophysics need not be limited to very stereotyped 
tasks like reaching or grasping, but that more complex and richer tasks can also give 
hard quantitative results that might provide a different and novel perspective of move
ment control and learning.
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Chapter 9

General discussion and 
conclusions

9.1 Sum m ary o f results

C h ap te r  2 investigated two algorithms, PEL and DSL, for learning a controller, or 
inverse model, when the error signal used for learning is given in a different coordinate 
system as the output of a controller — this is the usual situation in biological control, 
where the output of the controller is given by the neural motor commands and the 
error signal is visual or other sensory feedback. Simulation studies showed that PEL 
generally learns better than DSL, which is consistent with the fact that only PEL is 
used in engineering applications. The initial aim of the studies in chapter 2 was to 
derive experimentally testable distinctions between the two algorithms — this did not 
appear possible and chapter 2 can be seen as a case study of the difficulty of deriving 
experimentally testable predictions from complex theories of motor control. On a more 
positive note, careful analysis of the PEL algorithm resolved a contradiction as to the 
theoretical basis of PEL, which has been present in the literature for over ten years. 
This slightly more mathematical analysis is presented in section 2.2 and suggests 
possible avenues for further improvements of the PEL learning rule.

C h ap te rs  3 an d  4 studied adaptation of reaching movements to a novel and 
non-stationaxy environment defined by alternating predictable sequences of opposed 
velocity dependent force-fields. The results show that the motor system cannot easily 
use sequence information for adaptation to dynamic perturbations and revealed the 
importance of feedback control using sensory information online. Chapter 3, where the 
force-field switched on every trial, provided evidence for only a small, residual feedfor
ward component and an increasing feedback component of the control strategy used 
by the subjects. Chapter 4 studied adaptation to a less frequently switching sequence
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emphasising the interaction of feedforward and feedback control in non-stationary en
vironments. Moreover, making reference to simulations of a number of simple models, 
chapter 4 provided evidence for dual adaptation to conflicting dynamic perturbations.

C h ap te r 5 considered a different type of non-stationary environment, where a 
perturbation is introduced gradually, thus examining the eflFect of gradual practice. 
Computational considerations can predict both a decrease or an increase in performance 
as a result of gradual practice as compared to introducing the perturbation at full 
strength from the beginning. The experimental results showed improved learning for 
the gradually introduced perturbation when the perturbation was switching between 
two opposed force-fields and impaired learning when there was only one fixed force- 
field. Although there axe a number of methodological concerns associated with this 
comparison, the results could suggest that adaptation to switching and fixed force- 
fields might rely on very diflFerent mechanisms that are differentially affected by gradual 
practice.

A novel approach to modelling motor adaptation was introduced in ch ap te r 6, 
which treats adaptation from a system identification perspective. In this view, adapta
tion is a process of inferring the state of the environment for subsequent control. Since 
the environment is inherently uncertain, an optimal inference machine (also called an 
observer in the engineering literature) must take account of this uncertainty. In a sim
plified analysis, one can identify two sources of uncertainty, associated with the noise 
inherent in sensory feedback and with the fact that the environment might change 
unpredictably. Chapter 6 introduces an inference model based on these assumptions, 
which qualitatively and simultaneously models the results of chapters 3 and 4 by com
bining predictive control based on the previous trial with the use of sensory feedback 
online.

The model in chapter 6 makes the strong prediction that the way in which pre
dictions and sensory feedback are combined depends on the temporal statistics of the 
environment. The experiments in ch ap ter 7 were designed to test this hypothesis 
using a paradigm requiring subjects to lift a virtual object using the precision grip. 
The mass of the object was under experimental control and grip force was used as a 
measure of the subject’s internal estimate of the mass of the virtual object. Analysing 
grip force profiles obtained in three conditions, varying the probability that the mass 
would stay the same from one trial to the next, confirmed that feedback integration as 
described above indeed depends on the temporal statistics of the environment.

Most computationally motivated studies in the literature, as well as in this thesis, 
use very simple tasks which are easy to understand and analyse in order to build and 
test computational models. While this reductionist approach allows for powerful, clear- 
cut analysis, it runs the risk of missing what might be the most impressive feats of the
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primate motor system: complex manipulatory movements and the ability to success
fully achieve movement goals in spite of the generally large variability of movements. 
C h ap te r 8 addresses this issue by studying learning of a complex motor task: a vir
tual reality version of the Japanese game of Kendama. The results showed evidence of 
learning, both over the course of the experiment, as well as from one trial to the next. 
The latter form of learning was witnessed by the fact that trials following a successful 
trial were more likely to be successful and the relation of this finding to computational 
ideas from reinforcement learning was discussed. Manipulating the sensory feedback 
available to the subject showed that subjects were able to adapt to a lack of visual feed
back and suggested that haptic feedback could be used online to correct for dynamic 
perturbations.

Additionally, monitoring eye-movements revealed coordinative eye-hand patterns, 
which suggests that the motor system made use of an internal model of the task dy
namics as such. Perhaps most importantly, the results of chapter 8 provide a proof-of- 
existence that complex, under-constrained tasks can provide quantitative and robust 
results waiting for a computational model.

9.2 N europhysiology o f m otor learning

The approach of this thesis to the study of motor learning and adaptation is wholly 
based on the analysis of motor behaviour when subjects experienced a novel environ
ment or performed a novel task. In this analysis, the help of computational models was 
enlisted to add meaning to the experimental results that goes beyond purely empirical 
findings. Nevertheless it will be important to assess the obtained results in light of the 
current understanding of the neurophysiology of motor control and learning. However, 
given the focus of this thesis, the following overview does not aim to be more than a 
brief and necessarily incomplete glance over the rich body of empirical findings relating 
to brain function in the context of motor learning.

Initial exposure to novel force-fields results in learning related activation of dor- 
somedial and pulvinax thalamus, higher visual areas (Brodmanns Area (BA) 18) and 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 46), when comparing regional cerebral blood flow 
(rCBF) between an initial unlearnable (random) force-field and initial exposure to a 
consistent force-field resulting in motor adaptation [220]. The activation of thalamus, 
left BA 18 and right BA 46 were highly correlated. These areas were least active 
when the task was most novel and subjects initially experienced the unleamahle field, 
and most active when the task was leamt, suggesting a role in early learning for the 
prefrontal-occipital network. This most likely implicates visuomotor association areas 
of BA 46 in the early learning of force-fields.
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Interestingly, when subjects recalled the learnt force-fields about five hours later, 
there was a significant decrease in the activation of BA 46 as compared to late in 
the first learning session, further supporting the role of prefrontal cortex in the initial 
learning of the force-field. This interpretation is also consistent with the notion that 
prefrontal cortex is involved in short-term memory of sensorimotor associations [41, 
199,225]. Furthermore, significant increases in rCBF in recall versus learning were 
observed in right anterior cerebellar cortex^, left dorsal premotor cortex (BA6) and left 
posterior parietal cortex (BA7), suggesting that these areas could be associated with 
the longterm storage of an internal model of the force-field. Importantly, subjects who 
experienced a different force-field in the second session did not show these changes in 
rCBF, supporting the view that the observed changes are specific to teaming and not 
explained by a generalised effect of exposure to the force-field.

The changes in the neurophysiology of the acquisition of an internal model refiect 
the functional changes discussed in section 1.3.3: within the first five hours after initial 
acquisition, the internal model of a force-field becomes consolidated and stops being 
susceptible to negative interference that would otherwise occur when a conflicting force- 
field is learnt [20,219]. The changes in neural activity observed in [220] could be the 
manifestation of different neural circuits involved in the initial, fragile phase of internal 
model acquisition and the more stable long-term storage as observed functionally.

The cerebellum has been hypothesised as a substrate for long-term memories and 
association for a long time [3,154], both in the context of storing an internal inverse 
model [73,120-122,128,224] for control and an internal forward model for prediction and 
state estimation [39,165,167,168] (see [271] for a review). Moreover, the cerebellum has 
been implicated in the adaptation of internal models for the vestibulo-ocular reflex [97] 
reaching movement [127] and the use of a new tool [92,93]. The idea that both forward 
and inverse models are represented in the cerebellum resonates with the findings of 
a recent modelling study [15], requiring adaptation of both a forward and an inverse 
model in order to capture all quahtative features of arm trajectories in a force-field 
adaptation study. Another interesting idea is the proposition that the cerebellum is 
not only used for estimating the state of the body for control [167], but also to track the 
state of objects in the environment [190-192]. This idea together with the suggested role 
of the cerebellum in motor adaptation links in nicely with the view of motor adaptation 
as estimating the state of the environment, as put forward in chapter 6 of this thesis.

Given the role of premotor cortex on movement preparation [66] and its suggested 
role in the retrieval of sensorimotor associations [169], the increase in activation of pre
motor cortex during recall is, at least partially, likely to be associated with the retrieval 
of the previously acquired internal model of the force-field. Another contribution to the

^Posterior cerebellar cortex was not imaged in this study.
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increased activation of premotor cortex during recall is likely to come from the large 
input it receives from posterior parietal cortex [66], an area that also showed recall 
related increases in rCBF.

In some sense the most interesting finding of the imaging study [220] is the involve
ment of posterior parietal cortex, which has also been found to be involved in the on-line 
correction of visually guided movements [38,195] in response to unpredictable jumps of 
the target. Given sensorimotor feedback delays, efficient online control requires state 
estimation, which can be achieved by the use of a forward model that predicts future 
states based on sensory feedback and an efference copy, both of which are represented 
in posterior parietal cortex [39]. A functional imaging study has found that, more
over, a network including both posterior parietal cortex and anterior cerebellum show 
increased rCBF related to online corrections [40]. The classic role of the cerebellum 
in the feedback control of visually guided movements [90] and the adaptation of long- 
latency refiexes [179] further support this finding. Moreover, patients with cerebellar 
lesions were found to make exaggerated and oscillatory visual corrections to reaching 
movements [34], indicative of feedback control based on a delayed sensory signal. By 
contrast to the performance of normal subjects, this again implies that the role of the 
cerebellum includes efficient state estimation to overcome the sensory feedback delays 
inherent in the motor system.

While a one-to-one relationship between abstract computational concepts like those 
discussed in this thesis and any single brain area or network of brain areas is clearly 
unlikely, the computational approach to modelling aspects of motor adaptation used 
in this thesis shows an interesting, albeit tentative, parallel to the neurophysiological 
data discussed above. The core idea of the computational model in chapter 6 is the 
notion that both feedforward and feedback adaptation are really manifestations of the 
same control strategy that takes account of the temporal statistics of the environment. 
In stationary environments adaptive control can be based on past experience resulting 
in a feedforward mode of control, while rapidly changing environments result in online 
feedback control. Importantly, both seemingly separate control strategies arise from 
the single principle of optimally estimating the state of the environment for control and 
adaptation.

Reflecting this unifying principle, the neurophysiological findings relating to reach
ing movements discussed in this section suggest that the same cortical and cerebellar 
substrates are involved in the acquisition of an internal model of a force-field produced 
by a robotic manipulandum (feedforward control) and the online response to changes 
in the target location (feedback control). Moreover, feedforward control arises from 
a stable, stationary environment (i.e. the robotic manipulandum producing the same 
force-field) and feedback control is utihsed when the environment changes unpredictably
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(i.e. random target jumps). Although this parallel between an unifying computational 
idea and invariances in brain activation is entirely based on circumstantial evidence 
and probably less than watertight, it suggests that the novel approach of this thesis to 
understanding motor adaptation might be reflected in the neurophysiological findings 
discussed above.

For completeness it should be mentioned that the network described above is of 
course not the only part of the brain involved in motor learning. Learning of a rhyth
mic task lead to learning-related increases of rCBF in the posterior lateral cerebellum, 
intraparietal and medial parietal cortex, presupplementary motor area and lateral pre
motor cortex [203]. Learning-related plasticity has also been observed in primary motor 
cortex (Ml, BA 4) for a task involving sequential finger tapping [118]. Single cell studies 
of monkeys learning to reach under a velocity depended force-field (as in the imaging 
study described at length above) showed changes in the tuning parameters of corti
cal cells in Ml during learning [59,151]. These changes represented relative complex 
representational changes that were not explained by the concurrent changes in electro
myographic measurements of the task-relevant muscles. The authors interpreted these 
observations that an internal model of the force-field was established in Ml. For a 
review of the role of M l in learning and adaptation see [211].

9.3 C om putational m odels for m otor control and learning

The role of computational models in neuroscience, in general, and in the study of 
motor control and learning, in particular, might best be aridressed by looking at the 
general relationship between theories, or models and empirical science. Models provide 
a framework under which many pieces of apparently unrelated experimental evidence 
can be organised. Models can give meaning beyond pure observation and most impor
tantly can give rise to new questions to be addressed by experiments. These points 
are particularly important in a fleld like neuroscience, which due to its relatively young 
age has abundant examples of seemingly unconnected pieces of evidence. This is easily 
appreciated if one considers that most researchers concentrate their work on a very 
small area, e.g. a particular region of the brain. Given the complexities of experimental 
investigations in neuroscience, this is probably an efficient way of organising research. 
However, models can help to focus the collective mind across specialist boundaries, 
helping to consolidate and inter-relate scientific discoveries.

This thesis investigated computational aspects of motor learning, and in this section 
I set out to discuss the role of computational models for research in motor control. I will 
hence need to define what I mean by computational. The definition that seems most 
appropriate in the current context is a model which can be implemented in a computer
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program. The underlying idea is that if a model represents a real understanding of the 
underlying problem and proposed solution, it should be possible to write a computer 
programme that implements what the model does. Therefore computational models 
are theories that are well enough thought out to be implemented in a computer pro
gram and therefore produce clear qualitative and quantitative predictions. Two basic 
philosophical concepts are central to this point of view: first that the brain is some sort 
of computer and second that models should make experimentally testable predictions. 
The first point is quite general and rather than implying that the way the brain works 
resembles in any way a conventional computer, it underlines the point of view that 
the brain is an organ for processing information [24]. The second point is a well-loved 
principle in the philosophy of science, which was first identified by Popper as the motor 
for scientific progress [196].

A way of thinking about computational models of the brain, put forward by Maxr, 
is to define three fiavours or, more appropriately, levels of analysis [155], which are 
hierarchically organised. On top of the hierarchy is the computational solution to a 
given problem that the brain has to solve, followed by an algorithmic representation of 
the computational solution, which in turn has to be implemented using the available 
hardware (i.e. networks of neurons, muscles, etc.). Taking as an example the model of 
chapter 6, the problem to be solved is to optimally estimate the state of the environ
ment. The computational solution is to combine all instances of feedback, using Bayes 
rule to consistently handle the uncertainty associated with sensory feedback and this 
is implemented by a recursive algorithm (the Kalman filter under the assumptions in 
chapter 6). The question of hardware implementation was not addressed in this thesis, 
but experimental evidence reviewed in the previous section is suggestive of a role for 
both the cerebellum and the posterior parietal cortex in state estimation.

Central to the idea of Marr’s levels of analysis is the notion that these levels can 
be analysed independently from each other in a top down direction, e.g. that the com
putational level can be analysed independent of algorithmic implementation or neural 
hardware. This dissociation of computational ideas and the implementation in neu
ral hardware does not sit comfortably with many researchers in the field. A different 
take on this issue is that both the computational and implementation levels provide a 
“squeeze” for the algorithmic level [172]. Thus both computational ideas and neural 
implementation constrain the algorithmic level and scientific progress is made when 
all three levels match up. The work in this thesis provided computational analysis of 
some aspects of motor learning based on the results of psychophysical experiments and 
proposed a possible algorithmic implementation. It will be a question for experimental 
neuroscientists to see whether the model studied in chapter 6 of this thesis also has a 
convincing counterpart in neural implementation.
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A  further important dichotomy that defines the term “computational model” as 
used in this thesis is the requirement of an “interpretative” quality [35]. This sets 
computational models apart from mathematical models, which are purely descriptive 
of the observation in question and do not assign function. An example of such a 
mathematical model would be the delta-rule described in section 6.2.1. It has the same 
descriptive power as the Kalman filter derived as an optimal estimator, but does not 
assign any added functional meaning to an observed rate of learning. The Kalman 
filter model developed in section 6.2.3 on the other hand explains an observed learning 
rate in terms of the temporal statistics of the environment — models like this are 
interpretative rather than purely descriptive, providing tentative explanations rather 
than sole descriptions of experimental results.

In summary, computational models provide a way of organising a body of experi
mental findings, offering the potential for meaningful interpretation across of different 
fields of research and can stimulate the design of future experiments. The estimation 
model in chapter 6 exempfifies this last point: the model was designed to give a mean
ingful interpretation to the observed shift from feedforward to feedback adaptation 
in non-stationary environments (chapters 3 and 4) but also made further predictions 
which inspired the design of the grip-force experiments in chapter 7.

9.4 Conclusions

This thesis provided a new view of motor adaptation and learning by studying human 
performance in non-stationary, time-changing environments. Consideration of statis
tical constraints gave rise to a model that reformulates adaptation as the problem of 
estimating the state of the environment. Control is based on this state estimate. The 
model explained a number of behavioural results regarding the adaptation to switch
ing force-fields and further made the strong prediction that the integration of sensory 
feedback should depend on the temporal statistics of the environment. This prediction 
was tested psychophysically using a grip-force paradigm and the results supported the 
model. In addition to the experimental and modelling approaches revolving around 
non-stationary environments, a new virtual reality paradigm was developed for the 
study of a more complex and rich kind of task than the simple reaching and point
ing movements usually studied computational motor control. A number of interesting 
results on learning and eye-hand coordination proved the potential of this approach.

Human motor behaviour is incredibly complex. Yet organising principles have to be 
simple by definition. By concentrating on one or a few experimentally controlled factors 
and simple computational models, this thesis has contributed to our understanding of 
some of the organising principles of human motor behaviour.
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Planar two-link arm  

T w o-link  planar arm  m odel

The mathematical model for the planar two-link arm and its feedback controller are 
given in section 2.4.1, Eq. (2.24) ; this section defines the matrices and functions used 
in this model. The joint viscosity is defined by a diagonal matrix:

(9.1)

The joint inertia is a symmetric matrix defined by:

y /  _  A i + Î 2 + m i C i + m 2  ( / Î +  2ZiC2Cos(qf2)+ C2) i2 +  m2 {I1C2 cos (q2) +  c ^ ) \  / g  g \

\  Î2+ rri2 (/iC2COs(g2)+ C2 ) î2 +  m2C2 J
Coriolis and Centrifugal forces give rise to the non-linear interaction torques given by:

_  f - m 2 h c 2  sin ( %)  (92 +  2gi Ç2) \  / q

V rn2liC2sin{q2)qi )   ̂ ^

The parameters used in Eq. (9.1)-(9.3) were the same as in [83] and the numerical 
values for the proximal and distal are given in table 9.1.

link 1 (proximal) link 2 (distal) units

link length (/i,/2 ) 0.25 0.35 772

centre of gravity (0 1 , 0 2 ) 0.13 0.15 772

mass (7 7 1 1 , 7 7 1 2) 0.9 1.1 kg
moment of inertia (2 1 , 2 2 ) 0.0201 0.0453 kgm^
joint viscosity (6) 0.4 0.4 Ns

Table 9.1: Numerical values for parameters used in the arm model.

All simulations included feedback control using a PD controller as [183] defined in
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Eq. (2.26), with the position and velocity feedback gains given respectively by:

where for DSL and PEL kp was set to 10 and 1, respectively, and ky was set to 2 and 
0.2, respectively, unless stated otherwise.

The transformation between the joint based coordinate system of the simulations 
and Cartesian coordinates given the geometry of the arm was a straightforward appli
cation of trigonometry. However, in order to transform the joint based inertia matrix 
for display to the Cartesian coordinates used for presentation, the Jacobian defined by 
Eq. (9.5) is required:

j /  \ _  f - h  sin (qi) -  h sin (gi + 92) - I2 sin (gi + 9 2)^ /g
y  h cos (91) 4- fs C08  (91 4- 92) /a cos (91 +  9 2 ) J

Given the jacobian, the inertia matrix I  can be transformed to its Cartesian form
Ix = 1 • by simple matrix multipfication.

E xtern a l Force P erturbation

The external force perturbation was similar to the velocity-dependent cur 1-field used, 
for example, in [222], with the difference that the direction of force was fixed with 
respect to the workspace during any one movement. This was achieved by letting the 
external force be proportional to the component of the hand’s velocity in the target 
direction tx and pointing at 90 ° to that direction:

fx — B (tx • Vx) 0 - 1
1 0 tx (9.6)

where the subscripted x indicates Cartesian coordinates, the matrix in square bracket 
provides a counter-clockwise rotation by 90° and the value of B  was set to -10 Nm ~^s 
for all simulations. To calculate the joint-torques resulting from this perturbation, 
joint-velocities were transformed to Cartesian velocities, the force calculated and then 
transformed to joint-torques r:

T = r \ B 0 1
- 1  0 t ,  (9.7)
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input layer

hidden layer

output layer

#  motor command

state unit

O  hidden unit

^  desired acceleration 
(for inverse model) 
motor command 
(for forward model)

Figure 9.1: Schematic of the MLP used for simulations. The network consists of an input layer, 
a linear output layer and a non-linear hidden layer. Each hidden unit passes the weighted sum 
of its inputs through a sigmoidal nonlinearity of the form

Artificial neural network models

A schematic of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [16] used in the simulations in chap

ter 2 is shown in Fig. 9.1. The architecture consisted of an input layer of six units, 

50 nonlinear hidden units with a sigmoidal nonlinearity and two output units (see Fig

ure 9.1). The inputs for both forward and inverse models were the current state of the 

plant (joint angles and velocities) and additionally the feed-forward torque for forward 

models and desired accelerations for inverse models (see Fig. 2.1 and 9.1). The output 

of the forward and inverse models was the predicted accelerations and the feed-forward 

torques, respectively.

The adaptive parameters were the connection weights from hidden to output units 

(wi )  and from the input units to the hidden units (W2 ). These are summarised in the 

parameter vector w  — [w%; W2 ] used throughout the text (cf. Eq. (2.7) and (2.13)). 

The network was fully connected, and no prior over the weights was used. As described 

in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, these weights are tuned using gradient descent, which for 

the MLP is readily implemented using back-propagation [16]. Since gradient descent 

generally does not handle well differences of scale between the inputs or between the 

outputs, all inputs and outputs were scaled to lie in the range between -1 and 4-1. As 

in [111], no attem pt was made to optimise the number of hidden units used in the 

simulations.

Since the networks described above are to be used for feedforward control, the state  

units need to take their input from an internally available desired trajectory. In the 

presence of a perturbation, the actual state of the system  would not correspond to the 

desired state of the system  and any adaptive changes would be slightly wrong: although  

the error signal is derived at the actual state of the system , the parameter changes are 

made as if the system  was moving along the desired trajectory. However, given that the 

dynamics of the system  are relatively smooth (benign nonlinearity) over the workspace,
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such a learning procedure would still converge to the correct solution.
Given that the function approximator itself generalises well, as is the case for the 

MLP, a more efficient training procedure consists in using the actual state of the sys
tem for training, and this approach was taken for the simulations in chapter 2. This 
approach corresponds to connecting the state units in Fig. 2.1 to the gray arrows repre
senting state feedback, rather than the green errors representing the desired trajectory. 
This approach, in combination with the on-line parameter updates, effectively adds an 
additional error-corrective feedback loop, with the associated potential stability prob
lems. However, this was not found to be a problem in the simulations, presumably due 
to the low feedback delay of only one time-step (physiological conduction and processing 
delays were not modelled), and the relatively low gain of the feedback controller used. 
The two different approaches of using either the actual or desired states for training 
are discussed in more detail in [212].
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